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C onsumers have become accustomed to having the 
products they order delivered faster than ever.
Using innovative techniques to securely deliver 

goods wherever and whenever the customer requests 
them, delivery companies are advancing to meet this 
demand. 

Competition throughout the supply chain is steadily 
growing. Companies need to devise innovative methods 
for the transportation of goods from raw materials all the 
way to the final consumer. From concept to practice, it
can be challenging to identify affordable solutions. 

This article will highlight recent research conducted 
by the University of Washington’s Urban Freight Lab. 
It will also detail work the lab has conducted with its 
strategic partners to explore new methods to reduce 
transportation costs, improve the customer experience, 
reduce carbon footprint, and reduce urban congestion 
after goods leave the shipping docks. 

Customer Expectations in a World of eCommerce 
Think of the first time you ordered something from 
Amazon, and the fulfillment experience when your 
product finally arrived. My first Amazon order in 1999 
was for a newly released Tom Waits album. At the time 
I was working as a technology consultant for IBM and it 
seemed appropriate to try this out, especially since I was 
telling clients all about the business revolution inter-
net commerce would soon create. I remember entering 
my credit card information with a little trepidation as 
I recalled an IBM security consultant telling me that he 
actually used a separate credit card for internet ordering 
due to the risks. 

I liked the fact that Amazon immediately told me 
when my order would arrive. I think their projection 
was probably 5 days, which was fine since I didn’t need 

to do anything except be patient. I remember walking to 
my mailbox two days after placing the order and there 
was my CD. I guess Amazon’s thinking was to under-
promise and over-deliver. It seems odd now, but I was 
really impressed. 

That was a long time ago. Amazon now offers free 
delivery with its Prime program, and even two-hour 
delivery for some products in large metro areas. We all 
know how this has changed consumer expectations. As 
the pandemic began, I recall ordering a lawn spreader 
and I was particularly aggravated when Amazon indi-
cated that I would need to wait a week to receive my item 
and I actually ended up buying it from Walmart because 
they could deliver in two days.

Consumers now expect to have an enormous catalog 
of products to choose from, and they expect the delivery 
to be on-time, in-full, undamaged, and with accurate 
documentation—a phenomenon called “perfect order.” 
On top of that, they also expect their deliveries to be free. 

Although the pandemic has lengthened the amount 
of time consumers are willing to wait for a delivery, and 
increased their willingness to pay for expedited deliv-
ery, it seems reasonable that consumer expectations will 
return to pre-pandemic levels once the worst subsides. 
Adjusted consumer expectations during the COVID-19 
outbreak have provided a brief respite for less capable
ecommerce shippers, but this respite won’t last. Based on 
a number of research studies, delivery excellence is a key 
factor in a consumer’s perception of the brand. I know 
that I have stopped buying from merchants who were 
unable to meet their delivery commitments. 

Contemporary Challenges in eCommerce Logistics 
For most of us, when we shop online we expect to find 
exactly what we want—immediately available inventory, 
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the most competitive prices, and com-
plete, fast, free delivery. Amazon has 
taught us that this is what consumers 
should expect. 

At this point in online retail, these 
abilities could almost be considered table 
stakes. But as any supply chain person 
will tell you, the operational, techno-
logical, and logistical challenges that are 
required to pull this off are gargantuan. 
Likewise, the pricing pressure exerted on 
logistics providers in this new competi-
tive environment are unprecedented. To
remain competitive, transportation pro-
viders must design and adopt innovative 
solutions that will fundamentally change 
the way products are delivered.

While logistics providers face a host 
of challenges in meeting these new ser-
vice level requirements, one of the larg-
est areas of opportunity is in optimizing 
delivery in what is termed the “last mile.” 
In logistics, the term last mile means the 
last step of the delivery process from a 
warehouse or distribution center to the 
end customer. Depending on the nature 
of the delivery, last mile transportation 
can actually encompass the 50 miles or 
more it takes to get the product to the
final consumer’s door. 

Last mile logistics is in fact the most 
expensive part of the delivery process. 
Most transportation providers are now
focused on optimizing this part of the 
delivery process as new efficiencies can 
contribute very significantly to corpo-
rate profits, especially at a time when the 
shipping volumes and negotiating power 
of companies like Amazon and Walmart 
are exerting such downward pressure on 
shipping costs. 

Going Beyond the Last Mile 
Addressing the last mile problem is challenging. But 
the researchers at the Supply Chain Transportation &
Logistics Center (SCTL) have analyzed this problem in 
depth and isolated what is, in fact, the most challenging 
and costly portion of the last mile—coining the term 
“The Final 50 Feet.” 

The final 50 feet is the distance a package must travel 
to go from the delivery truck into the hands of the final 
consumer. For several years, the Urban Freight Lab at 
the University of Washington has been studying this
problem and working with key stakeholders to devise, 

Downtown deliveries are rapidly increasing and causing trafc congestion as drivers park wherever 
they fnd space, including occasionally on the sidewalk. Technology is being piloted to optimize 
this “last 50 feet,” of the delivery process, which will have positive impacts on the environment and 
profts. rblfmr | Shutterstock.com 

test, and implement innovative, real-world solutions to 
address what is probably the most daunting problem in 
the world of urban freight. 

When I drive down the streets of downtown Seattle, 
the effects of the final 50 feet problem are painfully clear. 
As the number of deliveries being made downtown
increases exponentially, Seattle’s already-challenging 
traffic situation is becoming untenable. The increasing 
traffic congestion is due in large part to trucks parked 
on the sidewalk, in alleys, or sometimes in the middle 
of the road. 

https://Shutterstock.com
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The SCTL Urban Freight Lab (UFL) at the University 
of Washington has partnered with the Department of 
Energy, the Seattle Department of Transportation, and 
the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) on a 
pilot project to address the final 50 feet challenge. Our 
research considers leveraging contemporary sensor tech-
nology, machine learning, and new processes for accom-
plishing this delivery challenge. 

Through the Department of Energy’s Office of
Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, the Vehicle 
Technologies Office is funding the three-year, $1.5 mil-
lion pilot project in Seattle and Bellevue, Washington, to: 

• Reduce parking seeking behavior by 
approximately 20 percent in a pilot test area 

• Reduce parcel truck dwell time by approximately 
30 percent 

• Increase business efficiency by increasing 
turnover in load/unload spaces 

Project Approach 
The UFL is taking a two-pronged approach by deploying
centralized delivery lockers and collecting real-time data 

about parking behaviors and availability, then employ-
ing machine learning to predict the availability of park-
ing at any moment in time. Both of these initiatives are 
focused on accelerating the delivery process to reduce 
urban congestion. 

Accelerating the Delivery Process 
Common carrier locker 
The UFL partnered with the Seattle Department of
Transportation to establish what are called common car-
rier delivery lockers in high-density population areas. 
Common carrier lockers are secure, automated, self-ser-
vice storage systems designed to accommodate deliver-
ies from multiple transportation providers delivering 
a range of parcel sizes. If you’ve ever had an Amazon 
package delivered to a locker you understand the idea. 
However, unlike Amazon lockers, these lockers are 
“common,” in that any carrier can use them to make 
deliveries. Such common carrier lockers create what is 
called delivery density, enabling many trucks to trans-
port many packages to a single stop, rather than all those
vehicles having to make multiple stops to accomplish the 

The Urban Freight Lab at the University of Washington partnered with the Seattle Department of Transportation to install common carrier delivery lockers 
in highdensity population areas. Common carrier lockers are designed to store deliveries from multiple carriers delivering a range of parcel sizes. Photo 
courtesy of the Urban Freight Lab at the University of Washington 
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same task. This new approach reduces 
both dwell time and failed first deliver-
ies, both of which produce congestion, 
unwanted emissions, and increased 
cost. Each is described below. 

Reducing failed deliveries 
Failed deliveries are a significant prob-
lem for delivery firms like UPS and
DHL. A failed delivery occurs when 
the delivery driver is unable to get the 
package into the hands of the final con-
sumer for any number of reasons. The 
most common reason for final delivery 
failure is that the consumer isn’t home 
and there is no safe place to leave the 
package so it doesn’t get stolen. Failed 
deliveries, which must be redelivered 
the next day, further increase conges-
tion and pollution in urban areas. And 
they impact profits. Clearly, having to 
deliver a package twice instead of once 
makes that delivery that much less 
profitable. 

Common carrier lockers essentially
solve the failed delivery problem, not 
just for one carrier but for all of them. 
Fewer failed deliveries mean fewer 
delivery trucks downtown, so there’s
less congestion and more available 
short-term parking. More parking 
means fewer delivery vehicles cir-
cling the block looking for somewhere 
to stop, or pulled up on the sidewalk. 

Reducing dwell time 
One of the important efficiency metrics for delivery vehi-
cles is dwell time. Dwell time is the time that a vehicle 
spends at a scheduled stop without moving, in our case 
when the driver is making deliveries. Obviously, the 
shorter the dwell time the better. To quantify the ben-
efits that this approach can provide, the UFL observed 
and timed actual urban deliveries. The conclusions were 
compelling. Using the traditional delivery approach 
without access to common carrier lockers, the average
delivery time to deliver packages on seven different 
floors in a building in downtown Seattle was 27 minutes. 
With common carrier lockers, the average last 50-foot 
delivery time collapsed to only 5.6 minutes—a reduction 
of nearly 80 percent! Not surprisingly, this reduced truck 
dwell time by nearly the same amount. As a result, far 
more vehicles can use the same parking space, mean-
ing fewer trucks blocking the alleys, on sidewalks, and 
less need for city planners to devise ways to create more 

Without access to common carrier lockers, the average delivery time to seven diferent foors 
in a downtown Seattle building was 27  minutes. Graphic courtesy of the Urban Freight Lab at the 
University of Washington 

Common carrier lockers reduce the last 50foot average delivery time by nearly 80% to only 5.6 minutes. 
This reduces road congestion and enables delivery companies to conduct more proftable operations. 
Graphic courtesy of the Urban Freight Lab at the University of Washington 

truck parking. 
This reduction not only reduces congestion, but it also

enables delivery firms to conduct more profitable opera-
tions, since faster deliveries require fewer trucks and 
less labor. Property managers have also embraced this 
solution. It enhances building security since there are no 
longer unknown individuals inside the buildings they 
manage. It is also more environmentally friendly, as it 
saves fuel and reduces emissions. 

Real-time Data Detection 
and Analysis 
The first step in understanding the real-time availabil-
ity of commercial parking accessible to delivery drivers 
is to know whether a parking space will be available 
when the driver arrives. There are a number of com-
mercially available solutions for collecting this informa-
tion, but most of them function in a similar manner. To 
support the considerable data integration, management, 
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and analysis requirements of this effort, UFL 
has partnered with Pacific Northwest National 
Laboratory (PNNL). 

A sensor that looks like a hockey puck is 
installed in the ground below a particular park-
ing location. When a space becomes unoccupied, 
the sensor communicates this information to a 
vendor-specific data collection device. Depending 
on the device and the degree of connectivity,
this data might either be stored on the collec-
tion device for a batch upload or streamed in real 
time. Ultimately, the data is sent to a server at the 
University of Washington and pushed to a server 
at PNNL through an application programming 
interface (API) for analysis using artificial intel-
ligence capabilities built into the PNNL system. 

The PNNL system will predict in real time 
which parking spots may be available when the 
driver arrives and where they are located, thereby 
dramatically reducing the amount of time driv-
ers spend driving around looking for an avail-
able parking space. These sensors are relatively 
inexpensive, and the information they collect is 
binary—either a space is occupied or it is not. 
Obviously, gathering other data points besides
vacancy status, like what type of vehicle is occu-
pying the parking space at any given time, would 
be immensely useful in this effort, for example 
to ascertain the actual dimension of space occu-
pied. However, at the current time only three 
data points—the location of the hockey puck and 
spaces, time of day, and vacancy status—are captured 
and communicated. Personally identifying information 
about people or vehicles is never gathered. 

Rich Data 
Several vendors have developed solutions that can pro-
vide additional data. Companies like Cleverciti and 
Verizon offer solutions that provide a wealth of addi-
tional data that is invaluable for this type of effort. These 
technologies capture and interpret far more detailed
data about parking availability and usage. 

These commercial solutions can capture real-time 
video of a particular urban location, stream that informa-
tion to a server with software designed to interpret the 
video stream. They can also capture and analyze pedes-
trian traffic, automatically interpreting various attributes 
of the data it has collected. Likewise, such a system can 
be taught to recognize different types of delivery vehi-
cles by color and shape, which companies the vehicles 
are affiliated with, what type of building they are visit-
ing, license plate numbers, etc. Additionally, information 
about dwell times, occupancy, the routes vehicles take
through a particular urban area at a particular time of 

The Urban Freight Lab at the University of Washington and the Pacifc Northwest 
National Laboratory have partnered to study parking availability for delivery drivers. 
Sensor technology, similar to that in the photo, is being implemented in order to 
monitor realtime availability of commercial parking. PierreOlivier | Shutterstock.com 

the day, and other factors can be captured and analyzed. 
However, none of these data streams are made available 
to PNNL, only the occupancy status is provided through 
the API. 

PNNL’s machine learning capabilities use only the 
parking space and occupancy history as model inputs to 
recognize patterns that are difficult for humans to dis-
cern, and then predict parking availability, based on the 
historical space occupancy information. Availability pre-
dictions will be accessible via a mobile device, enabling 
drivers to consider predicted parking availability in 
their decision making as they seek a suitable unoccupied 
parking spot. Even with these near real-time predictions, 
there are no guarantees a spot will remain open until the
driver arrives to claim it. As the system learns, however, 
the predictions will increase in accuracy, delivering a far 
more powerful prediction solution. 

Machine Learning 
Once the occupancy data arrives at PNNL’s servers, 
the prediction models are generated, exploring park-
ing behaviors across different parking spaces, as well 
as looking into parameters like the time of day and day 

https://Shutterstock.com
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of the week. Although it is beyond the project’s current 
scope, future improvements could explore contextual 
data sources, like weather or economic indicators, that 
influence congestion patterns to make even more intel-
ligent decisions and projections. 

Ultimately, this data will be available in a free mobile 
application that drivers can employ to locate parking loca-
tions that are currently empty. The currently deployed 
version of the app allows drivers to define the length of 
their vehicle, view current occupancy, and determine if 
any applicable spaces are predicted to become available 
within a selected timeframe. 

Future enhancements would be expected to improve 
the systems prediction accuracies. UFL member compa-
nies, like UPS, who will be using the app, will have the 
option to provide data like: 

• vehicle length 
• time of day when seeking parking 
• the number of packages being delivered at 

each stop 
• type of commodity being delivered—a single box 

or “big and heavy” 
Drivers will also be able to select parking preferences. 

For example, a driver could indicate that they only want 
to be notified of spaces on the end of the block and not in 
the middle, because it is easier to maneuver. 

To access the V2+ mobile application developed 
by PNNL, the users are required to provide an email 
address, which can be anonymous. Any additional data 
provided by the user to the application is used locally by 
the application and is not collected by or stored at PNNL. 
Such additional input data can direct drivers to avail-
able parking spots that meet their specific requirements. 
This information will also help drivers make more 
informed decisions about parking selection. In an ideal 
world, drivers with the app who are searching for a space 
would provide feedback if the space they were directed 
to is actually occupied at that particular moment. This 
is the sort of outcome-based data that helps the system 
“learn” to make more accurate predictions. 

Other Outcomes 
Removing waste and creating new  
business models and profit sources 
While this research will unquestionably improve the
efficiency and cost-effectiveness of delivery over the last 
50 feet, this new real-time visibility will also create new 
business models and profit sources for resources that are 
currently either undervalued or entirely wasted. Similar 
examples of how technology is being employed to cap-
ture new value and remove waste in industries such as 
agriculture, where imperfect produce is now being sold 
to consumers rather than being discarded by farmers, is 
currently available. 

Within the network of parking spaces available to
delivery drivers, a significant percentage are privately-
owned. At certain times these spots are vacant, even 
though there may be a lack of public parking options 
available to delivery drivers who may not want to pay 
for a space. 

Once real-time information about parking accessibil-
ity is available, there is a foreseeable market for avail-
able private parking spots with prices that vary with
demand, much like the way the price of an Uber fluctu-
ates depending on demand. 

Such a marketplace would remove waste from the 
system, creating a new profit-source for the owners of 
these private spaces while also providing a cost-effective 
solution for delivery drivers, who otherwise might be 
left to circle the block for 15 minutes seeking an avail-
able space.

Such innovations are what will contribute to the 
creation of “smart cities,” which deploy and integrate 
new technologies to improve urban services like utilities 
and transportation to reduce waste, the consumption of 
resources, and costs. In doing this, these innovations will 
also make cities more climate-friendly, more efficient, 
and, ultimately, more livable. 
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	-


	of the Marine Transportation System(MTS). 
	of the Marine Transportation System(MTS). 
	Marine transportation has always been the foundation of global commerce. As our economy becomes more complex, humans will continue to innovate and revolutionize the MTS to meet demands. The past year has taught us how reliant 

	Figure
	illegal, unreported, and unregulated fishing. Regional
	topics include stories on the ports of Charleston and the Columbia-Snake River systems. This wide range of topics highlights the crucial role of waterway infrastructure and the impact that the MTS provides to the global economy. 
	-
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	Technical innovation and the constant drive towards economies of scale fuel MTS users’ development of novel technology and the adaptation of enhanced technologies. These developments occur within the shared marine environment. Specifically, the development and deployment of artificial intelligence and other autonomous systems, which operate vessels and serve specific functions at waterfront facilities, has become a new reality over the last decade. 
	-
	-
	-

	As the International Maritime Organization and stakeholder nations discuss methods of governancerelated to these systems, the pace of technical advancements continually shifts the goal line. Thirty years ago, autonomous technology only existed in television, movies, and science fiction novels. Autonomously operated systems are becoming increasingly feasible for waterways users. 
	-
	-
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	Innovation does not come without risk, however. The introduction of new technology could disrupt vital trade activity. As such, the Coast Guard has an obligation 
	Innovation does not come without risk, however. The introduction of new technology could disrupt vital trade activity. As such, the Coast Guard has an obligation 
	to understand emerging technologies and clear a path towards sensible, prudent regulations ahead of global adoption. Coast Guard Captains of the Port and their waterways managers have many objectives when considering stakeholders’ uses of American waterways. Foremost, they must ensure the safety, security, and environmental stewardship of their waterway. 
	-


	Simultaneously, because American innovation and economic advancement are matters of national security and core objectives for other federal agencies, regulators consistently strive to facilitate America’s efforts to promote our MTS to remain globally competitive. However, ports and harbors carry different risks than open oceans. To fulfill their objectives, Captains of the Port and waterways managers must have a unified vision and strategy specific to how autonomously operated systems can safely and securel
	-
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	I hope these articles will encourage a dialogue in support of our marine transportation system—nature’s highways and the greenest mode of transportation— which is fundamental to our nation’s economic growth and security. 
	Figure
	the global supply chain is on the MTS and its relevance toworldwide trade. We are still reeling from COVID-related port delays and issues related to the recent grounding of the M/V Ever Given in the Suez Canal. 
	As the pace of innovation, emerging technologies,and the expansion of natural resource exploration and production drives the demand for increased capacity, complexity, and capability within our MTS, we have witnessed incredible advances in the system. Without this progress we would not see the $5.4 trillion in economic activity attributed to it. 
	-

	Progress can bring new challenges, though. Numerous ports have begun to employ automated systems ranging from driverless vehicles to automated stacking cranes. This technology relies on information technology and cyber networks that are vulnerable to cyberattacks. While technologies increase the complexity of our operating environment, they also present great opportunities for improved safety and efficiency. 
	-
	-

	Solutions to the challenges presented by novel technology aren’t simple. Often, technology is advancing faster than the regulations and infrastructure required to support it, but success in the maritime domain can be achieved through unity of effort, leveraging data to optimize resources, and capturing lessons learned as new technology comes to fruition. To continue safeguarding the MTS, the Coast Guard must continually assess and improve its readiness through prioritizing the development of standards that 
	-
	-
	-

	Marine transportation systems management is a broad mission area within the Coast Guard and the carefully selected articles in this edition of Proceedings are just a sample of the vast innovation taking place throughout the MTS. The United States Coast Guard remains Semper Paratus and eager to meet the MTS challenges of tomorrow but, as we have since 1790, we will continue to adapt! 
	-
	-

	Marine Transportation System Synopsis 

	The Marine Transportation System and Environmental Protection 
	The Marine Transportation System and Environmental Protection 
	by HELEN BROHL 
	by HELEN BROHL 
	Executive Director Committee on the Marine Transportation System 
	he marine transportation system (MTS) touches virtually every aspect of American life from the clothes we wear, to the cars and trucks we drive, to the food we eat, to the oil and natural gas used to heat and cool our homes. It is also used for recreational, scientific, and military purposes and is the primary system by which goods enter and leave the United States. Approximately 2.3 billion tons of domestic and foreign commerce are carried on U.S. inland waterways annually. During 2020, waterborne trade th
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	M. CHASE LONG 
	Maritime Data Specialist Committee on the Marine Transportation System 
	systems; and the Atlantic and Gulf Intracoastal waterways. Navigation on these waterways is supported bysystems of physical infrastructure such as canals, locks, 
	-

	dams, channels, harbors, and fixed and floating aids to 
	navigation. These are augmented with informational infrastructure like nautical charts, weather and sea ice broadcasts, automatic identification system, marine safety information bulletins, local notice to mariners, and electronic aids to navigation, among others. 

	Protecting the Marine Environment 
	Protecting the Marine Environment 
	Protecting the Marine Environment 
	The federal government has addressed protection of the marine environment for decades and, in concert with states and the International Maritime Organization(IMO), engages in environment-related initiatives associated with maritime vessel operations. Some of these initiatives include ballast water management and aquatic 
	-


	Figure
	A commercial vessel sails past the Old Presque Isle Lighthouse on Lake Huron. Navigation of the United States’ more than 25,000 miles of waterways, including the Great Lakes, is supported by systems of canals, locks, dams, channels, and harbors, as well as fixed and floating aids to navigation. Haveseen | Shuttershock. com 
	nuisance species, air emissions, water pollution, underwater noise generation, and ship strikes of marine mammals and other marine life. Vessel operations while in port; emissions from shore cranes and other cargo handling equipment; trucks; and rail equipment at, andadjacent to, docks, terminals, and intermodal connections can be related to cascading impacts associated with maritime transportation. International, federal, and state environmental regulations have broadened in scope; in some cases, have beco
	nuisance species, air emissions, water pollution, underwater noise generation, and ship strikes of marine mammals and other marine life. Vessel operations while in port; emissions from shore cranes and other cargo handling equipment; trucks; and rail equipment at, andadjacent to, docks, terminals, and intermodal connections can be related to cascading impacts associated with maritime transportation. International, federal, and state environmental regulations have broadened in scope; in some cases, have beco
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	Environmental implications of shipping are diverse and subject to regulatory oversight at the international, national, state, and local levels. In the United States, environmental requirements are issued and enforced by various federal, state, and local agencies. Focus on new technologies for cleaner domestic and international marine transportation is growing rapidly in an effort to comply with stricter sulfur oxide and nitrogen oxide emissions requirements, in addition to concerns over greenhouse gas emiss
	-

	Marine transportation is a very efficient form of commercial transportation and the dominant mode of cargo transportation connecting the United States to the rest of the world.  Though the energy used and air emissions per ton-mile of freight moved are lower than combined land transport, maritime transportation may pose other risks to the marine environment. Effective planning and preparation can help to mitigate such risks. 
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	As ships transit domestic or international waters, they can be vectors for moving, depositing, and expelling contaminants into oceans, inland systems, and the air. The value of waterborne transportation to trade, national economies, and our everyday lifestyle is well-documented. And, while maritime transportation has been acknowledged as being less detrimental to the environment, international trade can have environmental impacts. 
	-
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	The IMO provides a global forum for member states to consider and adopt international maritime safety and environmental requirements through international treaties. The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) contains an over-arching framework to protect the marine environment and hold accountableships that damage the environment. Though the United 
	The IMO provides a global forum for member states to consider and adopt international maritime safety and environmental requirements through international treaties. The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) contains an over-arching framework to protect the marine environment and hold accountableships that damage the environment. Though the United 
	-

	States adheres to traditional uses of the oceans, which are considered customary under international law, it is not signatory to UNCLOS. 

	In the federal government, various agencies, including the Environmental Protection Agency, the Coast Guard, and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, develop and implement environmental requirements. As noted, state and local governments may also adopt environmental requirements that affect the MTS. This requires maritime operators to consider multiple domestic stakeholder requirements and standards which may differ from international standards established by IMO and other countries. Inconsisten
	-

	In order to provide effective stewardship of the maritime ecosystem, rules and requirements related to maritime transportation were enacted on international, national, and regional levels. On an international level, the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL) addresses these areas: 
	-
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	• Annex I: Regulations for the Prevention of 
	Pollution by Oil 
	• Annex II: Regulations for the Control of Pollution 
	by Noxious Liquid Substances in Bulk 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Annex III: Prevention of Pollution by Harmful Substances Carried by Sea in Packaged Form 

	• 
	• 
	Annex IV: Prevention of Pollution by Sewage from Ships 

	• 
	• 
	Annex V: Prevention of Pollution by Garbage from Ships 

	• 
	• 
	Annex VI: Prevention of Air Pollution from Ships


	In 1980, Congress enacted the Act to Prevent Pollution from Ships (APPS) [33 U.S.C. §§1905-1915], which implements MARPOL domestically, forbidding or restricting the discharge of oils, noxious liquid substances,dry cargo residues, sewage, and garbage. The United States is not party to MARPOL Annex IV; therefore, sewage discharges are regulated domestically under the Clean Water Act (CWA). Vessels with installed toilets are required to be fitted with Coast Guard approved marine sanitation devices to either t
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	Marine Life Impacts 
	Marine Life Impacts 
	Marine Life Impacts 
	As ships travel, it is inevitable they will come into close proximity with sensitive natural resources such as resident or migrating sea life andcoastal or near-shore ecosystems. Anthropogenic sound produced by seismic operations and ship engines, among other sources, could interfere with marine mammals’ ability to use sound for everything from communications to mother-offspring bonding. Physical injury, physiologicaldysfunction, disturbance, and behav
	-
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	ioral modification are just some of the adverse effects of sound on marine mammals and other species. 
	7 

	Ship wakes are another environmental disturbance. They can dissipate harmlessly or they can adversely affect shoreline characteristics. For instance, they can cause inundation of bird nests in tidal marshes or the re-suspension of sediment in the water which allows it to be carried and deposited elsewhere. Wakes vary according to ship size, speed, direction, and water depth. Under-keel clearance is also a factor, particularly in narrow, shallow waters where a ship’s handling characteristics and wake pattern
	-
	-
	-
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	Providing sufficiently deep navigation channels for large ships requires regular dredging, which disturbs benthic habitats and produces material that must beappropriately managed to protect human health and the environment. Dredged material can be appropriately disposed of in open water or on land, and some can be beneficial to building critical wetlands and providing fillmaterial for community development. 
	Alternative technologies for marine fuels and energy have great potential for improving the environmental footprint of waterborne commerce. Recent international and national standards for conventional marine fuels, innovative new fuel concepts, new exhaust remediation technology, and shore-to-ship alternative powering techniques are providing policies, products, and methods to reduce emissions. 
	-

	Historically, the marine industry has relied largely 
	on carbon-based fuels—specifically heavy fuel oil—but 
	advances in requirements, available technologies andfuels, and priorities are shifting the diversity of fuels used in the maritime sector. The existence of emission control areas provides vessel operators operating within 
	U.S. waters additional motivation to move to less polluting fuels and mechanisms. Mandated decreases in the 
	U.S. waters additional motivation to move to less polluting fuels and mechanisms. Mandated decreases in the 
	-

	allowable sulfur content of fuel oil will drive continuing 


	Figure
	Ship wakes ca n dissipate harmlessly or adversely impact shorelines. Caleb Anstey Photography | 
	Ship wakes ca n dissipate harmlessly or adversely impact shorelines. Caleb Anstey Photography | 
	Shutterstock.com 



	efforts to find and use lower sulfur fuels. 
	efforts to find and use lower sulfur fuels. 


	Conclusion 
	Conclusion 
	The MTS stretches along the nation’s coastlines and into its inland waters. It will continue to be a critical link in our national supply chain and federal agencies will continue to engage industry partners to support and enhance best practices to preserve our treasured natural 
	resources. 
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	The Columbia Snake River System 
	The Columbia Snake River System 
	Keeping the Pacific Northwest green— in more ways than one 
	Keeping the Pacific Northwest green— in more ways than one 
	by SCOTT CLEMANS 
	by SCOTT CLEMANS 
	Communications Director 
	Pacific Northwest Waterways Association 
	friend of mine who works in the railroad industry jokes that he has seen a lot of American cities in his career, but has never been able to appreciate any of them. That is because he only ever sees theindustrial areas the tracks run through. As he puts it, “No city looks green and beautiful from the tracks.” I suspect a lot of us in the maritime sector have similar experiences, but our view from the docks is as misleading as that from the tracks—maybe more so. Our maritime sector is actually the nation’s “g
	friend of mine who works in the railroad industry jokes that he has seen a lot of American cities in his career, but has never been able to appreciate any of them. That is because he only ever sees theindustrial areas the tracks run through. As he puts it, “No city looks green and beautiful from the tracks.” I suspect a lot of us in the maritime sector have similar experiences, but our view from the docks is as misleading as that from the tracks—maybe more so. Our maritime sector is actually the nation’s “g
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	Washington state. There, in north-central Washington, it 

	turns west and then south again, flowing all the way to 
	the Oregon border before turning west and dividing the 
	two states all the way to the Pacific Ocean.
	The Columbia River accommodates deep-draft shipping from its mouth to Vancouver, Washington, 106 river miles inland. Just before Vancouver, the Willamette River flows into the Columbia at Portland, accommodating deep draft shipping 11 river miles into downtown Portland. Similarly, the Columbia and its tributary Snake River, which joins the Columbia near the tri-cities of Kennewick, Pasco, and Richland in southeastern Washington, accommodate barge traffic 360 miles from Vancouver to Lewiston, Idaho, on the W
	-
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	The Columbia, Snake, and Willamette rivers are collectively home to 23 ports, including large multiterminal import/export gateways like the Port of Portland; commercial and recreational fishing hubs like the Port of Ilwaco; and multiuse industrial facilities like the Port of Arlington. 
	-
	-


	Figure
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	Fourteen of these ports are accessed by a system of
	Fourteen of these ports are accessed by a system of
	U.S. Army Corps of Engineers dams and navigation locks, four each on the lower Columbia and Snake rivers. And what amazing locks they are! John Day Lock & Dam on the mainstem Columbia is the highest single lift lock in the nation at 113 feet, with a downstream lift gate weighing almost 2 million pounds. Most of the other locks are similarly massive. 
	-

	So how is all this maritime infrastructure “green?”For starters, it generates some serious green cash for the region and nation. 
	Greening the Economy 
	Greening the Economy 
	The CSRS is one of the nation’s largest export gateways, 
	connecting U.S. farmers and manufacturers with overseas markets. It is the nation’s single largest wheat export gateway, transporting more than 50 percent of all U.S. wheat to markets overseas. Eleven states export wheat through our rivers, which moved over 13 million metric tons in 2019. 
	-

	The Columbia River is second in the nation for soyexports, with over 8 million metric tons transported in 2017. The majority of this product originates in Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, the Dakotas, Kansas, and Missouri, and is moved to the Lower Columbia River byrail. The beans are destined for ports in East Asia with China as the top buyer. Soy exports are expected to grow in tandem with the East Asian population. 
	The CSRS is also the nation’s second largest corn 
	export gateway, and the West Coast’s largest wood, mineral bulks, and automotive export gateway. 
	-

	In 2018, the CSRS facilitated over 56 million tons of 
	international trade with a cargo value of at least $21 billion. Oregon and Washington are two of the most trade-dependent states in the nation, with over 40,000 local jobs dependent upon commerce on the river. But it’s not just 
	-

	the Pacific Northwest that depends on that trade. 
	“Whenever I have conversations with people at headquarters and elsewhere in the nation about the critical importance of maintaining the Columbia Snake 
	River System’s navigation infrastructure, I mention that 
	keeping this export gateway open isn’t just a U.S. economic issue,” Coast Guard CAPT Jeremy Smith, Sector 
	-

	Columbia River commander, said. “This river feeds a lot 
	of the world. That makes it a worldwide food securityissue, and therefore a U.S. national security issue. Eyes always open wider when I talk about that.” 
	From an irrigation perspective, the rivers have literally greened hundreds of thousands of acres of farm
	-
	-

	land, turning the Pacific Northwest into an agricultural 
	powerhouse. 
	It’s not part of the Columbia Snake navigation system farther downriver, but Grand Coulee Dam in northeastern Washington is the 800-pound gorilla of the region’s water resources infrastructure. Almost a mile long and 550 feet high, the dam has over 5.5 million acre-feet of 
	-

	active storage behind it that provides irrigation water to almost 700,000 acres of land through the Columbia Basin Project (CBP).
	As a result of irrigation water from the CBP and other 
	CSRS dams, Pacific Northwest 
	agriculture is booming.Washington’s agriculture production alone topped $9.6 billion in 2018, with another $20 billion in food processingrevenue. The state is among the top three producers in 15 different food categories. Oregon boasts similar statistics. 
	-
	-
	-



	Green Transportation 
	Green Transportation 
	Green Transportation 
	From an environmental perspective, the navigation and hydro-
	-

	power benefits of the Columbia 
	and Snake rivers, and other Columbia Basin tributaries, are two of the region’s most important weapons to keep our planet 
	and Snake rivers, and other Columbia Basin tributaries, are two of the region’s most important weapons to keep our planet 
	-

	green in the battle against climate change. If a 


	Figure
	The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers monitors 14 dams on the Columbia River system, including The John Day Lock & Dam, the highest single lift lock in the United States at 113 feet. Graphic courtesy of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
	The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers monitors 14 dams on the Columbia River system, including The John Day Lock & Dam, the highest single lift lock in the United States at 113 feet. Graphic courtesy of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 


	U.S. product is going overseas from the Pacific 
	U.S. product is going overseas from the Pacific 
	Northwest, it’s almost certainly departing by ship from one of the region’s deep draft ports. But producers have the option of truck, train,or barge for getting their goods to those ports. 
	With the lowest emissions and best fuel efficiency, barging is by far the most environmentally friendly of the options. Towboats are more than three times as fuel efficient as trucks and 40 percent more efficient than trains. Additionally, each four-barge tow carries as much as 538 semi-trailers or 140 train cars. 
	-

	A recent study determined that eliminating barging as a transportation option in the Pacific Northwest would cause diesel fuel consumption to increase by nearly 5 million gallons per year as barges are replaced by less efficient truck-to-rail shipments. This could occur if the four lower Snake River dams are breached, as environmental extremists consistently call for. At a time when both Oregon and Washington are aggressively pursuing shutdowns of existing coal plants to help achieve ambitious carbon reduct
	-
	-
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	Even more recent research has revealed 
	that mass die-offs of coho salmon in the Pacific 
	Northwest and elsewhere along the West Coast can be tied to a chemical antioxidant used in tires to make them last longer. Tire treads break down over time and leave behind bits of microplastics on roads and the antioxidant in them reacts with ozone to become a different chemical byproduct that is toxic to coho salmon. Researchers found its presence in roadway runoff samples taken from across the West Coast, leading them to conclude it is likely the main cause of the population decline. 
	-
	-

	Barging on the CSRS kept over 330,000 trucks—and 
	the toxic byproducts from their nearly 6 million tires— 
	off Pacific Northwest roads and out of waterways in 2018 
	alone. 


	Green Power 
	Green Power 
	Green Power 
	Grand Coulee Dam is not only the centerpiece of the region’s irrigated agriculture infrastructure, but also of hydropower, which is another important weapon inthe battle against climate change. Capable of producing over 6,800 megawatts of clean, renewable electric power, it is the nation’s largest power station, and joins other 
	hydropower dams in providing 90 percent of the Pacific 
	Northwest’s renewable energy, and about 46 percent of 
	Northwest’s renewable energy, and about 46 percent of 
	its total energy. 


	Figure
	Through the Grand Coulee Dam, the Columbia Basin Project is the largest water reclamation project in the United States. Water from the river is pumped and carried over 300 miles in order to irrigate over 670,000 acres through reservoirs, irrigation canals, drains, and waterways. U.S. Bureau of Reclamation photo 
	Through the Grand Coulee Dam, the Columbia Basin Project is the largest water reclamation project in the United States. Water from the river is pumped and carried over 300 miles in order to irrigate over 670,000 acres through reservoirs, irrigation canals, drains, and waterways. U.S. Bureau of Reclamation photo 


	Hydropower also provides the firm power supply needed to integrate other intermittent renewable power sources like wind and solar into the power grid. Managers can quickly adjust the amount of power dams produce to compensate for fluctuations in wind and sunlight, providing balance and stability to the region’s electric supply. 
	Hydropower also provides the firm power supply needed to integrate other intermittent renewable power sources like wind and solar into the power grid. Managers can quickly adjust the amount of power dams produce to compensate for fluctuations in wind and sunlight, providing balance and stability to the region’s electric supply. 
	-

	So, if you ever get the chance to moor ship at one of 
	our many ports along the Columbia Snake River System
	and look around, do not be deceived by what you see at the docks. You are actually looking at, and contributing to, one of the greenest commercial systems in the nation 
	and world. 

	About the author: 
	About the author: 
	Scott Clemans joined Pacific Northwest Waterways Association in 
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	Expanding global accessibility through capital improvements and strategic collaboration 
	Expanding global accessibility through capital improvements and strategic collaboration 
	by CDR CORYDON HEARD, PH.D. LCDR CHAD RAY 
	Prevention Department Head, Sector Charleston Waterways Management Division Chief, Sector Charleston 
	U.S. Coast Guard U.S. Coast Guard 
	“The South is not a monolith. There are pockets of weirdness, awesomeness and then there’s Charleston.” 
	he late chef and globetrotter summed it up well. Southern in every way, Charleston stands alone. This historic center of American maritime commerce and culture is situated on the Atlantic coast of South Carolina where the confluence of the Ashley, Cooper, and Wando rivers form an inlet intersecting with the Intracoastal Waterway.Fondly referred to as Chucktown, a throwback to its namesake King Charles II of England, and the Holy City, for its many church spires and diverse congregations, Charleston is a “Po
	he late chef and globetrotter summed it up well. Southern in every way, Charleston stands alone. This historic center of American maritime commerce and culture is situated on the Atlantic coast of South Carolina where the confluence of the Ashley, Cooper, and Wando rivers form an inlet intersecting with the Intracoastal Waterway.Fondly referred to as Chucktown, a throwback to its namesake King Charles II of England, and the Holy City, for its many church spires and diverse congregations, Charleston is a “Po
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	—Anthony Bourdain 
	the same footprint exists a federal presence consisting of 
	a Naval weapons station, a sizeable contingent of Ready Reserve Force ships, and a budding major homeport for 
	Coast Guard cutters. 
	Remaining true to its maritime roots, Charleston stands at the forefront of the “big ship era” with a focus on the deep channels, advanced technology, and expanded infrastructure needed to facilitate the next-gen fleets of efficient ultra-large cargo ships and modern military vessels. In April 2020, Charleston marked 350 years since the 200-ton, triple-masted frigate Carolina first arrived in the natural harbor that would ultimately become the Greater Charleston Port Complex. Months later, Charleston welcom
	-
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	Development of the Port Complex 
	Development of the Port Complex 
	Development of the Port Complex 
	The development of Charleston’s Port Complex over the last 20 years has been anything but subtle. In an industry 
	where profits are made while underway, Charleston’s 
	Port Complex takes advantage of its natural geographic layout to cater to its client’s schedule with its shortest transit from sea buoy to terminal at only one hour. 
	Steaming inbound, SCPA’s Union Pier and Columbus Street terminals stretch along Charleston’s East Bay Street. Once, where wooden wharves drove out above wet marshland, supporting the export of rice, indigo, and tobacco, now sits the port’s cruise ship terminal, a commercial Ro-Ro dock, and general cargo facility.Columbus Street Terminal (CST) plays a major role in the automotive trade, moving more than 220,000 vehicles in and out of the southeast corridor of the United States each year. It also handles near

	Figure
	Zhen Hua 27 begins its approach to Port Charleston’s Wando Welch Terminal to deliver two new 155foottall shiptoshore cranes. South Carolina Ports 
	Authority photo by English Purcell 
	Authority photo by English Purcell 
	Meanwhile, adjacent to CST, Union Pier Terminal (UPT) annually hosts around 260,000 cruise ship passengers looking to indulge in Charleston’s emerging culinary scene and rich American history. UPT is a Carnival Cruise Line homeport, and was the site of the 2020 State of the Coast Guard Address. 
	-
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	Spanning the city’s skyline and dividing Charleston’slower and upper harbor, stands the Arthur Ravenel Jr. Bridge, locally known as the Ravenel or Cooper River Bridge. In 2005, a joint federal-, state-, and local-agency effort culminated with the replacement of the dilapidatedJohn P. Grace Memorial and Silas N. Pearman bridges. In their place opened the 1,546-foot cable-stayed Ravenel Bridge, a gateway welcoming post-Panamax shipping, with its 186-foot air gap and 600-foot-wide channel. As the third longest
	-
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	The Wando River, branching off from the Cooper 
	The Wando River, branching off from the Cooper 
	River, leads up to SCPA’s newly christened $43.2 million headquarters and its flagship Wando Welch Terminal 

	(WWT) in Mount Pleasant, South Carolina. SCPA’s$450 million investment into the 40-year-old WWT has 
	outfitted it with upgraded internal planning, facilities, 
	and equipment further modernizing the terminal to handle more cargo and bigger ships. By the end of 2021, WWT will be able to simultaneously work three 14,000TEU ships employing 15 155-foot ship-to-shore cranes and 65 rubber-tired gantry cranes. 
	-

	In March 2021, SCPA opened its newest container terminal, the Hugh K. Leatherman Terminal (HLT) along the Cooper River in North Charleston. HLT is the first new container terminal to open in the United States in more than a decade, and is capable of handling a 19,000TEU vessel. The phase 1 opening provides 1,400 feet of open wharf with five 169-foot ship-to-shore cranes, 25 hybrid rubber-tired gantry cranes, and a 47-acre container yard, increasing the Port’s TEU capacity by700,000. When completed in 2033, 
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	Up the Cooper River and beyond the Ravenel Bridge, 
	lies SCPA’s North Charleston Terminal (NCT). Previously 
	lies SCPA’s North Charleston Terminal (NCT). Previously 
	owned and operated by the U.S. Army as an embarkationterminal used to move troops and supplies bound for the European theater during World War II, NCT continues to impact international trade by directly contributing to SCPA’s 2.32 million TEUs handled during FY20.

	The rising tide of Charleston’s container trade has undoubtedly lifted business opportunities for other markets in the area. The addition of Odfjell Terminals in 2013 and Carver Maritime in 2016 increased the Port Complex’s diversity to 12 independently operated bulk cargo and petrochemical terminals. These operators account for approximately 25 percent of the port’s vessel movements every year, demonstrating the variety of cargo seen on Charleston waters. 
	-



	From Military to Commercial 
	From Military to Commercial 
	From Military to Commercial 
	Historically significant dates, like January 9, 1861, 
	undoubtedly influenced the perception of Charleston as a port of military significance. That day, Southern secessionists fired on the Union merchant ship Star of The West as it delivered supplies to Fort Sumter, stoking the Civil War. While the 21st century needs of the military largely dictated the development of the Port Complex, Charleston has shifted the focus from a history of military readiness to that of a future of continued commercial growth through capital improvements and strategic collaboration.
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	on Charleston are reflective of those efforts. 
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	In 2020, the average size of inbound container ships 
	In 2020, the average size of inbound container ships 
	was 83,000 GRT compared with 51,000 GRT in 2012. This 
	equates to a 62.7 percent increase in cargo capacity per ship over the eight-year period. 
	CMA CGM Brazil provided the best demonstration of increased cargo and next-gen ship capacity in September 2020. The 15,072 TEU container ship was given a warm welcome at each of its prior port calls—New York/New Jersey; Norfolk, Virginia; and Savannah, Georgia—before the WWT gave it a Lowcountry welcome as the largest ship ever to make a port call on the Eastern Seaboard at the time. 
	As newly christened ships straight from the builder begin their trade at Charleston terminals, vessels far 
	As newly christened ships straight from the builder begin their trade at Charleston terminals, vessels far 
	removed from their ceremonial launching find their


	Figure
	place among inbound traffic. Detyens Shipyard, with its 
	place among inbound traffic. Detyens Shipyard, with its 
	four dry docks and 8,000 feet of deep-water pier space, plays a vital role in its development. Originally estab
	-

	lished by President Theodore Roosevelt in 1902 to build and repair ships for U.S. war efforts, the Charleston Navy 
	Yard was handed over to Detyens Shipyards in 1996. For the past 25 years Detyens has continued this mission, adding commercial and cruise ships.
	The Charleston Port Complex’s ability to capitalize on its rich maritime history, providing facilities, terminals, and infrastructure more than capable of catering to the shipping industry’s next iteration of technology,has swiftly impacted its host city, state, and region for 
	-

	the better. 


	Revealing the Lowcountry 
	Revealing the Lowcountry 
	Revealing the Lowcountry 
	While the Lowcountry refers to a debated geographic location of South Carolina, generally 
	-

	between the Savannah River and 
	Pawley’s Island, to locals it is synonymous with a caliber of service, hospitality, and a way of life. For years, this lifestyle referred to the kindness of Lowcountry natives, as well as the charm of its land and city. Now Lowcountry operations have branded this manner of living and genteel hospitality to entice international partnerships toward the state … and it’s working.
	-
	-
	-

	More than 40 major business, including General Electric, Walmart, Boeing, Samsung, and several European auto makers, rely directly on the Greater Charleston Port Complex and its distribution and logistics industry. As the southeastern UnitedStates continues its automotive and aerospace industries boom, cities like Charlotte, North Carolina; Nashville, Tennessee; and Atlanta are emerging as global business hubs. However, it is South Carolina’s 41,000 miles 
	-
	-
	-
	-


	The 15,072TEU CMA CGM Brazil, one of the largest ships to make a port call on the United States’ East Coast, passes under the Arthur J. Ravenel Bridge in September 2020 as it departs the Wando Welch Terminal. South Carolina Ports Authority photo by Marion Bull 
	of state-maintained highways, 2,300 miles of rail, andthe Charleston Port Complex, that connect the nation’s supply chain to the rest of the world. That supply chain has proven to be not only an economic lifeblood for Charleston and its surrounding areas, but for the state, as well. 
	of state-maintained highways, 2,300 miles of rail, andthe Charleston Port Complex, that connect the nation’s supply chain to the rest of the world. That supply chain has proven to be not only an economic lifeblood for Charleston and its surrounding areas, but for the state, as well. 
	Gone are the days where the first thoughts of the Lowcountry are raised houses overlooking soft marshlands thick with cordgrass, the smell of pluff mud in the morning and shrimp-and-grits in the evening, and palmetto trees topping the skyline. In harmony, thoughts are now of deep-water channels, reliable and efficient terminal operations, and cutting-edge technology linking the Southeast Corridor to the rest of the world through just-in-time-commerce. The Greater Charleston Port Complex’s mission of providi
	-
	-
	-
	-

	According to an SCPA study done by the University of South Carolina’s Moore School of Business, port operations are responsible for one of every 10 jobs created in South Carolina. Those port jobs pay 32 percent more than the state’s average annual wage. The complex’s $63.4 billion annual economic impact and $1.1 billion annual generated tax revenue has increased the quality of life for locals. In a 2019, pre-COVID-19  study of “Top Boomtowns in America,” North Charleston, Charleston, and Mount Pleasant topp
	-
	-
	-
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	The number of households are growing, as well. A 2003 Clemson University study predicted theCharleston area’s population could hit 800,000 by 2030, a number Charleston exceeded in 2019—11 years early. To accommodate the rapid growth, local officials have approved plans for nearly 105,000 new homes throughout the area, which will be necessarily accompanied by retail and service providers, schools, and hospitals. At the heart of this growth is the strategic planning, efforts, and candid coordination between m
	-



	Fundamental to Nation’s Success 
	Fundamental to Nation’s Success 
	Fundamental to Nation’s Success 
	The federal government has long seen the importanceof the Port of Charleston in terms of military necessity. So much so that the Maritime Administration’s National 
	Port Readiness Network identified Charleston as one of 
	17 commercial strategic seaports capable of coordinating quick response to military requests in times of emer
	-

	gency while balancing commercial traffic. 
	To keep pace, in 2011, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers began working alongside the SCPA and port partners on the “Charleston Harbor Post 45 Deepening 
	To keep pace, in 2011, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers began working alongside the SCPA and port partners on the “Charleston Harbor Post 45 Deepening 
	Project,” also referred to as “Post 45.” This project, one of 

	the first expedited under President Barack Obama’s “We 
	Can’t Wait” critical infrastructure projects, is deepening the harbor and surrounding rivers from 45 to 52 feet, as 
	well as widening sections of the Wando River. Scheduled 
	for completion in 2022, the 2020 budget’s allocation of $138 million ensures an on-time completion. 
	Post 45 has laid the bedrock for Charleston’s Port Complex as it anticipates handling neo-Panamax ships. Upon completion, Charleston will be one of the deepest ports on the East Coast, allowing the world’s largest vessels to transit without navigational restrictions, providing more than $169 million in average annual benefit, and solidifying the Charleston Port Complex’s future. 
	-
	-

	Looking to the future, the Commandant of the Coast Guard, Admiral Karl Shultz, highlighted in his 2020 State of the Coast Guard address the role Charleston will play in the service’s evolution. He identified the city as a “future Coast Guard operational center of gravity” with “the potential to grow into the largest concentration of assets and people in the Coast Guard.”
	In 1996, the Navy pulled out of the Lowcountry, creat
	-

	ing a vacuum largely filled by the vigor of Charleston’s 
	maritime industry. Twenty-five years later, the Coast Guard is now ready to invest in additional infrastructureto support the growth of assets and personnel. The Coast Guard’s close work with the Department of Homeland 
	Security and SCPA to secure land in the port will shuffle the service’s footprint into a consolidated, efficient operation similar to that of the Navy in San Diego or Norfolk, Virginia. 
	-

	This growth includes plans to homeport five national security cutters (NSC) and a future compliment of offshore patrol cutters (OPC). Such a move is a further endorsement of Charleston’s continued strategic importance dating back to the revenue cutter South Carolina, one of the original 10 cutters called for by Treasury Secretary Alexander Hamilton in 1790. Replacing an aging fleet of high and medium endurance cutters dating back to the 1960s, the NSC and OPC fleets are the newest, most capable, and most te
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-


	Port Coordination and Interagency Relationships 
	Port Coordination and Interagency Relationships 
	In shared waters where one operation directly impacts another, the ability to recognize port safety, mobility, and environmental protection issues are vital. Harbor safety committees, marine exchanges, maritime transportation system committees all seek the same goal of 
	In shared waters where one operation directly impacts another, the ability to recognize port safety, mobility, and environmental protection issues are vital. Harbor safety committees, marine exchanges, maritime transportation system committees all seek the same goal of 
	-

	transparent coordination in the name of safe, soundoperations. These local bodies are found in each and every one of the nation’s major ports, and the Charleston 

	Port Complex is no different. 
	Whether commercial or governmental, the professionals at the helm of this gateway linking the Lowcountry to the rest of the world, are as diverse, experienced, and forward-looking as one would expect from a port like Charleston. This becomes most evident between June 1 and November 30, as the entirety of Charleston turns an eye toward hurricane alley. The Heavy Weather Advisory Group, a function of the Charleston Area Harbor Safety Committee, delivers real-time input on local operations and coordination for
	-

	This coordination does not end with the hurricane season. In fact, as demonstrated in March 2020, it remains very much alive and ready for any type of disruption, casualty, or other large-scale event. COVID-19 has been an “all-hands on deck” event and the Charleston Port Complex’s early identification of this allowed it to maintain a supply chain throughout 2020 that met not only the needs of South Carolina, but the nation. Highlighting the port’s ability to deliver during the demanding circumstances of 202
	-
	-


	Expansion and Future Plans of  the South Carolina Ports Authority 
	Expansion and Future Plans of  the South Carolina Ports Authority 
	As the southeast continues to attract new residents and businesses, SCPA has strategically planned to accommodate future growth. SCPA is investing more than $2 billion to build timely, world-class infrastructure, ensuring ample capacity and big-ship capabilities for decades to come. 
	-
	-

	In 2021, SCPA opened the Hugh K. Leatherman Terminal and further enhanced Wando Welch Terminal. The container terminal investments will enable SCPA to handle a total of four 14,000-TEU vessels simultaneously, greatly enhancing the port’s capabilities and global competitiveness. Once completed in 2022, the Post 45 project will provide a deeper Charleston Harbor, allowing mega container ships to call on SCPA any time, any tide—an attractive asset to ocean carriers. 
	-

	SCPA is also working to expand its rail-served Inland Port Greer near Greenville, South Carolina, as well as further develop the state’s rail networks and intermodal hubs. As a top 10 U.S. container port, it is imperativethat SCPA invests in infrastructure and grows above the market. SCPA has doubled cargo volumes over the past decade, and looks to continue this growth by diversifying its cargo base, particularly by moving goods for largeretailers and e-commerce sites. Walmart is currently 
	SCPA is also working to expand its rail-served Inland Port Greer near Greenville, South Carolina, as well as further develop the state’s rail networks and intermodal hubs. As a top 10 U.S. container port, it is imperativethat SCPA invests in infrastructure and grows above the market. SCPA has doubled cargo volumes over the past decade, and looks to continue this growth by diversifying its cargo base, particularly by moving goods for largeretailers and e-commerce sites. Walmart is currently 
	-

	building a nearly 3-million-square-foot distribution center on port-owned land in Dorchester County, South Carolina, which will boost port volumes by 5 percent. As SCPA works to grow retail imports, the port also looks to increase exports with agricultural, forest, and refrigerated goods, among other cargo. 
	-



	Future of the Charleston Port Complex 
	Future of the Charleston Port Complex 
	Excitement in South Carolina’s “Port City” builds yearafter year, as the Charleston Port Complex positions itself for long-standing success. Stories of marquee collaborations, ground-breakings for state-of-the-art facilities, and record-setting cargo movements have become a frequentfeature of local news outlets. 
	-

	With the development of the Charleston Port Complex, the quaint, southern town has meshed with a metropolitan environment reflective of its expanding business andglobal presence. The counties of Charleston, Dorchester, and Berkeley that make up the greater Charleston area have all seen an increase in population. Their explosion of the 2003 Clemson University predictions for 2030,and a 2.5 percent annual population increase puts the Charleston area on track for over 1 million people by 2028. How these number
	-

	What is known today is that the Greater Charleston Port Complex, while remaining true to its maritime roots, is ready to assume its national role. This once fledgling colonial port has evolved into a dynamic complex, impressing leaders as an epicenter of strategic activity as it welcomes the next-gen fleet of efficient, ultra-large 
	-
	cargo ships and modern military vessels. 
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	Endnotes

	1. Having been previously incorporated as Charles City and Port in 1722,Charleston adopted its present spelling when it was reincorporated as a city 
	in 1783 at the end of the Revolutionary War. 
	2. The first naval shot of the Civil War is considered to have been fired on April 12, 1861, by the revenue cutter Harriet Lane across the bow of the steamer Nashville approaching Charleston Harbor. 





	Modernizing the Global Supply Chain 
	Modernizing the Global Supply Chain 
	Lessons learned from a pandemic 
	Lessons learned from a pandemic 
	by LORI ANN LAROCCO 
	by LORI ANN LAROCCO 
	Senior Editor CNBC Business News 
	mid all the tumult unleashed by COVID-19 and the social media turf wars, what has gone unnoticed is that the sands of the global supply chain landscape are shifting. It began about halfway through the Sino-American trade conflict, which started nearly a decade ago but accelerated during the previous administration. 
	A
	-
	-

	The trade war put pressure on multinational corporations to move manufacturing out of China. To avoid tariffs that President Donald Trump placed on $360 billion worth of Chinese goods, companies like Samsung, Nike, Nintendo, and Williams-Sonoma moved partially, or entirely, to Germany and Vietnam, causing U.S. trade with China to fall sharply. As a result, countries like 
	-
	-

	Vietnam, Taiwan, and Mexico benefitted. 
	Engines of Change 
	Engines of Change 
	China’s manufacturing dominance was driven by pro
	-

	viding the lowest acquisition cost producers could find 
	anywhere in the world. China consistently provided mass quantities of goods produced at the cheapest rates, at scale. All this was supported by a massive infrastructure, a relaxed regulatory atmosphere, and incentives 
	-

	offered to manufacturers to set up locally. This increased 
	the world’s appetite for this cheap source of goods and 
	influenced consumer behavior in the West. 
	Now, companies hammered by the twin impacts of the trade war and the pandemic are forced to look for alternatives. In a survey conducted in February and March 2020, Gartner Inc. found that one-third of global supply chain organizations have either moved, or plan to move, their sourcing and manufacturing activities out of China in the next two to three years. A quarter of respondents indicated they have already regionalized their supply chains. 
	This, however, comes at a cost. Companies are discovering that China is the only country that can provide the same cost structure, velocity, and scale. Moving allexport-related manufacturing not intended for Chinese 
	-

	NICK VYAS 
	Executive Director Marshall Center for Global Supply Chain Management University of Southern California 
	consumption out of the country could cost firms $1 trillion over the next five years, according to new Bank of 
	-

	America research. 

	Digitalize or Perish 
	Digitalize or Perish 
	The COVID-19 pandemic has revealed the glaring need for supply chain resiliency. The muscles supporting the global value chains were violently ripped away by the drastic imbalance of supply and demand, revealing countless fractures. The processes in the manufacturing and logistics of goods were shattered, and the stability was gone. 
	The need for control is a fundamental trait that influences human behavior. The pandemic eviscerated that sense of well-being. Supply chain visibility became opaque as manufacturers were shuttered and vessels were canceled, but consumer demand soared. 
	-

	Now on the other side of the pandemic where commerce is moving once again, we are reading more about the benefits of supply chain digitalization and the acceleration of its implementation. For the good of humanity, to achieve this, every facet that is instrumental in theflow of trade—manufacturers, logistics, carriers, ports, and warehouses—need to approach and employ these ideas and technologies with a scalpel, not a hatchet. 
	-
	-

	The world we live in is far too interconnected to be ripped apart and begun anew. Given that more than 90 percent of world trade moves on water, the solution to streamlining trade lies in improving the performance metrics of intermodal logistics.
	According to MarineTraffic automatic identification system data, more than 22 percent of commercial vessels arrive at their destination a day later than planned. Fifteen percent of vessels are also making additional stops en route to their destination, which impacts efficiency. 
	-
	-

	A series of crises like U.S. port strikes, the pandemic, and the Beirut port explosion have wreaked havoc with the maritime logistics sector’s service reliability and 
	A series of crises like U.S. port strikes, the pandemic, and the Beirut port explosion have wreaked havoc with the maritime logistics sector’s service reliability and 
	increased the demand for improved visibility.

	“Our forecast ETA calculations and metrics on waiting times have long been pieces of information most requested by the logistics and supply chain sectors,” said Daniel Shirley, senior product manager at MarineTraffic. “We’re currently seeing a big rise in requests for information on both vessel whereabouts and potential delays. These inquiries are from people looking to get ahead of the game and understand the potential impact theCOVID-19 pandemic will have on their supply chain. This is a spike in demand f
	-
	-
	-

	Removing in-transit uncertainty by monitoring a vessel’s journey end-to-end through digitalization can inject more stability and control in this new normal where manufacturing is an amalgamation of global companies. The trouble is, the maritime industry is not ready for a digital transformation. Containerized shipping is still heavily reliant on paperwork and personal interactions, further hampered by lockdown restrictions during the pandemic. According to the World Economic Forum,20 percent of the cost of 
	-
	-

	Even the ports are far from prepared. To illustrate, to date, only 49 of the 174 member states of the InternationalMaritime Organization have functioning port community systems (PCS). PCS are interorganizational software platforms that enable information exchange and are crucial to the digitalization of ports.
	-
	-

	Digitization of paperwork will not only benefit ocean freight, but it will also help boost international trade. According to the U.N., a complete digitalization of shipping trade paperwork in the Asia Pacific region alone could raise yearly exports by $257 billion, a massive boost for regional exporters. 
	-

	Sector stakeholders are, of course, acutely aware of the need for digitalization. In June 2020, several prominent industry associations jointly launched a call to action to accelerate the digitalization of maritime trade and logistics. Co-signees included the International Association of Ports and Harbors, BIMCO, the International Cargo Handling Coordination Association, the International Chamber of Shipping, the International Harbor Masters’ Association, the International Maritime Pilots Association, and t
	-


	BIMCO is the world’s largest directmembership organization for shipowners, charterers, shipbrokers, and agents. 
	BIMCO is the world’s largest directmembership organization for shipowners, charterers, shipbrokers, and agents. 
	Systems Association. With the trade patterns shifting from traditional monolithic supply chains to near-shored, decoupled trade networks, companies need to be willing to embrace automation and digitalization to survive. 
	-

	Another example of the interdependence of value chains is the assembly of automobiles. The American Automobile Labeling Act of 1992 mandates that only 55 percent of all car components need to be made inAmerica to be labeled “American Made,” meaning the 
	U.S. automobile includes many foreign parts. According 
	to Cars.com’s American-Made Index, the Ford Ranger 
	can claim being the most American made vehicle in 2020 with 70 percent domestic parts. 
	Digitalization is needed so the sum of all product segments can be efficiently produced, tracked, and transported. This can feed the sense of control humanity is so desperately seeking. Unfortunately, you have parts of the world that are still pushing paper because of digital disparity. Therefore precision, like a trained surgeon using a scalpel, is needed when constructing a proper digital supply chain that is interoperable. Building various platforms that cannot talk to each other, leaving critical compon
	-
	-
	-
	-


	Visibility Saves Lives 
	Visibility Saves Lives 
	A real-world example of digitalization deployment is the timeline to source and transport personal protective equipment (PPE) to the state of Minnesota during the pandemic. The timeline began in mid-March when Governor Tim Walz created an economic council with partners from both the public and private sectors with the mission of securing badly needed PPE as quickly as 
	-

	possible. C.H. Robinson was one of the companies asked 
	to help. 
	The PPE procurement involved fulfillment duringthe immediate surge in demand. But the surge was just one obstacle. Minnesota was up against significant competition from other states and federal agencies vying for the same product and inbound quality checks to vet fakes and bad quality PPE added time to the delivery. It also faced medical protectionism and U.S. Customs and Chinese regulations changes. 
	-

	“We originally reached out to our contacts and resources in Wuhan, China, to help locate new suppliers for the state,” said Mac Pinkerton, C.H. Robinson’s North American Surface Transportation division. “While we were successful in moving product out of China, we also provided additional routes. Digitalization enabled us to quickly identify the bottlenecks in the supply chain and identify other areas of opportunity.” 
	One example was the decision to use the ‘fast boat’ over air freight to deliver an order of surgical gowns. In 
	One example was the decision to use the ‘fast boat’ over air freight to deliver an order of surgical gowns. In 
	times of crisis, real-time visibility is vital.

	“As the number 1 [non-vessel operating common carrier] from China to the United States, we have insights into a range of shipments in Asia, including those from less sophisticated manufacturers who might still rely on paper and phone calls,” said Mike Neill, chief technology officer at C.H. Robinson. 
	-

	“The past six months have reinforced how we invest in technology to continue to solve the real problems facing companies and, with our tech capabilities, we’ve been able to empower our people and, in turn, our customers, to make smart decisions throughout the crisis,” Pinkerton, president of North American surface transportation operations for C.H. Robinson, said. “We have been able to build supply chain resiliency for our customers, which has always been thought of as important but has never been tested li
	-
	-



	Interoperability Equals Less Siloed Friction 
	Interoperability Equals Less Siloed Friction 
	Interoperability Equals Less Siloed Friction 
	The success of an efficient supply chain relies on the relationships of all those involved within a supply chain. A deep understanding of all participants’ strengths and 
	-

	weaknesses is needed so the flow of trade can move as efficiently and cost-effectively as possible. This provides 
	an opportunity for other parts of the supply chain to lean in. 
	“We have pockets around the world in inner China, Asia, and Eastern Europe, where they are not digital at all and are still pushing paper,” Pinkerton said. “They lack the digital technology to be efficient.” 
	Niell said that this is where companies like C.H. 
	Robinson are stepping in as an equalizer. “There is a play
	for intermediaries to help less sophisticated manufacturers interact with companies that are digital and meet their supply chain,” he said. “Digitalization is enhancing the human element by using that digital connection toallow people to work together and solve problems.” 
	-

	Interoperability in the technology base is also necessary. Every leg of the supply chain needs to have the ability to be tracked in real time. The relationships and trust between participants are paramount. If not done correctly with precision, personalization and isolation can result, but the development of such digital infrastructure takes time. 
	-
	-

	The Port of Los Angeles is a good example of deep public and private sector cooperation. It recently released its digitalization offering, Signal, which provides its users a three-week look at cargo arriving into the port. The information, broken down by the type of container, 
	The Port of Los Angeles is a good example of deep public and private sector cooperation. It recently released its digitalization offering, Signal, which provides its users a three-week look at cargo arriving into the port. The information, broken down by the type of container, 
	volume of shipments, and method of transportation, gives users the ability to plan. 
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	“Digitalizing the supply chain takes people,” said Gene Seroka, executive director of the Port of Los Angeles, and chief logistics officer of the City of Los Angeles. “We initially started with roundtable discussions five years ago. Data sharing agreements, standards of best practices—all of this is necessary to achieve the goal in supply chain visibility and security.” 
	“Digitalizing the supply chain takes people,” said Gene Seroka, executive director of the Port of Los Angeles, and chief logistics officer of the City of Los Angeles. “We initially started with roundtable discussions five years ago. Data sharing agreements, standards of best practices—all of this is necessary to achieve the goal in supply chain visibility and security.” 
	-

	Knowing how the container is being transported, for instance on a dock or off dock, gives truckers, railroads, and chassis providers the visibility to prepare for theincoming volumes. Because of the fragmented nature of the supply chain and its dynamic breath, digitalization creates a community within the chain. “Technology is the only way to bring the many stakeholders together to move cargo efficiently and transparently,” said Weston LaBar, CEO of the Harbor Trucking Association. “The adoption of the carr
	-

	Unlike a neat, precise cut of a scalpel, the strike of a hatchet, while it can be controlled, is still deep, jagged, and wide. If done correctly, digitalization is precise. Ifnot, the result is gaping voids of inefficiency with countless “best in breed” technologies and existing digital platforms already in use. The democratization of supply chain technology and visibility would help bettermeet consumer demand. “There are too many antiquated legacy systems that can’t properly handle the volume of data being
	-
	-

	standards. Finally, there are some companies that profit off the inefficiencies in the system. They don’t want that 
	brought to light by transparency.” 
	With supply chain digitalization in the United States still in the early stages, Seroka hopes Signal could be the catalyst to start a discussion on a single standardized digital data set for the country. This is not a pie in the sky concept. 
	In 2014, the Port Call Optimization Taskforce was created out of Holland’s Port of Rotterdam with the sole purpose of encouraging the creation of a single standardized digital dataset. Implementing the same International Organization of Standardization standards used in both the maritime and logistics sectors would create greater efficiency, predictability, and a tighter turnaround of goods being offloaded at the port. The digital black holes of inefficiencies would collapse.
	-
	-

	“Even if our eight to 12 participants each gain one 
	percent efficiency, that’s a total gain of 8–12 percent,” 
	Seroka said. “This is just the beginning. Imagine if we had a nationwide port community system? Digitalizationwould provide visibility for its users and competitiveness for the nation’s ports. Unfortunately, what stops this implementation is personality and politics.” 
	-



	The New Supply Chains 
	The New Supply Chains 
	The New Supply Chains 
	The lean inventory of the manufacturing sector associated with the modern ways of supply chain management is not working in a pandemic age.The numerous stories on the shortage of 
	-
	-

	toilet paper and other products could fill 
	the empty shelves at retailers worldwide. This change in consumer behavior foressential items shows no signs of slowing. At the Port of Los Angeles, cleaning product imports were up 256 percent from January to August 2020.
	-

	“For the longest time, we have designed our supply chains for responsiveness and how you would fill that demand,” said Ashfaque Chowdhury,president of Supply Chain, Americas, and Asia Pacific at XPO Logistics. “Now we have to reimagine the supply chain, so it’s not only resilient but sustainable. The right levels of inventory need to have a balance.” 
	-



	Optimizing Infrastructure and Use 
	Optimizing Infrastructure and Use 
	Optimizing Infrastructure and Use 
	In addition to data sharing environments, upgrading processes, and the potential in using predictive data to make those smart decisions, there is one critical piece to this digital puzzle—people. XPO 
	In addition to data sharing environments, upgrading processes, and the potential in using predictive data to make those smart decisions, there is one critical piece to this digital puzzle—people. XPO 
	has a facility in Wuhan, and understood other companies might not realize the seriousness of the disease, Chowdhury said. “In mid-February, we convened our business continuity team on best practices. Our pandemic business approach was very similar to how we plan for storms,” he said. “XPO has spent $49 million in COVID measures in Q2 2020 alone. Logistics is an important business. For trade to move, you need to make sure the people within the supply chain are safe…. But most importantly, you need to make su
	-
	-
	-


	Across the trade spectrum, digitalization will influence how each facet of the supply chain will impactboth society and the environment. The benefits include enhanced trade compliance, efficient energy use, waste emissions, services traceability, and labor compliance. However, advances in technology, such as those involvedin digital transformation, have a history of inflicting pain and distress in the form of technological unemployment. A Keynesian phrase, technological unemployment means a loss of jobs cau
	-
	-
	-

	American workers will be among the most affected 
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	countries in such a scenario. The automation potential—the percentage of jobs that could be replaced by automation in the United States—is a disquieting 46 percent, 
	countries in such a scenario. The automation potential—the percentage of jobs that could be replaced by automation in the United States—is a disquieting 46 percent, 
	-

	representing 60.6 million employees. Retail 
	trade, manufacturing, and transportation and warehousing jobs are the most susceptible of all sectors. In transportation and warehousing, close to 60 percent of jobs are automatable, implying a job displacement for 3 million workers, according to 
	-
	-

	2017 figures. 
	Technological unemployment caused bydigital transformation, of which automation is an integral feature, will not be restricted to blue-collar workers. It will impact jobs across the spectrum, especially white-collar professionals whose work involves data processing and collection. The first industrial revolution replaced agricultural occupations and increased urbanization on a large scale which, in an unprepared world, spawned absolutist ideologies that destabilized whole populations and economies. 
	-
	-
	-
	-

	That need not be the case for the fourth industrial revolution. Today, many improvement strategies are available to corporations and governments, and some of these measures have been implemented with demonstrable success, like Denmark’s flexicurity—both flexible and secure— which solves two of the most significant challenges at once. It helps employers deal with disruptions, like the pandemic, by giving them a free hand to reconfigure the workforce. At the same time, it provides generous unemployment benefi
	-
	-

	It has been demonstrated that, even in developing countries, policies supporting and cushioning labor mobility reduce poverty and increase the participation of women in the workforce 


	Conclusion 
	Conclusion 
	Conclusion 
	In the end, no matter how compelling the data is in support of digital supply chains, the successful evolution of global value chains hinges on mankind, and the willingness to work together. If we do not, we will end up with numerous “best of breed” technologies that are only “best” in their tiny cyber universe. The tech isolations will result in incomplete information, just like in the child’s game of telephone. 
	-
	-

	As exciting as the supply chains of the post-COVID world look from where we stand, we must approach itwith a sense of cautious optimism. Digitalization will 
	As exciting as the supply chains of the post-COVID world look from where we stand, we must approach itwith a sense of cautious optimism. Digitalization will 
	impact the developed world and the developing worldwith equal force. While the developed world has evolved through its share of crises and disruptions to create safety nets like social security, universal healthcare, and wage insurance, the developing world, which comprises 80 percent of the world’s population, is mostly unpre
	pared for the change. 
	-
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	hen it was built 90 years ago, The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey’s Bayonne Bridge made history as the world’s largest steel arch bridge. It made New York maritime history again in September 2020 when the CMA CGM Brazil became the largest container vessel to call on the East 
	hen it was built 90 years ago, The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey’s Bayonne Bridge made history as the world’s largest steel arch bridge. It made New York maritime history again in September 2020 when the CMA CGM Brazil became the largest container vessel to call on the East 
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	Coast and sailed underneath to dock at the Elizabeth-Port Authority Marine Terminal. 

	The CMA CGM Brazil, with a maximum capacity of 15,072 twenty-foot equivalent units (TEUs), carried food, pharmaceuticals, winter clothing, and other goods to the APM Terminal as a result of an increase in demand on 

	Figure
	The CMA CGM Brazil, the largest container ship to call on the East Coast to date, sails under the Bayonne Bridge in September 2020. Photo courtesy of the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey 
	CMA CGM’s Columbus JAX service route. But the abilityof any ultra-large container ship like the Brazil to serve most facilities in the Port of New York and New Jersey at all was a result of global perspective, forward-thinking capital planning, and infrastructure investments that were almost a decade in the making. 
	CMA CGM’s Columbus JAX service route. But the abilityof any ultra-large container ship like the Brazil to serve most facilities in the Port of New York and New Jersey at all was a result of global perspective, forward-thinking capital planning, and infrastructure investments that were almost a decade in the making. 
	“We have all arrived at this historic moment together, thanks to continued and dedicated investments in our infrastructure, our partnership with APM Terminalsand the CMA CGM Group, and the waterfront workforce who keep the region supplied with all the critical goods that keep us fed, clean and healthy,” said Port Director Sam Ruda of the Port Authority. “In the midst of the global pandemic, this moment shows the importance of the Port and supply chain to our regional economy.” 
	-
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	The Port Authority began planning for the rise of ultra-large container ships as the expansions of both the Suez and Panama canals were underway. The Panama Canal project expanded capacity for ships up to 14,000 TEUs, while the Suez Canal expansion now accommodates two-way traffic. Both projects were completed in 2016. 
	-

	Shipping companies expected to take advantage of the capacity improvements by deploying larger ships. This meant something needed to be done about the vertical clearance of the Bayonne Bridge, as it limited ships serving most facilities in the Port of New York and New Jersey to those with a maximum capacity of 9,800 TEUs. 
	-

	With larger ships on the horizon, the Port Authority began the Bayonne Bridge Navigational Clearance Project to raise navigational clearance from 151 feet to 215 feet in 2011. Upon completion, it would allow ships greater than 18,000 TEUs to sail underneath. Work beganin 2013 after the project received a fast-tracked environmental review status and a federal permit from the U.S. Coast Guard. 
	-

	Known internally as “Raise the Roadway,” the $1.7 billion project was undertaken as a joint venture by Skanska Koch/ Kiewit Infrastructure Co. and was historic in its own right. Engineers were tasked with constructing a new bridge roadway above the originalspan that remained open to vehicular traffic. The new design maintained the 1,675foot steel arch that made the Bayonne Bridge a civil engineering landmark, yet created a safer, wider, more modern 
	Known internally as “Raise the Roadway,” the $1.7 billion project was undertaken as a joint venture by Skanska Koch/ Kiewit Infrastructure Co. and was historic in its own right. Engineers were tasked with constructing a new bridge roadway above the originalspan that remained open to vehicular traffic. The new design maintained the 1,675foot steel arch that made the Bayonne Bridge a civil engineering landmark, yet created a safer, wider, more modern 
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	divider, and a 12-foot-wide shared bike and pedestrian walkway. 

	The Bayonne Bridge spans the Kill van Kull, a 3-mile long, 1,000-foot-wide navigational channel, at a diagonal angle to the water, linking New York City’s Staten Island with the New Jersey city of Bayonne. This orientation not only joined existing streets at either end of the bridge, it also created a more dramatic and pleasing profile, according to its original groundbreaking designer andengineer, Othmar Amman. The Kill van Kull provides passage to the Port Authority’s Port Newark-Elizabeth Marine Terminal
	-

	Among the engineering feats and technology employed to construct a roadway above the existing— and operational—roadway on the Bayonne Bridge were a pair of massive mechanical gantry cranes, parked on either side of the Kill van Kull. Each 500-foot-long, custom-made gantry crane weighed 1 million pounds and precisely moved 70-ton concrete roadway segments so workers could bind them with steel, epoxy, and more concrete. The cranes operated mostly during overnights when the bridge was closed to traffic. 
	-

	The elevated roadway and its accompanying infrastructure were completed in February 2017, and the old roadway was removed to create the higher navigational clearance. Four months later, the Coast Guard certified the bridge’s new navigational clearance at 215 feet, and the project was declared complete. 
	-

	Within three months of the Bayonne Bridge project’s 2017 completion, the Port of New York and New Jersey welcomed the 14,414-TEU cargo vessel T. Roosevelt, the largest container ship to call at the seaport at that time. Just days before its September 2017 arrival, the T. Roosevelt 
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	This undated file photo shows three dredges working to deepen the Kill Van Kull, a 3mile long, 1,000footwide new shoulders, a median navigational channel that’s part of the New York and New Jersey Harbor. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers photo 
	set another record when it became the largest ship to use the expanded Panama Canal as it sailed from Asia. 
	set another record when it became the largest ship to use the expanded Panama Canal as it sailed from Asia. 
	“We knew this importantinfrastructure project would yield tangible results as soon as it was completed, and we’ve seen those predictionsrealized in the first year,” Port Authority Chairman Kevin O’Toole said in 2017. “The port already supports 400,000 jobs and $25.7 billion in personal income wages, and we expect those numbers to grow as bigger ships and more cargocome here thanks to the benefits from this project.” 
	-

	A year after project completion, the Port of New York and New Jersey saw record cargo volumes exceeding those at other U.S. ports. With this growth came a dramatic increase in the size of ships calling on the port and additional new cargo services making the New York/New Jersey port their first stop on the East Coast. With both greater container capacity and newer, more sustainable technology, the larger ships are more environmentally friendly than their smaller, older counterparts. 
	-

	“The raising of the Bayonne Bridge was an impressive engineering achievement that showcased the Port Authority’s ability to build great, challenging projects,” said Port Authority Executive Director Rick Cotton. “It cemented our port as the most attractive East Coast option for international shippers, and based on earlyreturns, shippers agree and are bringing their cargo here in record volumes.” 
	-

	In 2017, just 30 ultra-large vessels—ships carrying more than 10,000 TEUs—called on the Port of New York and New Jersey. The following year, that number more than doubled to 77. In 2019, that number again nearly doubled to 143 ultra-large vessels. In spite of the global pandemic and dozens of voyages being cancelled, the Port handled an impressive 174 ultra-large container ships through July 2020. 
	Other infrastructure investments helped the seaport become the nation’s second busiest container port in 2019and further strengthened its position as the busiest on the East Coast. These investments included: 
	• a concurrent $2.1 billion U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and Port Authority project to deepen the navigational channel to 50 feet 

	Figure
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	$600 million in investments in on-dock intermodal projects 

	• 
	• 
	billions of dollars in portside investments by private terminal operators that lease space at  Port of New York and New Jersey


	“Deepening our port, expanding our capacity for trade, and raising the Bayonne Bridge took years of cooperation between many local, state, and federal players,” 
	-

	U.S. Senator Bob Menendez said, at the bridge’s rededication in 2019. Part of the congressional delegation that helped expedite the project, he said it was about raising the economic prospects of the state and region. “When we invest in infrastructure, we build a stronger economyfor all of us,” he added. 
	-

	As global shipping trends continue to shift, particularly as e-commerce increases consumer demand amid the coronavirus pandemic, larger container ships are stillto come. The Port Authority is again thinking ahead to that future. It is currently turning its attention to accommodating ships with a maximum capacity of 24,000 TEUs by working with the Army Corps of Engineers on a new navigation study, and planning a long-term berth 
	-
	-
	and wharf replacement project. 
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	ith 95,471 miles of shoreline and an exclusive economic zone (EEZ) among the largest in the world, the strength of the U.S. economy is reliant on the understanding, health, and sustainable use of ocean, coastal, and Great Lakes resources. U.S. coastal and Great Lakes economies provide valuable goods and services to the nation, and contribute to the U.S. grossdomestic product (GDP) through diverse and dynamic activities including: • tourism and recreation • national defense and public administration • offsho
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	The populations of coastal communities are similarly large in scale. While coastal areas account for less than 10 percent of the total land in the contiguous United States, an estimated 127 million people, or 40 percent of the U.S. population, live in coastal counties. If these coastal counties were an individual country, they would rank third in the world in GDP, surpassed only by the 
	The populations of coastal communities are similarly large in scale. While coastal areas account for less than 10 percent of the total land in the contiguous United States, an estimated 127 million people, or 40 percent of the U.S. population, live in coastal counties. If these coastal counties were an individual country, they would rank third in the world in GDP, surpassed only by the 
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	United States and China. Despite the challenges posed by the COVID-19 pandemic, American seaports are adding coastal infrastructure, including terminals and piers.Demand for maritime commerce is expected to double 
	-

	by 2025, and triple by 2030. 
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	In summary, the United States is an ocean nation, with a growing Blue Economy that is inextricably linked to national prosperity and marine resource conservation. The Blue Economy also benefits national security—a connection that is demonstrated by the inclusion of promoting the domestic economy as the second pillar in the 2017National Security Strategy. 
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	It is for these reasons that the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) has supported advancing the American Blue Economy as a top budget and outreach priority since 2017. The agency has led the nation in implementing a number of initiatives, from the National Ocean Policy of 2018  and the 2018 National Strategic Plan for STEM Education,  to the 2019 Presidential Memorandum on Mapping the U.S. EEZ and Shoreline and Nearshore of Alaska.  This includes the 2020 National Strategy for Mapping, E
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	An important milestone in advancing this crosscutting priority area was the November 2019 White House Summit on Ocean Science & Technology (S&T) Partnerships, where the agency arranged over a dozen ocean S&T partnerships to advance American competitiveness, security, and prosperity. Through implementing national ocean policy and achieving its mission, NOAA has worked to advance the U.S. Blue Economy, and prepare the nation for both a national and globaleconomy that is becoming increasingly dependent on 
	An important milestone in advancing this crosscutting priority area was the November 2019 White House Summit on Ocean Science & Technology (S&T) Partnerships, where the agency arranged over a dozen ocean S&T partnerships to advance American competitiveness, security, and prosperity. Through implementing national ocean policy and achieving its mission, NOAA has worked to advance the U.S. Blue Economy, and prepare the nation for both a national and globaleconomy that is becoming increasingly dependent on 
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	data and technology. 

	Advancing the U.S. Blue Economy 
	Advancing the U.S. Blue Economy 
	As the nation’s leading marine science agency, NOAA provides data, tools, and services that support coastaleconomies and positively impact every American life, every day. In keeping with its core mission of science, service, and stewardship to the nation, NOAA expands and strengthens the American Blue Economy by leading agency-wide initiatives in the marine transportation, ocean exploration, seafood competitiveness, tourism and recreation, and coastal resilience sectors. 
	-

	In January 2021, after a year of mounting need fornational economic relief due to compounding effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, NOAA formalized these initiatives in a NOAA Blue Economy Strategic Plan. This plan organizes efforts across the agency that are either planned or already in progress from 2021–2025. In addition to providing a framework for agency-wide contributions to the five pillars of NOAA’s Blue Economy initiative, it outlines actions to maximize agency capacity to contribute data and services 
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	• 
	• 
	• 
	strategic communications 

	• 
	• 
	partnership agreements 

	• 
	• 
	finance and business development 

	• 
	• 
	education 

	• 
	• 
	S&T transitioning and applications 

	• 
	• 
	workforce development 

	• 
	• 
	policy and legislation 

	• 
	• 
	socioeconomic evaluations 

	• 
	• 
	international engagement


	Through these actions, NOAA aims to strengthen and improve its data, services, and technological resources that contribute to the American Blue Economy. It will also continue to collaborate with partners to support the growth of American business and entrepreneurship that contributes to the development and sustainability of Blue Economy sectors. In achievingthese goals, we identify and support the growth of sectors of the Blue Economy that will help to accelerate the nation’s economic recovery. 
	-
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	NOAA Blue Economy Initiatives 
	NOAA Blue Economy Initiatives 
	The NOAA Blue Economy Strategic Plan provides concrete examples of how NOAA’s people, policies, products, and services intersect to support Blue Economy growth in a sustainable and responsible manner. Additionally,the plan highlights how the agency leverages private sector capabilities and applies emergent science and technology to further innovation in all Blue Economy sectors. This approach has been instrumental in the continuation
	-
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	of ocean science operations and other efforts to adapt 
	activities in support of the nation following the onset of COVID-19. Here, we describe some of the many ways in which NOAA is powering the American Blue Economy. 


	Marine Transportation 
	Marine Transportation 
	Marine Transportation 
	NOAA products and services drive the marine transportation sector, which produced $59 billion gross in2018, accounting for 10 percent of the total U.S. marine 
	-

	economy.  The NOAA Physical Oceanographic Real-Time System, or PORTS, partnership program  for instance, provides real-time information to mariners to 
	18
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	improve the efficiency of U.S. ports and harbors, promote 
	navigation safety, and enhance the protection of coastal 
	marine resources. PORTS, which currently serves about 
	one-third of the 175 major seaports in the United States, recently upgraded Houston, Mobile Bay, Corpus Christi, New York and New Jersey, and Cape Cod, and expanded with new systems in Portsmouth, New Hampshire; 
	Valdez, Alaska; and King’s Bay, Georgia; in 2020. 
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	NOAA distributes precision marine navigation data, 

	Figure
	A container ship enters the Port of Miami’s shipping channel where vessel pilots now have access to realtime current information to help guide them safely into port through the Physical Oceanographic RealTime System, or PORTS. This program is used in a growing number of U.S. ports for environmental data such as water levels, currents, waves, salinity, bridge clearance (air gap), winds, air and water temperature, and visibility. Photo courtesy of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
	A container ship enters the Port of Miami’s shipping channel where vessel pilots now have access to realtime current information to help guide them safely into port through the Physical Oceanographic RealTime System, or PORTS. This program is used in a growing number of U.S. ports for environmental data such as water levels, currents, waves, salinity, bridge clearance (air gap), winds, air and water temperature, and visibility. Photo courtesy of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 


	Figure
	such as surface current forecasts, marine weather hazards, and high-resolution bathymetry, to help mariners 
	such as surface current forecasts, marine weather hazards, and high-resolution bathymetry, to help mariners 
	-

	make better decisions, and refines the National Spatial Reference System to improve positioning accuracy. The 
	agency is working to develop products that enhance the safety of marine transportation and commercial shipping by providing critical environmental information, such as the location of icebergs, wind patterns, and operational marine weather forecasts. The Economics National Ocean Watch dataset provides economic timeseries data on the marine transportation sector for use by public audiences and stakeholders. These are a few of 
	-

	many ongoing efforts to optimize the safety and utility 
	of the nation’s marine highway infrastructure, improve marine navigation, and characterize marine commerce for industry partners. 


	Ocean Exploration 
	Ocean Exploration 
	Ocean Exploration 
	The U.S. EEZ covers 3.4 million square nautical miles of ocean, and is larger than the land area of all 50 states combined, yet only 40 percent of it is mapped. In response to this gap in our understanding of the EEZ,NOAA is leading the implementation of the 2019 Presidential Memorandum on Mapping the EEZ and Shoreline and Nearshore of Alaska.  Since 2019, the agency has worked with partners to develop the 2020 
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	NOMEC Strategy to coordinate interagency efforts and 
	24

	resources, setting a goal to map and characterize the EEZ by 2030. Subsequent interagency collaborations include the 2020 Alaska Coastal Mapping Strategy, and the Implementation Plan to Improve the Permitting Process 
	25

	for Mapping, Characterizing, and Exploring the EEZ. Ongoing efforts include coordinating and executing 
	26 

	ocean mapping campaigns with public and private sector partners and meeting established standards and protocols. Through a series of public-private partnerships, NOAA has continued to engage in both mapping andexploration using marine robotics, collecting data that provides insight into sustainable energy development, new marine species, fisheries, minerals, and pharmaceutical development, as well as ocean/weather forecasts, conservation, and ocean health. 
	-
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	In addition to coordinating and executing mapping expeditions, and performing ocean exploration and characterization operations, the agency is dedicated toarchiving, inventorying, and making accessible expedition data to the public in a timely manner. Furthermore, the agency is developing data collection and quality standards for ocean exploration and characterization to produce robust datasets that can be used for multiple objectives across sectors. Applications of artificial intelligence (AI) and uncrewed
	In addition to coordinating and executing mapping expeditions, and performing ocean exploration and characterization operations, the agency is dedicated toarchiving, inventorying, and making accessible expedition data to the public in a timely manner. Furthermore, the agency is developing data collection and quality standards for ocean exploration and characterization to produce robust datasets that can be used for multiple objectives across sectors. Applications of artificial intelligence (AI) and uncrewed
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	Implementation Plans. Such methods havebeen critical to continuing ocean operations in accordance with Centers for Disease Control Guidelines during the COVID-19 pandemic limiting ship capacity and crew size. 

	Lastly, NOAA supports efforts to facilitate 
	permitting for ocean mapping and explora
	-

	tion projects. NOAA offices are increasing the 
	clarity and consistency of federal compliance processes, promoting efficiency through systematic federal approaches, and integrating new and emerging science and technology in permitting and authorization processes. 
	-



	Seafood Competitiveness 
	Seafood Competitiveness 
	Seafood Competitiveness 
	In 2017, commercial and recreational fishing 
	industries combined generated $244 billionin annual sales, contributing $111 billion to the gross domestic product and supporting 

	1.74 million jobs; all increases over the previous year.  NOAA played a leading rolein the implementation of the 2020 Executive Order on implementing aquaculture opportunity areas (AOAs), Seafood Competitiveness and Economic Growth.  Key streamlining aquaculture permitting, and combating lines of effort include reducing barriers to U.S. fisherman, illegal, unreported, and unregulated (IUU) fishing. 
	-
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	Figure
	National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration ship Ferninand R. Hassler is the newest stateoftheart coastal mapping vessel designed to detect and monitor changes to the sea floor. Data collected by the ship will be used to update nautical charts, detect potential hazards to navigation, and further enhance our understanding of the everchanging marine environment. Photo courtesy of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
	National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration ship Ferninand R. Hassler is the newest stateoftheart coastal mapping vessel designed to detect and monitor changes to the sea floor. Data collected by the ship will be used to update nautical charts, detect potential hazards to navigation, and further enhance our understanding of the everchanging marine environment. Photo courtesy of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 


	Figure
	A diver explores the Flower Garden Banks National Marine Sanctuary, one of the locations the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration protects in an effort to conserve special coastal and marine sites for future generations. Photo courtesy of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
	NOAA offices are engaged in a variety of specificactivities to promote U.S. seafood competitiveness and economic growth. NOAA Fisheries reflect the gold standard in sustainable fisheries management, with 47 rebuilt stocks since 2000. Of 321 stocks with known overfishing status in 2019, 93 percent are no longer subject to overfishing, and 81 percent of those with known overfished status are no longer overfished. Underpinned by the best available science, NOAA is supporting efforts that streamline fisheries r
	NOAA offices are engaged in a variety of specificactivities to promote U.S. seafood competitiveness and economic growth. NOAA Fisheries reflect the gold standard in sustainable fisheries management, with 47 rebuilt stocks since 2000. Of 321 stocks with known overfishing status in 2019, 93 percent are no longer subject to overfishing, and 81 percent of those with known overfished status are no longer overfished. Underpinned by the best available science, NOAA is supporting efforts that streamline fisheries r
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	In 2020, NOAA Fisheries announced the selection of 
	southern California and the Gulf of Mexico as the first 
	regions for focused study to identify AOAs. Through spatial analyses, modeling, and stakeholder engagement, the agency hopes to determine the potential suitability of these areas for commercial aquaculture to expand domestic production and economic opportunities for coastal communities. 
	-

	IUU Fishing is an internationally recognized problem that has far-reaching consequences for national security and marine fisheries. This issue is of particular concern in the Indo-Pacific region, and significantly undermines the economies of our Pacific Island Partners. Chinese vessels regularly make incursions into the EEZs of other nations, routinely fishing without permission and overfishing licensing agreements. In contrast, NOAA is working with interagency and international partners and developing new 
	-
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	Tourism and Recreation 
	Tourism and Recreation 
	Tourism and Recreation 
	The largest sector in the U.S. Blue Economy is tourism and recreation—coastal and offshore— which grossed $227 billion in 2018.  Furthermore, this sector accounted for 38.3 percent, or $143 billion of the $373 billion, in value added to the ocean economy in 2018, and demonstrated the largest amount of sales growth—$14 billion—over the previous year. NOAA supports the outdoor recreation economy, which was recently highlighted 
	The largest sector in the U.S. Blue Economy is tourism and recreation—coastal and offshore— which grossed $227 billion in 2018.  Furthermore, this sector accounted for 38.3 percent, or $143 billion of the $373 billion, in value added to the ocean economy in 2018, and demonstrated the largest amount of sales growth—$14 billion—over the previous year. NOAA supports the outdoor recreation economy, which was recently highlighted 
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	in the Great American Outdoors Act.  It has contributed to the tourism and recreation sector in sustainable, and powerful ways, such as the designation and expansion of National Marine Sanctuaries. 
	33


	NOAA designated the new Mallows Bay-Potomac River National Marine Sanctuary in 2019, and is working to finalize two shipwreck sanctuaries in Wisconsin and Lake Ontario. Additionally, the agency is working to expand the Monitor and Flower Garden Banks National Marine Sanctuaries. Our national marine sanctuaries generate $8 billion annually for local coastal economies from activities including commercial fishing, research, recreation, and tourism activities. 
	-
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	What are ’Omics? 
	What are ’Omics? 
	What are ’Omics? 

	“’Omics” encompasses genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, and metabolomics. Combined, these represent science of cell structure, function, and dynamics. 
	“’Omics” encompasses genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, and metabolomics. Combined, these represent science of cell structure, function, and dynamics. 
	“’Omics” encompasses genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, and metabolomics. Combined, these represent science of cell structure, function, and dynamics. 
	NOAA personnel are actively engaged in efforts to increase options and access for sustainable, safe tourism and recreation activities; improve ocean health; and understand and communicate the economic value of this 
	NOAA personnel are actively engaged in efforts to increase options and access for sustainable, safe tourism and recreation activities; improve ocean health; and understand and communicate the economic value of this 
	-

	sector to the public. From improving weather forecasts, conserving coral reefs, removing marine debris, restoring habitats, and protecting endangered species, to preparing the nation to respond to oil spills, NOAA data and services inform diverse areas within this sector. 
	-
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	Figure
	National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Fisheries announced federal waters off southern California and in the Gulf of Mexico as the first two regions to host Aquaculture Opportunity Areas (AOA) in August 2020. AOAs are small, defined geographic areas that have been evaluated to determine potential suitability for commercial aquaculture. Photo courtesy of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
	National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Fisheries announced federal waters off southern California and in the Gulf of Mexico as the first two regions to host Aquaculture Opportunity Areas (AOA) in August 2020. AOAs are small, defined geographic areas that have been evaluated to determine potential suitability for commercial aquaculture. Photo courtesy of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 


	For instance, the NOAA Coral Reef Conservation Program works to assess, restore, and protect U.S. reef systems, which provide essential services for all seven 
	For instance, the NOAA Coral Reef Conservation Program works to assess, restore, and protect U.S. reef systems, which provide essential services for all seven 
	U.S. coral reef jurisdictions that have an estimated total economic value of $3.4 billion per year.  NOAA is executing the 2018 NOAA Coral Reef Conservation Program Strategic Plan,  producing reef status reports to monitor reef health, trends, and human impacts, as well as leading restoration planning and developing partnerships to restore Florida’s coral reef. 
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	The agency will also be implementing the 2020 NOAA Strategy for Stony Coral Tissue Loss Disease Response and Prevention. In collaboration with federal, state, and private partners, the strategy supports timely, efficient, and effective action to match agency capacity with critical research and response needs and slow the outbreak of this devastating disease across Florida and Caribbean reefs. It also identifies opportunities to prevent and prepare for the possible spread of the disease to the Pacific  Prote
	-
	-
	-
	region.
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	Marine debris is another critical area where NOAA data, services, and tools impact the tourism and recreation sector. Following the 2020 U.S. Federal Strategy for Addressing the Global Challenge of Marine Litter, the agency is working with federal partners to identify actions to address marine debris and its impacts on ocean  The NOAA Marine Debris Program is authorized by Congress to continue NOAA’s leadership in marine debrisremoval and prevention through the Save Our Seas 2.0 Act. 
	health.
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	Coastal Resilience 
	Coastal Resilience 
	Coastal Resilience 
	Increasing coastal hazards are a major threat from climate change, the impacts of which can vary significantly along the nation’s coastline. In 2020, the United States experienced 22 weather and climate 
	Increasing coastal hazards are a major threat from climate change, the impacts of which can vary significantly along the nation’s coastline. In 2020, the United States experienced 22 weather and climate 
	disasters with damages exceeding $1 billion each and 

	totaling approximately $95 billion for all 22 events. 
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	The active 2020 Atlantic hurricane season produced an unprecedented 30 named storms, including seven billion-dollar tropical cyclones that resulted in a total of$42 billion in damages to coastal communities. 
	-

	NOAA is providing critical data to monitor and predict coastal hazards across the nation, and to understand how global and regional changes are affecting coastal communities. It is engaged in a wide range of activities shaping coastal resilience, such as generating hurricane and storm surge predictions, developing climate assessments, and providing data to coastal managersthrough programs such as NOAA’s Digital Coast.  The 
	NOAA is providing critical data to monitor and predict coastal hazards across the nation, and to understand how global and regional changes are affecting coastal communities. It is engaged in a wide range of activities shaping coastal resilience, such as generating hurricane and storm surge predictions, developing climate assessments, and providing data to coastal managersthrough programs such as NOAA’s Digital Coast.  The 
	-
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	agency is also actively expanding data-comparison tools and services that may inform the public about coastal changes, direct resilience planning to protect jobs, identify vulnerable economic sectors, and describe economic impacts of hazards.
	-



	Figure
	The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Center for Operational Oceanographic Products and Services National Current Observation Program conduct tidal current surveys. Data has been collected in southeast Alaska since 2001 to help update tidal current predictions critical to safe navigation and other applications that are published annually in the U.S. Tidal Current Tables. Photo courtesy of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
	The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Center for Operational Oceanographic Products and Services National Current Observation Program conduct tidal current surveys. Data has been collected in southeast Alaska since 2001 to help update tidal current predictions critical to safe navigation and other applications that are published annually in the U.S. Tidal Current Tables. Photo courtesy of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 


	Because partnerships are invaluable in this effort, NOAA works with public and federal partners to build resilience to coastal hazards through the National Coastal Resilience Fund.  This national program invests in conservation projects that increase and strengthen natural infrastructure to protect coastal communities from the impacts of storms and other naturally occurring events while creating or expanding habitats for fishand wildlife. 
	Because partnerships are invaluable in this effort, NOAA works with public and federal partners to build resilience to coastal hazards through the National Coastal Resilience Fund.  This national program invests in conservation projects that increase and strengthen natural infrastructure to protect coastal communities from the impacts of storms and other naturally occurring events while creating or expanding habitats for fishand wildlife. 
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	Agency personnel engage in habitat restoration projects across the nation, from marshes in Louisiana and oyster beds in the Chesapeake, to coral reefs in PuertoRico, and are looking to identify new opportunities for increasing coastal resilience. They also work to develop tools and training to prepare for coastal disasters and to work with partners to respond to events like marine oil spills through the Disaster Preparedness Program. This initiative is designed to strengthen existing operational capabilitie
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	The Way Ahead 
	The Way Ahead 
	The Way Ahead 
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	philanthropic and non-governmental organizations, academia, and the private sector. NOAA is implementing six S&T strategies—AI UxS, cloud computing, data, ‘omics, and citizen science—to promote transformational 
	-


	improvements in performance and efficiency across the 
	agency’s mission areas. NOAA also played a leadership role in the development and implementation of the White House STEM Education Strategy. Both STEM education and outreach are key to enabling U.S. Blue Economy and Blue Tech leadership, as are talent acquisition and workforce development to foster innovation throughout the agency and beyond. 
	-

	In 2020, for example, NOAA published a strategy to guide advancements in UxS applications and increase the use of these systems across NOAA mission areas. Shortly thereafter, the agency collaborated with partners to use UxS to adapt research operations, exploration, andfisheries management to the restrictions imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic and mitigate impacts to operations to ensure the timely delivery of critical data and services. NOAA deployed uncrewed surface vessels to perform stock assessments for 
	In 2020, for example, NOAA published a strategy to guide advancements in UxS applications and increase the use of these systems across NOAA mission areas. Shortly thereafter, the agency collaborated with partners to use UxS to adapt research operations, exploration, andfisheries management to the restrictions imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic and mitigate impacts to operations to ensure the timely delivery of critical data and services. NOAA deployed uncrewed surface vessels to perform stock assessments for 
	nautical charts ensuring safe passage of commercial vessels. Underwater gliders were also deployed along the U.S. Gulf of Mexico and South Atlantic Coast to provide sustained ocean temperature profiles to improve 2020 hurricane forecasts. 
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	Figure
	Students at the Marine Advanced Technology Education International Remotely Operated Vehicle Competition held at the Thunder Bay National Marine Sanctuary test their remotely operated vehicles in the sanctuary’s dive tank. Building these vehicles introduces students to new marine technology career pathways. Photo courtesy of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
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	These examples illustrate how augmenting seagoing operations with emerging tech can transform a singleNOAA vessel into a virtual fleet, and are a sign of what is to come. NOAA will continue to develop integrativesolutions to support mission areas essential to the nation. 
	These examples illustrate how augmenting seagoing operations with emerging tech can transform a singleNOAA vessel into a virtual fleet, and are a sign of what is to come. NOAA will continue to develop integrativesolutions to support mission areas essential to the nation. 
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	There is much more work to be done to contribute to the development and sustainability of the Blue Economy. Supporting sustainable global maritime transportation is a key component of the agency’s approach to achieving this goal, which may benefit from combined applicationsof emerging S&T. For example, sustainable maritime transport will require the design, development, and implementation of zero emission energy technology for propulsion. Other technologies, like AI, can be employed to further increase effi
	-
	-
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	and prosperity today and throughout the 21st century. 
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	Figure
	Saildrone vessels deployed to Alaska in early 2020 to support winter stock assessments of Pollock fish during the COVID19 pandemic. Photo courtesy of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
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	ou could call it a black gold rush. The United States has a long love affair with oil, and this relationship has led us to begin looking for oil in new places, and finding new ways to extract it. Even in the face of horrific environmental disasters like the Exxon Valdez and Deepwater Horizon oil spills, we are not deterred in our quest for this lucrative substance. Today, as melting sea ice makes oil more accessible, the risk of a spill is moving north into Arctic territories. If a significant spill was to 
	Y
	-
	-

	cleanup crews have gone home. Technological advances, like hydraulic fracking, have 
	made harvesting oil more profitable and thus changed
	the global petroleum market. For decades the United States was dependent on oil imports and banned crude oil exports to protect domestic reserves. This all changed in 2015, when the 40-year crude oil export embargo was lifted as the result of political pressure, giving the domestic oil industry access to the global crude oil market. 
	-

	Now, six years later, it is no surprise that the repeal of the export ban has resulted in increased crude oil exports. The winners of this policy change? The crude oil producers. The losers in this situation? That is a more complicated answer, but the losers include the domestic oil refiners, domestic ship builders, and arguably our environment as the risk of oil spills rises and we continue to increase our production of fossil fuels despite climate change.
	-
	-

	Though the United States now 
	MARY BAKER, PH.D. 
	Environmental Scientist, Office of Response and Restoration 
	National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
	exports more crude oil than we import, we are still 
	importing significant amounts of crude oil from other countries. After the repeal of the crude oil export ban, there was decline in demand for U.S. tankers, often known as Jones Act tankers, that are used to move crude oil between domestic ports. Due to the relative price 
	1

	increase of domestic crude oil, some U.S. refineries may 
	have chosen to use foreign crude oil instead according to interviews conducted by the Government Accountability Office. Foreign oil is usually transported by foreign tankers, thus reducing the demand for U.S.-built tankers. 
	-
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	While the United States has been increasing its crude oil exports since 2015, changes in the market can disrupt the demand for these resources very quickly. In April, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, total U.S. demand forpetroleum products fell about 30 percent from the preceding months, likely due to travel restrictions. It fell for months after a high in February. 
	-
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	With the United States now the third largest crudeoil exporter, demand for U.S. oil seems to be increasing. Crude exports have climbed from an average of nearly 465,000 barrels per day in 2015 to almost 3 million barrels per day in 2019, according to the U.S. Energy InformationAdministration. Much attention has been given to the economic implications of this massive shift, without as 
	With the United States now the third largest crudeoil exporter, demand for U.S. oil seems to be increasing. Crude exports have climbed from an average of nearly 465,000 barrels per day in 2015 to almost 3 million barrels per day in 2019, according to the U.S. Energy InformationAdministration. Much attention has been given to the economic implications of this massive shift, without as 
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	much thought to implications of potential changes in oil transportation. 


	Figure
	In 2019, the United States exported petroleum to about 190 countries with the largest amounts going to Canada, South Korea, the Netherlands, India, and the United Kingdom. That same year, the U.S. briefly overtook Saudi Arabia as the largest crude oil exporter in the world. This dramatic increase in oil exports from the United States has implications for regional and national oil spill prevention and preparedness. 
	In 2019, the United States exported petroleum to about 190 countries with the largest amounts going to Canada, South Korea, the Netherlands, India, and the United Kingdom. That same year, the U.S. briefly overtook Saudi Arabia as the largest crude oil exporter in the world. This dramatic increase in oil exports from the United States has implications for regional and national oil spill prevention and preparedness. 
	-

	Traditionally, agencies that deal with crude oil exports almost exclusively look at changes from a national perspective. However, risks and benefits of transporting crude oil are not shared equally and emergency preparedness personnel face varying challenges across regions. This makes it imperative to understand the impacts of increasing oil exports so as to properlyallocate preparedness and response assets. 
	-

	Research at the School of Marine  and Environmental Affairs 
	Research at the School of Marine  and Environmental Affairs 
	To address changes in crude oil transportation, in 2018 at the University of Washington School of Marine and 
	Environmental Affairs, we took a two-pronged approach. 
	First, we developed a survey that aimed to measure the human perception of changes resulting from the export ban lift and oil-spill risk. This 21-question survey was sent to people across the industry to get an idea of how stakeholders perceived implications of lifting the export embargo. Second, we paired this data with crude oil export data from the International Trade Commission. While this data is primarily collected for tax purposes, it provides a regional and national snapshot of oil movement and give
	-
	-

	From the survey, we learned that approximately 80 percent of participants had seen no changes in policy or oil spill prevention practices since the crude oil export ban was lifted in 2015. Assuming an increase in exports, 60 percent were generally worried about increased risk of oil spills and others worried about public backlash dueto concern, new shipping patterns, and unknown risks. While 42 percent thought that changing patterns in shipping may increase the chance of an oil spill, 25 percent disagreed. 
	-
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	In the 2018 survey, with regards to the Trans Mountain Pipeline Expansion Project, 63 percent believe that an expansion may increase oil spill risk in the Salish Sea region. At the time of this article, despite the current pandemic, the pipeline expansion appears to be on schedule. 
	-

	Beyond the proposed Kinder Morgan/Trans 


	Trans Mountain Pipeline Expansion Project 
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	The Trans Mountain Pipeline Expansion Project is a proposed extension to the existing Kinder Morgan pipeline, which carries crude and refined oil from Alberta, Canada, to the West Coast of British Columbia. 
	The Trans Mountain Pipeline Expansion Project is a proposed extension to the existing Kinder Morgan pipeline, which carries crude and refined oil from Alberta, Canada, to the West Coast of British Columbia. 
	The Trans Mountain Pipeline Expansion Project is a proposed extension to the existing Kinder Morgan pipeline, which carries crude and refined oil from Alberta, Canada, to the West Coast of British Columbia. 
	Mountain pipeline, people were concerned about future Arctic shipping and the transport of crude oil
	by rail. “Crude by rail exports could derail in difficult-to-respond-to locations and cause significant impacts 
	to waters of the State [of Washington],” according to the survey. People shared ideas on how to mitigate oilspill risk in the region with suggestions like, “continuous improvement of measures already in place. Many improvements have been made in the past 25 years. We need to ensure we never ever become complacent and we
	-

	[need to make] make further appropriate cost beneficial improvements when identified.” 
	From the crude oil export data, we learned that the majority of crude oil exports—66 percent—leave from theGulf of Mexico region. The smallest proportion—1 percent—comes from the West Coast. While less so than other regions, the West Coast region exports are increasing at a rate of one million barrels a year since 2013.
	-
	-

	When we isolated the specific routes exports take leaving the West Coast, no particular route stands out as more significant. Exports from the West Coast at this point seem random and are likely opportunistic or exploratory. Time and experience will reveal the most profitable routes for West Coast exports. However, 
	When we isolated the specific routes exports take leaving the West Coast, no particular route stands out as more significant. Exports from the West Coast at this point seem random and are likely opportunistic or exploratory. Time and experience will reveal the most profitable routes for West Coast exports. However, 
	-

	barring any unforeseen changesin the supply or price of oil, the upward trend in export volume can be expected to continue. With a growth in U.S. exports,along with the Trans Mountain pipeline in British Columbia, Canada, oil spill preparedness and response must adapt. 

	Figure
	U.S. Energy Information Administration graphic 
	U.S. Energy Information Administration graphic 


	Regional Recommendations 
	It is not a matter of if there will be another oil spill, just a question of when and where. The more we understand about how oil spill risk is changing on a regional scale, the better prepared we can be to ensure that preparedness is aligned with current crude oil transportation modes and routes. Continuing to examine, monitor, and assess changes in export and transportation patterns is essential to understanding how oil spill risk may be changing, and to providing us the information to work to prevent an 
	-
	-

	We recommend that a high level of attention is maintained in the Salish Sea region, due to potential changes in both the United States and Canada that would increase oil spill risk in this area. The development ofthe Trans Mountain pipeline has increased the risk of land-based spills of blended bitumen oil from Alberta, which presents cleanup challenges when compared to lighter crude oils. Improving response plans for diluted bitumen oil, whether it is transported by pipeline, rail, or tanker, will reduce a
	-
	-
	-
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	Increased attention should also be given to the Aleutian Islands since they are particularly sensitive to oil spills and situated along a major transportation corridor. The great circle route—the shortest distance on the globe—between the Pacific Northwest and Asia passes through the Aleutians and is the most frequented part ofthe Arctic region. As this area is already dense with shipping traffic, any increases in crude oil tankers, makes the region more vulnerable to oil spills. While no crude oil is curre
	Increased attention should also be given to the Aleutian Islands since they are particularly sensitive to oil spills and situated along a major transportation corridor. The great circle route—the shortest distance on the globe—between the Pacific Northwest and Asia passes through the Aleutians and is the most frequented part ofthe Arctic region. As this area is already dense with shipping traffic, any increases in crude oil tankers, makes the region more vulnerable to oil spills. While no crude oil is curre
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	crude oil tankers using this route.


	Figure
	Like the rest of the Arctic, any crude oil tanker spill in the Aleutians would be catastrophic because it is remote, lacking in response infrastructure, environmentally sensitive, with harsh weather that makes cleanup difficult. In addition to monitoring changes, further investment in infrastructure and response planning for the Aleutians is necessary. For example, in 2020, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) recommended improvements in the Coast Guard’s vessel response plan (VRP) review procedures, 
	Like the rest of the Arctic, any crude oil tanker spill in the Aleutians would be catastrophic because it is remote, lacking in response infrastructure, environmentally sensitive, with harsh weather that makes cleanup difficult. In addition to monitoring changes, further investment in infrastructure and response planning for the Aleutians is necessary. For example, in 2020, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) recommended improvements in the Coast Guard’s vessel response plan (VRP) review procedures, 
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	• a relatively small number—71 of more than 3,000 
	VRPs—of verifications of salvage and marine 
	firefighting response capabilities were conducted 
	• there is limited availability of reliable data on 
	the location of oil spill and marine firefighting 
	response capabilities 
	• limited availability of resource providers to 
	respond to an incident GAO recommended that the Coast Guard analyze 
	incidents of activating VRPs to determine if the plans 
	were implemented effectively and that they establish a working group to suggest other improvements. 
	-

	In Alaska, alternative planning criteria for VRPs are 
	used by members of the Alaska Maritime Prevention 
	and Response Network to streamline preparedness 
	and improve response capabilities. Including network responses in the follow-up to the GAO report will ensure that enforcement and outcomes are consistent with best practices. This review should also highlight any regional 
	challenges with activating VRPs. 
	The cost of preventing and preparing for a disaster is a small price to pay when compared with the costof a large oil spill and its long-lasting, catastrophic 
	ramifications. 
	Energy Policy Implications 
	As the new administration gets to work, they are faced with incredible challenges from the pandemic, the economy, and the promise to protect our climate. Continuing to invest in fossil fuel extraction does not help us curb greenhouse gas emissions and reach the climate goals outlined in the Paris Agreement. The Paris Agreement is a legally binding international treaty on climate change that more than 190 countries adopted in 2015 with a key goal of limiting global warming, and reducing greenhouse gas emissi
	-
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	A recent report found that reinstating the U.S. crude oil export ban could lead to reductions in global carbon emissions by as much as 73 to 165 million metric tons of -equivalent every year. This range of carbon emissions reductions is the equivalent of closing between 19 and 42 coal plants.  Furthermore, it would also provide support for continued development of domestic energy alternatives and indicate that the dominance of the fossil fuel industry is coming to an end. 
	CO
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	The change in policy to begin exporting crude oil has only increased our domestic oil production. President Joseph R. Biden has committed to addressing climate change, and some have called on him to reinstate the ban on crude oil exports. Senator Edward Markey of Massachusetts introduced a bill in the last session of Congress calling on then-President Donald J. Trump to reinstate the crude oil export ban.  This is likely not the last time this issue will be raised. 
	7

	Conclusion 
	The United States should increase efforts to incentivize the transition to clean energy. While offshore wind 
	-

	and ocean energy facilities bring their own challenges to the maritime industry, we simply cannot continue to increase crude oil production in the face of the climate crisis. 
	The current COVID-19 pandemic has temporarily 
	The current COVID-19 pandemic has temporarily 
	reduced demand for crude oil, creating an opportunity to rethink our commitment to a fossil-fuel-laden “all of the above” energy policy. If an oil export ban is not reinstated, the pandemic also provides us with additional time to prepare for the implications of increased oil spill risk. We know what to do, we just need the imperative 
	-
	to act. 
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	bountiful catch requires more than a strong net and the proper bait, it also requires ensuring the global fishing supply. This is a complex, multifaceted challenge, especially as illegal, unreported, and unregulated (IUU) fishing has surpassed piracy as the leading global maritime security threat. IUU fishing not only endangers the economic security of many nations, including the United States, and affects the livelihoods of those fishing legally, uncheckedactivity threatens global food security. The statis
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	and stewardship of the planet’s precious ocean, bay, and river resources that in turn support America’s status as a maritime nation and its prosperity. Additionally, the 
	Coast Guard has pledged to be a global leader in the fight against IUU fishing. One line of effort to accomplish this is targeted, effective, intelligence-driven enforcement operations, but the question of how to achieve effective enforcement in the vast open spaces affected by IUU 

	Figure
	Figure
	fishing remains.The Coast Guard’s Research, Development, Test 
	fishing remains.The Coast Guard’s Research, Development, Test 
	& Evaluation and Innovation Program is working to determine whether autonomous or unmanned systems 
	might help in the fight. The program’s Research and Development Center (RDC) is evaluating the ability of 
	low-cost, unmanned surface vehicles to provide maritime domain awareness (MDA), with a primary focus on 
	-

	combatting IUU fishing. 
	Impact on Coast Guard Operations  and American Maritime Economy 
	In 2018, Congress directed the Coast Guard to conduct a pilot study and assessment of low-cost, commercially available technologies that might enhance MDA in 
	remote Pacific regions. The Coast Guard indicated the detection of IUU fishing as one major concern in this region. According to Scot Tripp, RDC researcher and 
	project manager for the pilot study, this accounts for billions of dollars lost annually in the global fishing industry.
	Another concern was a lack of actionable data 
	BTCOE Serves as  Tech Scouting Arm  for Coast Guard 
	The Blue Technology Center of Expertise (BTCOE) acts as a conduit between the Coast Guard and the technology sector. 

	BTCOE is designed to educate industry, academic, nonprofit, and government partners about Coast Guard missions and technology requirements, and to identify and facilitate technology solutions in support of the service’s operational mission needs. 
	The Coast Guard has a strategic interest in advancements that will not only enhance its current capabilities, but also prepare the service for the future of maritime operations, including: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	advanced computing capabilities 

	• 
	• 
	next generation domain awareness 


	• 
	• 
	mobility solutions for operations and support activities 

	• 
	• 
	technologies that can increase operator safety and security 


	Launched in 2020, BTCOE has its origins in the Save Our Seas Act of 2018, which authorized the Coast Guard to establish the center. It is located on the campus of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography in La Jolla, California. 
	If you have a promising technology that could aid Coast Guard 
	available to Coast Guard operators. To facilitate information sharing with Pacific Island partners, any data sharing solutions needed to be unclassified, Tripp said. The RDC took a two-pronged approach; establish a memorandum of understanding (MOU) with Global FishingWatch (GFW) for tracking IUU activity and then issue a request for information to better understand the current state of persistent MDA collection technology. 
	available to Coast Guard operators. To facilitate information sharing with Pacific Island partners, any data sharing solutions needed to be unclassified, Tripp said. The RDC took a two-pronged approach; establish a memorandum of understanding (MOU) with Global FishingWatch (GFW) for tracking IUU activity and then issue a request for information to better understand the current state of persistent MDA collection technology. 
	-
	-
	-

	Laying the Groundwork 
	The purpose of the MOU was to promote a partnership for increasing transparency of the global commercial fishing enterprise and advance the detection, deter
	-

	rence, and knowledge of IUU fishing through research 
	and development activities. It resulted in the establishment of an integrated product team at Coast Guard Headquarters to incorporate GFW’s established world
	-
	-

	wide monitoring of fishing fleets and its data processing 
	system to help determine potential illegal activity. At this time, the technology is being used as an aid to patrol planning, but it has the potential to be used as a monitoring and/or alert system of illegal activity, providing 
	-

	actionable data automatically. 
	An evaluation of the request for information responses indicated that an autonomous USV solution, with its low cost and small logistical footprint, would be the best fit. A request for proposal was issued requiring systems to detect surroundingvessels and provide actionable alerts over a 30-day demonstration period in an area off the shore of Oahu, Hawaii. This location was selected over the remote Pacific to better manage costs. The contracting approach was very broad in scope to allow industry to propose 
	-
	-
	-

	• 
	• 
	• 
	ability to operate 30 consecutive days without refueling 

	• 
	• 
	ability to detect other vessels within a minimum of 1 nautical mile of the USV 

	• 
	• 
	ability to provide notification of other 


	vessel detection within 6 hours of 
	initial detection 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	ability to operate in moderate seas and survive in rough seas 

	• 
	• 
	ability to operate independently beyond line of sight communications 



	operations, reach out to BTCOE at  and check out 
	BlueTech@uscg.mil

	Partnerships and Contract Awards 
	Partnerships and Contract Awards 

	the website at . 
	www.dcms.uscg.mil/acquisition/bluetechcoe

	Two contracts were awarded on February 7, 2020, one to Spatial Integrated Systems Inc. 
	Two contracts were awarded on February 7, 2020, one to Spatial Integrated Systems Inc. 
	(SIS) based in Virginia Beach, Virginia,and the other to Saildrone of Alameda, California. On-water demonstrations were scheduled to begin in July, but COVID-19 travel restrictions forced them to be rescheduled for October 7 through November 5, 2020. 
	To perform the demonstration, SIS developed Watcher, based on a Coast Guardsmall boat platform modified with solar arrays, an MDA sensor suite, and autonomy controls. To ensure the boat would meet the 30-day endurance requirement,a reserve fuel tank was added beneath the deck structure. To fulfill the requirement of detecting another vessel, Watcher was configured with a commercial radar dome and a pan-tilt-zoom electro-optical/infrared (EO/IR) camera. Once a radar target is detected, the EO/IR camera autom
	-
	-
	-

	Over the course of the demonstration, Watcher demonstrated its ability to maintain position within the operation box and provided alerts every hour when another vessel had been detected. Additionally, it was designed to be capable of both manned and unmanned operations for increased versatility. If manned operations are required, Watcher can still be operated from the helm and host up to two operators. 
	-
	-
	-


	Figure
	Saildrones’ Generation 6 USVs are 23foot long fiberglass sailing vessels with 15foot fiberglass airfoil sails and feature onboard proprietary artificial intelligence software trained in vessel detection. Six of them participated in a 30day maritime domain awareness demonstration period in late 2020. Graphic courtesy of Saildrone, Inc. 
	Saildrones’ Generation 6 USVs are 23foot long fiberglass sailing vessels with 15foot fiberglass airfoil sails and feature onboard proprietary artificial intelligence software trained in vessel detection. Six of them participated in a 30day maritime domain awareness demonstration period in late 2020. Graphic courtesy of Saildrone, Inc. 


	Figure
	The Watcher is a Coast Guard cutter boatlarge platform developed by Spatial Integrated Systems Inc. with solar arrays, a maritime domain awareness suite, and autonomy controls. This unmanned service vehicle was successfully tested in late 2020, and is a potential tool in the fight against illegal, unregulated, and unreported fishing in remote ocean areas. Coast Guard photo 
	The Watcher is a Coast Guard cutter boatlarge platform developed by Spatial Integrated Systems Inc. with solar arrays, a maritime domain awareness suite, and autonomy controls. This unmanned service vehicle was successfully tested in late 2020, and is a potential tool in the fight against illegal, unregulated, and unreported fishing in remote ocean areas. Coast Guard photo 


	Saildrone performed the demonstration using six 
	Saildrone performed the demonstration using six 
	Generation 6 saildrones; 23-foot-long fiberglass sailing vessels with a 15-foot fiberglass airfoil sail, referred to 
	as the wing. These USVs, normally referred to as drones, use wind for propulsion while their onboard electronics 
	are powered by solar arrays affixed to the wing and deck. They are capable of transiting at 2–3 knots or slightly 
	more in favorable wind conditions, operate with an aver
	-

	age power consumption of 10 watts, and are capable of 
	being launched and recovered via davit or crane. All saildrones were controlled via an internet-accessi
	-

	ble web portal, which superimposed the location of each drone at its current position, trackinghistory of vessels it detected, and maintaining historical tracking data for each drone. The portal also organized imagery and tracking data from each detection, allowing the user to see a time lapse of maritime activity around the saildrones. Additionally, the portal was used to retask the drones as they conducted a multitude of missions including search pattern execution, picket line formations, station keeping,
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-


	Figure
	The 29RDC, a 29foot autonomous vessel, conducts an autonomous mission off the Honolulu coast in November 2020. The USV was controlled by a laptop, but was also successfully remotely operated by Research and Development Center watchstanders in New London, Connecticut, 5,000 miles away. Coast Guard 
	photo 
	photo 
	and ensure the command center is not inundated with alerts, the AI is configured to send only the clearest 
	images approximately every 15–20 minutes. All other 
	images are saved onboard and can be accessed later. 
	Both contractor-owned/contractor-operated autonomous USVs were tasked with detecting and alerting Coast Guard watchstanders to ship activity in the operational area. 
	-
	-

	In an effort to better understand the efficacy of a government-owned/government-operated USV, the RDC purchased the 29RDC, a 29-foot autonomous vessel, from Metal Shark of Jeanerette, Louisiana, with a SM300 autonomy control system from Sea Machines based in Boston. The SM300 system was designed to allow a vessel to be remotely or autonomously controlled, however, the vessel’s wheel and throttle remain fully functional, allowing an operator, if present, to take control at the helm if desired. The USV was co
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
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	Lessons Learned 
	Overall, the demonstration showed that commercially available USVs are capable of performing some levelof daytime MDA missions of up to 30 days. Each USV proved its capability to detect other vessels in excess of a mile, and in certain situations, in excess of 4 miles. 
	The 29RDC also provided valuable insight to the demonstration, as it allowed the operational Coast Guard a first-hand glimpse into currently available USV technologies and allowed for interactive planning and execution of its own missions in real time. These demonstrations provided exceptional feedback regarding potential operations using USVs in concert with cutters and other boats as a force multiplier; performance of reconnaissance missions; search and rescue augmentation throughautonomously executed sea
	-
	-
	-
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	This demonstration also highlighted the importance of the development and incorporation of AI and machinelearning into future USVs. For the purpose of this demonstration, the MDA sensors used were all capable of capturing significant amounts of data, and did so. To speed processing and limit expensive bandwidth consumption, it is invaluable for the USV to conduct onboard 
	This demonstration also highlighted the importance of the development and incorporation of AI and machinelearning into future USVs. For the purpose of this demonstration, the MDA sensors used were all capable of capturing significant amounts of data, and did so. To speed processing and limit expensive bandwidth consumption, it is invaluable for the USV to conduct onboard 
	-
	-

	processing to the greatest possible extent, limiting transmitted data to only that which is actionable to operators. This ability is dependent on the platform’s AI, and is critical to USVs’ success in long endurance and MDA missions. 
	-


	Researchers also determined that using autonomous USVs for persistent MDA efforts likely will require a layered solution. “USVs like saildrone are capable of performing MDA missions for up to a year withoutmaintenance, but their low transit speed does not allow them to pursue a target of opportunity to collect more information,” said Tripp. He added that, in contrast, Watcher is only capable of 30 days endurance, but hasthe capability of traveling at speeds over 30 knots. Upon detection, it can also be inst
	The demonstration helped the Coast Guard understand what these technologies current capabilities. The results of the study will help shape how the Coast Guard,and its partners, incorporate USVs into future operations. 
	-

	Conclusion 
	On the global stage, the importance of being missioncapable in a variety of ways, even via USV, is crucially important, a fact Coast Guard Commandant ADM Karl L. Schultz highlighted in the 2020 U.S. Coast Guard Illegal, Unreported, and Unregulated, Fishing Strategic Outlook. 
	“The 2017 United States National Security Strategy outlines the impacts of these global threats, highlighting the importance of the rule of law, respect for sovereignty, and freedom of the seas to ensure the security of theUnited States and like-minded partners.” 
	With enhanced capability like the Low Cost Maritime Domain Awareness program, the Coast Guard is envisioned to support maritime safety in diverse areas. WhileADM Schultz said the Coast Guard is prepared to take a greater leadership role in this effort, he acknowledges the success won’t be achieved alone. In this case, technology is being proven a strategic partner in maritime security success. 
	-
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	Figure
	Coast Guard CDR Leo Danaher operates the 29RDC via radiocontrolled belt pack. Unmanned service vehicles have a promising future as part of the maritime domain awareness mission. Coast Guard photo 
	Coast Guard CDR Leo Danaher operates the 29RDC via radiocontrolled belt pack. Unmanned service vehicles have a promising future as part of the maritime domain awareness mission. Coast Guard photo 
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	onsumers have become accustomed to having the products they order delivered faster than ever.Using innovative techniques to securely deliver goods wherever and whenever the customer requests them, delivery companies are advancing to meet this demand. 
	C

	Competition throughout the supply chain is steadily growing. Companies need to devise innovative methods for the transportation of goods from raw materials all the 
	Competition throughout the supply chain is steadily growing. Companies need to devise innovative methods for the transportation of goods from raw materials all the 
	way to the final consumer. From concept to practice, itcan be challenging to identify affordable solutions. 
	This article will highlight recent research conducted by the University of Washington’s Urban Freight Lab. It will also detail work the lab has conducted with its strategic partners to explore new methods to reduce transportation costs, improve the customer experience, reduce carbon footprint, and reduce urban congestion after goods leave the shipping docks. 
	Customer Expectations in a World of eCommerce 
	Think of the first time you ordered something from Amazon, and the fulfillment experience when your 
	product finally arrived. My first Amazon order in 1999 
	was for a newly released Tom Waits album. At the time I was working as a technology consultant for IBM and it seemed appropriate to try this out, especially since I was telling clients all about the business revolution inter-net commerce would soon create. I remember entering my credit card information with a little trepidation as I recalled an IBM security consultant telling me that he actually used a separate credit card for internet ordering due to the risks. 
	I liked the fact that Amazon immediately told me when my order would arrive. I think their projection 
	was probably 5 days, which was fine since I didn’t need 
	to do anything except be patient. I remember walking to my mailbox two days after placing the order and there was my CD. I guess Amazon’s thinking was to under-promise and over-deliver. It seems odd now, but I was really impressed. 
	That was a long time ago. Amazon now offers free delivery with its Prime program, and even two-hour delivery for some products in large metro areas. We all know how this has changed consumer expectations. As the pandemic began, I recall ordering a lawn spreader and I was particularly aggravated when Amazon indicated that I would need to wait a week to receive my item and I actually ended up buying it from Walmart because they could deliver in two days.
	-

	Consumers now expect to have an enormous catalog of products to choose from, and they expect the delivery to be on-time, in-full, undamaged, and with accurate documentation—a phenomenon called “perfect order.” On top of that, they also expect their deliveries to be free. 
	Although the pandemic has lengthened the amount of time consumers are willing to wait for a delivery, and increased their willingness to pay for expedited delivery, it seems reasonable that consumer expectations will return to pre-pandemic levels once the worst subsides. Adjusted consumer expectations during the COVID-19 outbreak have provided a brief respite for less capableecommerce shippers, but this respite won’t last. Based on a number of research studies, delivery excellence is a key factor in a consu
	-

	Contemporary Challenges in eCommerce Logistics 
	For most of us, when we shop online we expect to find 
	exactly what we want—immediately available inventory, 
	exactly what we want—immediately available inventory, 
	the most competitive prices, and complete, fast, free delivery. Amazon has taught us that this is what consumers should expect. 
	-


	At this point in online retail, these abilities could almost be considered table stakes. But as any supply chain person will tell you, the operational, technological, and logistical challenges that are required to pull this off are gargantuan. Likewise, the pricing pressure exerted on logistics providers in this new competitive environment are unprecedented. Toremain competitive, transportation providers must design and adopt innovative solutions that will fundamentally change the way products are delivered
	-
	-
	-

	While logistics providers face a host of challenges in meeting these new service level requirements, one of the largest areas of opportunity is in optimizing delivery in what is termed the “last mile.” In logistics, the term last mile means the last step of the delivery process from a warehouse or distribution center to the end customer. Depending on the nature of the delivery, last mile transportation can actually encompass the 50 miles or more it takes to get the product to thefinal consumer’s door. 
	-
	-

	Last mile logistics is in fact the most expensive part of the delivery process. Most transportation providers are nowfocused on optimizing this part of the delivery process as new efficiencies can contribute very significantly to corporate profits, especially at a time when the shipping volumes and negotiating power of companies like Amazon and Walmart are exerting such downward pressure on shipping costs. 
	-

	Going Beyond the Last Mile 
	Addressing the last mile problem is challenging. But the researchers at the Supply Chain Transportation &Logistics Center (SCTL) have analyzed this problem in depth and isolated what is, in fact, the most challenging and costly portion of the last mile—coining the term “The Final 50 Feet.” 
	The final 50 feet is the distance a package must travel to go from the delivery truck into the hands of the final consumer. For several years, the Urban Freight Lab at the University of Washington has been studying thisproblem and working with key stakeholders to devise, 
	The final 50 feet is the distance a package must travel to go from the delivery truck into the hands of the final consumer. For several years, the Urban Freight Lab at the University of Washington has been studying thisproblem and working with key stakeholders to devise, 
	test, and implement innovative, real-world solutions to address what is probably the most daunting problem in the world of urban freight. 


	Figure
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	When I drive down the streets of downtown Seattle, 
	When I drive down the streets of downtown Seattle, 
	the effects of the final 50 feet problem are painfully clear. 
	As the number of deliveries being made downtownincreases exponentially, Seattle’s already-challenging 
	traffic situation is becoming untenable. The increasing traffic congestion is due in large part to trucks parked 
	on the sidewalk, in alleys, or sometimes in the middle of the road. 
	The SCTL Urban Freight Lab (UFL) at the University of Washington has partnered with the Department of Energy, the Seattle Department of Transportation, and the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) on a pilot project to address the final 50 feet challenge. Our research considers leveraging contemporary sensor technology, machine learning, and new processes for accomplishing this delivery challenge. 
	-
	-

	Through the Department of Energy’s Office ofEnergy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, the Vehicle Technologies Office is funding the three-year, $1.5 million pilot project in Seattle and Bellevue, Washington, to: 
	-

	• Reduce parking seeking behavior by 
	approximately 20 percent in a pilot test area 
	• Reduce parcel truck dwell time by approximately 
	30 percent 
	• Increase business efficiency by increasing 
	turnover in load/unload spaces 
	Project Approach 
	The UFL is taking a two-pronged approach by deployingcentralized delivery lockers and collecting real-time data 
	The UFL is taking a two-pronged approach by deployingcentralized delivery lockers and collecting real-time data 
	about parking behaviors and availability, then employing machine learning to predict the availability of parking at any moment in time. Both of these initiatives are focused on accelerating the delivery process to reduce urban congestion. 
	-
	-


	Accelerating the Delivery Process 
	Common carrier locker 
	The UFL partnered with the Seattle Department ofTransportation to establish what are called common carrier delivery lockers in high-density population areas. Common carrier lockers are secure, automated, self-service storage systems designed to accommodate deliveries from multiple transportation providers delivering a range of parcel sizes. If you’ve ever had an Amazon package delivered to a locker you understand the idea. However, unlike Amazon lockers, these lockers are “common,” in that any carrier can u
	The UFL partnered with the Seattle Department ofTransportation to establish what are called common carrier delivery lockers in high-density population areas. Common carrier lockers are secure, automated, self-service storage systems designed to accommodate deliveries from multiple transportation providers delivering a range of parcel sizes. If you’ve ever had an Amazon package delivered to a locker you understand the idea. However, unlike Amazon lockers, these lockers are “common,” in that any carrier can u
	-
	-
	-
	-

	same task. This new approach reduces both dwell time and failed first deliveries, both of which produce congestion, unwanted emissions, and increased cost. Each is described below. 
	-



	Figure
	The Urban Freight Lab at the University of Washington partnered with the Seattle Department of Transportation to install common carrier delivery lockers in highdensity population areas. Common carrier lockers are designed to store deliveries from multiple carriers delivering a range of parcel sizes. Photo courtesy of the Urban Freight Lab at the University of Washington 
	The Urban Freight Lab at the University of Washington partnered with the Seattle Department of Transportation to install common carrier delivery lockers in highdensity population areas. Common carrier lockers are designed to store deliveries from multiple carriers delivering a range of parcel sizes. Photo courtesy of the Urban Freight Lab at the University of Washington 


	Reducing failed deliveries 
	Reducing failed deliveries 
	Failed deliveries are a significant problem for delivery firms like UPS andDHL. A failed delivery occurs when the delivery driver is unable to get the package into the hands of the final consumer for any number of reasons. The 
	-
	-

	most common reason for final delivery 
	failure is that the consumer isn’t home and there is no safe place to leave the package so it doesn’t get stolen. Failed deliveries, which must be redelivered the next day, further increase congestion and pollution in urban areas. And 
	-

	they impact profits. Clearly, having to 
	deliver a package twice instead of once makes that delivery that much less 
	profitable. 
	Common carrier lockers essentiallysolve the failed delivery problem, not just for one carrier but for all of them. Fewer failed deliveries mean fewer delivery trucks downtown, so there’sless congestion and more available short-term parking. More parking means fewer delivery vehicles circling the block looking for somewhere to stop, or pulled up on the sidewalk. 
	-

	Reducing dwell time 
	One of the important efficiency metrics for delivery vehicles is dwell time. Dwell time is the time that a vehicle spends at a scheduled stop without moving, in our case when the driver is making deliveries. Obviously, the shorter the dwell time the better. To quantify the ben
	-
	-

	efits that this approach can provide, the UFL observed 
	and timed actual urban deliveries. The conclusions were compelling. Using the traditional delivery approach without access to common carrier lockers, the averagedelivery time to deliver packages on seven different 
	floors in a building in downtown Seattle was 27 minutes. 
	With common carrier lockers, the average last 50-foot delivery time collapsed to only 5.6 minutes—a reduction of nearly 80 percent! Not surprisingly, this reduced truck dwell time by nearly the same amount. As a result, far more vehicles can use the same parking space, meaning fewer trucks blocking the alleys, on sidewalks, and less need for city planners to devise ways to create more 
	With common carrier lockers, the average last 50-foot delivery time collapsed to only 5.6 minutes—a reduction of nearly 80 percent! Not surprisingly, this reduced truck dwell time by nearly the same amount. As a result, far more vehicles can use the same parking space, meaning fewer trucks blocking the alleys, on sidewalks, and less need for city planners to devise ways to create more 
	-

	truck parking. 


	Figure
	Without access to common carrier lockers, the average delivery time to seven different floors in a downtown Seattle building was 27 minutes. Graphic courtesy of the Urban Freight Lab at the University of Washington 
	Without access to common carrier lockers, the average delivery time to seven different floors in a downtown Seattle building was 27 minutes. Graphic courtesy of the Urban Freight Lab at the University of Washington 


	Figure
	Common carrier lockers reduce the last 50foot average delivery time by nearly 80% to only 5.6 minutes. This reduces road congestion and enables delivery companies to conduct more profitable operations. Graphic courtesy of the Urban Freight Lab at the University of Washington 
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	This reduction not only reduces congestion, but it alsoenables delivery firms to conduct more profitable operations, since faster deliveries require fewer trucks and less labor. Property managers have also embraced this solution. It enhances building security since there are no longer unknown individuals inside the buildings they manage. It is also more environmentally friendly, as it saves fuel and reduces emissions. 
	This reduction not only reduces congestion, but it alsoenables delivery firms to conduct more profitable operations, since faster deliveries require fewer trucks and less labor. Property managers have also embraced this solution. It enhances building security since there are no longer unknown individuals inside the buildings they manage. It is also more environmentally friendly, as it saves fuel and reduces emissions. 
	-

	Real-time Data Detection and Analysis 
	The first step in understanding the real-time availability of commercial parking accessible to delivery drivers is to know whether a parking space will be available when the driver arrives. There are a number of commercially available solutions for collecting this information, but most of them function in a similar manner. To support the considerable data integration, management, 
	The first step in understanding the real-time availability of commercial parking accessible to delivery drivers is to know whether a parking space will be available when the driver arrives. There are a number of commercially available solutions for collecting this information, but most of them function in a similar manner. To support the considerable data integration, management, 
	-
	-
	-

	and analysis requirements of this effort, UFL has partnered with Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL). 

	A sensor that looks like a hockey puck is installed in the ground below a particular parking location. When a space becomes unoccupied, the sensor communicates this information to a vendor-specific data collection device. Depending on the device and the degree of connectivity,this data might either be stored on the collection device for a batch upload or streamed in real time. Ultimately, the data is sent to a server at the University of Washington and pushed to a server at PNNL through an application progr
	-
	-
	-

	The PNNL system will predict in real time which parking spots may be available when the driver arrives and where they are located, thereby dramatically reducing the amount of time drivers spend driving around looking for an available parking space. These sensors are relatively inexpensive, and the information they collect is binary—either a space is occupied or it is not. Obviously, gathering other data points besidesvacancy status, like what type of vehicle is occupying the parking space at any given time,
	-
	-
	-
	-

	Rich Data 
	Several vendors have developed solutions that can provide additional data. Companies like Cleverciti and Verizon offer solutions that provide a wealth of additional data that is invaluable for this type of effort. These 
	-
	-

	technologies capture and interpret far more detaileddata about parking availability and usage. 
	These commercial solutions can capture real-time video of a particular urban location, stream that information to a server with software designed to interpret the video stream. They can also capture and analyze pedestrian traffic, automatically interpreting various attributes of the data it has collected. Likewise, such a system can be taught to recognize different types of delivery vehicles by color and shape, which companies the vehicles are affiliated with, what type of building they are visiting, licens
	These commercial solutions can capture real-time video of a particular urban location, stream that information to a server with software designed to interpret the video stream. They can also capture and analyze pedestrian traffic, automatically interpreting various attributes of the data it has collected. Likewise, such a system can be taught to recognize different types of delivery vehicles by color and shape, which companies the vehicles are affiliated with, what type of building they are visiting, licens
	-
	-
	-
	-

	the day, and other factors can be captured and analyzed. However, none of these data streams are made available to PNNL, only the occupancy status is provided through the API. 


	Figure
	The Urban Freight Lab at the University of Washington and the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory have partnered to study parking availability for delivery drivers. Sensor technology, similar to that in the photo, is being implemented in order to monitor realtime availability of commercial parking.
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	PNNL’s machine learning capabilities use only the parking space and occupancy history as model inputs to recognize patterns that are difficult for humans to discern, and then predict parking availability, based on the historical space occupancy information. Availability predictions will be accessible via a mobile device, enabling drivers to consider predicted parking availability in their decision making as they seek a suitable unoccupied parking spot. Even with these near real-time predictions, there are n
	PNNL’s machine learning capabilities use only the parking space and occupancy history as model inputs to recognize patterns that are difficult for humans to discern, and then predict parking availability, based on the historical space occupancy information. Availability predictions will be accessible via a mobile device, enabling drivers to consider predicted parking availability in their decision making as they seek a suitable unoccupied parking spot. Even with these near real-time predictions, there are n
	-
	-

	Machine Learning 
	Once the occupancy data arrives at PNNL’s servers, the prediction models are generated, exploring park
	-

	ing behaviors across different parking spaces, as well 
	as looking into parameters like the time of day and day 
	as looking into parameters like the time of day and day 
	of the week. Although it is beyond the project’s current scope, future improvements could explore contextual data sources, like weather or economic indicators, that influence congestion patterns to make even more intelligent decisions and projections. 
	-


	Ultimately, this data will be available in a free mobile application that drivers can employ to locate parking locations that are currently empty. The currently deployed version of the app allows drivers to define the length of their vehicle, view current occupancy, and determine if any applicable spaces are predicted to become available within a selected timeframe. 
	-

	Future enhancements would be expected to improve the systems prediction accuracies. UFL member companies, like UPS, who will be using the app, will have the option to provide data like: 
	-

	• 
	• 
	• 
	vehicle length 

	• 
	• 
	time of day when seeking parking 

	• 
	• 
	the number of packages being delivered at each stop 

	• 
	• 
	type of commodity being delivered—a single box or “big and heavy” 


	Drivers will also be able to select parking preferences. For example, a driver could indicate that they only want to be notified of spaces on the end of the block and not in the middle, because it is easier to maneuver. 
	To access the V2+ mobile application developed by PNNL, the users are required to provide an email address, which can be anonymous. Any additional data provided by the user to the application is used locally by the application and is not collected by or stored at PNNL. Such additional input data can direct drivers to available parking spots that meet their specific requirements. This information will also help drivers make more informed decisions about parking selection. In an ideal world, drivers with the 
	-

	Other Outcomes 
	Removing waste and creating new  
	business models and profit sources 
	While this research will unquestionably improve the
	efficiency and cost-effectiveness of delivery over the last 
	50 feet, this new real-time visibility will also create new 
	business models and profit sources for resources that are 
	currently either undervalued or entirely wasted. Similar examples of how technology is being employed to capture new value and remove waste in industries such as agriculture, where imperfect produce is now being sold to consumers rather than being discarded by farmers, is currently available. 
	-

	Within the network of parking spaces available to
	delivery drivers, a significant percentage are privately-
	owned. At certain times these spots are vacant, even though there may be a lack of public parking options available to delivery drivers who may not want to pay for a space. 
	Once real-time information about parking accessibility is available, there is a foreseeable market for available private parking spots with prices that vary withdemand, much like the way the price of an Uber fluctuates depending on demand. 
	-
	-
	-

	Such a marketplace would remove waste from the system, creating a new profit-source for the owners of these private spaces while also providing a cost-effective solution for delivery drivers, who otherwise might be left to circle the block for 15 minutes seeking an available space.
	-

	Such innovations are what will contribute to the creation of “smart cities,” which deploy and integrate new technologies to improve urban services like utilities and transportation to reduce waste, the consumption of resources, and costs. In doing this, these innovations will also make cities more climate-friendly, more efficient, 
	and, ultimately, more livable. 
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	Using AI Technologies for Dynamic Risk Management 
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	n hindsight, professional accident investigators find 
	I

	every adverse event produces tell-tale warning signs 
	prior to the incident. These signs will be scattered across voluminous reports, emails, data silos, handwritten forms, and device data. In the maritime environment, connecting the dots to identify emerging risks in time to act has been very challenging, if not impossible, until now. The emergence of advanced technologies 
	-
	-

	like Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Natural Language
	Processing (NLP), can now empower decision makers to make better choices in near-real time. They are able to detect and respond to anomalies, see emerging trends dynamically, and take action to stop the initiation orpropagation of an adverse event. In addition, through better planning and simulation of adverse scenarios, every organization can become more resilient. 
	Ensuring Sustainability Against Increasing 
	Complexity and Environmental Harm 
	On top of the impending risks inherent to the introduction of more automation, new, often invisible or unknown risk types like cyber threats and pandemic diseases, are being introduced. In addition, sensitivity to environmental harm is increasing as manifested by the United Nation’s (U.N.) 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, which included 17 sustainable development goals (SDGs) and 169 related targets.  As a whole, the SDGs offer the maritime industry the chance to gain 
	-
	-
	1

	recognition by contributing with a broad
	consortium of stakeholders towards a set 
	of high-profile, well-defined, measurable 
	goals. It also provides opportunities for the International Maritime Organization (IMO) to strengthen and prioritize its efforts to contribute to sustainable development in a measurable manner and make the maritime industry’s contribution to sustainable development more visible. 
	-

	The 17 U.N. SDGs are integrated, requiring a balancing act among social, economic, and environmental sustainability. Two are directly linked to safety. SDG 3 
	-
	-

	CURTIS DOUCETTE 
	Chief Strategy and Innovation Officer 
	Sharp Focus Inc. 
	addresses vessel related pollution and can also be linked to the occupational health and safety of the seafarer. On the other hand, SDG 8 addresses the seafarers’ welfare on issues such as safety and fatigue, as well as promoting a safe and secure working environment for all seafarers. While reaching these SDGs is critical for sustainability, the additional administrative burden imposed by compliance is expected to be substantial. 
	-

	As a result of the shifting regulatory and technol
	-

	ogy landscape, ensuring safety and financial viability 
	becomes increasingly difficult. This requires a much more proactive approach which makes use of all avail
	-

	able data and facilitates understanding with the effective
	fusion of algorithms and expert knowledge. Identifying negative and positive risks, or opportunities, and then acting upon them in a time-sensitive and agile manner are critical steps. These enable the transformation ofordinary organizations into fast-learning organizations and drive the required cultural change. In a world as digitally enabled as ours is becoming, resiliency is best achieved by building upon a platform that has proven
	effective under highly dynamic circumstances. Using existing data, high reliability organization (HRO) methodology has seen great success in a number of cases. HRO has been used very successfully to transform organizations, changing behavior by instilling people with values and principles that result in the adoption of a culture of safety in high-risk environments. Combining 
	-
	2 
	-


	Figure
	The emergence of advanced technologies, like natural language processing, or NLP, is helping decision makers to make better choices in nearreal time. Funtap | Adobe Stock 
	The emergence of advanced technologies, like natural language processing, or NLP, is helping decision makers to make better choices in nearreal time. Funtap | Adobe Stock 
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	this proven methodology with advanced technologies, 
	like AI, will significantly ease change management and 
	allow the results to be repeatable and scalable across many organizations. In other words, consuming the out
	-

	puts of AI algorithms within the framework of an HRO amplifies the impact of the intelligence by making the 
	operationalization of AI support seamless and incorpo
	-

	rating it into a well-defined organizational process. 
	Principles of High Reliability Organizing 
	High reliability organizations are known to respond to crisis, chaos, and adversity with dramatically better results than other risk management and agility tech
	-

	niques. HRO gives leadership, management, and all 
	levels of an organization a way to process challenges 
	and overcome them as a single unit. HRO can help large 
	teams adapt to potentially threatening and time-sensitive situations while they are still developing. It has literally been a lifesaver for those trapped in chaotic environments. Following naval aviation, other high-risk industries like civil aviation, chemicals, manufacturing, defense, and energy, among others have embraced the 
	-

	principles of HRO. 
	3 

	These industries all function in environments where failure is catastrophic and, in many cases, puts human lives in danger. They also all rely on every individual 
	These industries all function in environments where failure is catastrophic and, in many cases, puts human lives in danger. They also all rely on every individual 
	to prevent catastrophic failure. From this perspective, 

	we can readily see that all members of an HRO must 
	maintain vigilance for anything that might cause a failure. When an organizational member observes an early sign of a failure, that member will engage the situation and articulate it to the team as clearly and concisely as possible. That person will subsequently be supported by the entire system and organization. From this concept 
	-

	emerge the five principles Weick and Sutcliffe presented 
	4
	in their book, Managing the Unexpected. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Preoccupation with failure: Vigilance toward system vulnerability; early engagement of problems 

	2. 
	2. 
	Reluctance to simplify: The complexity of 


	multiple interactions at the local level; the organization is reluctant to simplify or to keep simple in order to capture this complexity 
	3. 
	3. 
	3. 
	Sensitivity to operations: The priority of local discrepancies, disturbances, and interruptions while maintaining strategic operations 

	4. 
	4. 
	Deference to expertise: The importance of local knowledge from interacting with the situation 

	5. 
	5. 
	Commitment to resilience: Support of the open-ended working of a problem until resolution 


	Because HRO supports the rapid expansion of a system during a crisis, it must accommodate the routine 
	Because HRO supports the rapid expansion of a system during a crisis, it must accommodate the routine 
	-

	operations immediately before the event. There is noconfusion about when to shift operational methods from routine to crisis. Daily activities, in effect, become regular practice exercises for an emergency and the team, whatever that team may be, will then be better prepared to respond appropriately when a situation does escalate. 
	-


	Six values enable an HRO to perform and are shared with its members through acculturation. These values are dignity, honesty, humility, empathy, duty, and resilience or perseverance. It is believed that a combination of these values and the above five principles make HRO a perfect candidate to drive the cultural change required in using near-miss reports and related data towards creating a safer more sustainable world. 
	-
	-

	Implementing HRO in the Maritime Industry 
	HRO has its roots in the maritime industry, beginning 
	on the USS Carl Vinson. Some implementations have now 
	been reported in the offshore industry, as with Chevron 
	or Equinor, formerly Statoil, and in the U.S. nuclear sub
	-

	marine force. HRO principles are not widely embraced 
	by the maritime industry as a whole yet, despite some of 
	the principles being sparsely implemented. 
	5,6 

	“Important to the true performance in what is now 
	called HRO was the style and philosophy of leadership 
	and management throughout the ship. The chief petty 
	officers, whose authority crosses lines of command, have 
	an important role in creating and maintaining the climate of HRO. There is the belief that you are always training your own relief and moving up. The record is based on many lessons and from previous experience. These lessons were learned in blood in the 1950s and 
	-

	1960s; the crew must always remember that. There is 
	attention to small detail in the belief that anyone can 
	stop the operation if they observe something they believe 
	is significant.” —Thomas A. Mercer, RADM, USN (retired) 
	Preoccupation with Failure 
	Ship crews are surrounded with systems that generate tremendous amounts of information. This information can provide the clues we need in order to be able to prevent a risk from developing into an adverse event. This 
	-

	is why the first principle of HRO is “preoccupation with 
	failure.” It is about recognizing anomalies. Even though the majority of them may be innocuous, we must notmiss the fraction that represents an emergent threat so that we can intervene before it is too late. 
	We encourage organizations to consider any lapse in performance a potentially serious consequence. Peoplewatch for, and respond to, the weakest signals of failure. Rather than viewing outliers as random, independent events that one can ignore because of their rarity or disregard because of their disconnection to the system, we view the outlier as an early sign or representation of 
	We encourage organizations to consider any lapse in performance a potentially serious consequence. Peoplewatch for, and respond to, the weakest signals of failure. Rather than viewing outliers as random, independent events that one can ignore because of their rarity or disregard because of their disconnection to the system, we view the outlier as an early sign or representation of 
	-
	-

	what is possible. Ignoring small failures leads to largercascading failures and possibly catastrophic events. This approach enables forward-looking, preoccupation with failure, resulting in heightened vigilance toward system vulnerability, as well as earlier, and much more dynamic,engagement of problems than other safety management systems available in the market. 

	Applying Advanced Technology  to Near-Miss Reporting 
	“Share your story, save the next shift” is the motto of firefighters’ near-miss reporting system.  They have developed this culture over many years with the understanding that sharing information is the best way to enhance the common understanding of an emerging situation and solve issues proactively. This concept applies very well to ship near misses as well, but our observations indicate that this type of data collection is generally considered a bureaucratic requirement. Therefore, the quality and comple
	7
	-
	-
	-

	significant improvement. 
	Our team has been working on improving near-miss data collection and analysis, primarily for maritime shipping and civil aviation, using NLP/machine learning (ML) methods applied on structured and unstructured data. This approach builds on our team’s system reliability improvement experience and depth in HRO over the last 30 years. We have already reviewed andanalyzed tens of thousands of ship incident reports that have been provided by more than a dozen organizations. We have also been developing and exper
	-
	-
	-

	Buried in the haystacks, are golden needles, or free lessons learned, in the form of key bits of information contained in near-miss reports. If these reports are carefully filed and processed in a timely manner, they can become an invaluable source for detection of vulnerabilities and can be used proactively to prevent 
	-

	Aviation Safety  Reporting System 
	The Aviation Safety Reporting System allows two analysts to review incoming reports within three to five days of receipt and pass on timecritical information to the proper authorities. It can take up to four years to act on vulnerabilities in nearmiss maritime events. 
	risks from evolving into accidents. We have focused on analyzing reports to determine whether a problem requires intervention. In order to achieve the ideal state of zero accidents in a dynamic environment, technology enabled vigilance is a critical requirement. We have been informed that sometimes it takes up to four years to act on a vulnerability detected during a near miss. The situation in civil aviation on the other hand is markedly better. The industry has a reporting system called the
	-

	Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS) that allows pilots and other professionals to confidentially report 
	near miss and close calls events. Typically, two analysts 
	review incoming reports within three to five days of 
	receipt, often less, and time-critical information is disseminated to the proper authority. Clearly, there are best practices to be applied across industries to drive safety and sustainability for all.
	-

	Our comparison of incident reports submitted to ASRS run by NASA for the FAA versus the ship incident reports in our database showed stark differences. In addition to some flight condition data, airplane pilots are asked to describe the event/situation in a free text field, keeping in mind the chain of events and human performance considerations. They are asked to discuss those which they feel are relevant and anything else theythink is important and include what they believe really caused the problem. 
	-

	Details of the following are also requested: 
	• What can be done to prevent a recurrence or 
	correct the situation (ASRS)? 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	How the problem arose and contributing factors? 

	• 
	• 
	How was it discovered? 

	• 
	• 
	What corrective actions can be taken? 

	• 
	• 
	What are the human performance considerations: perceptions, judgements, decisions, and factors 


	affecting the quality of human performance and 
	actions or inactions? 
	On the other hand, IMO guidance on near-miss reporting as well as ASTM-F3256 state that, at a minimum, the following information should be gathered about any near-miss: 
	-
	8,9 

	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Who and what was involved? 

	2. 
	2. 
	What happened, where, when, and in what sequence? 

	3. 
	3. 
	What were the potential losses and their potential severity? 

	4. 
	4. 
	What was the likelihood of a loss being realized? 

	5. 
	5. 
	What is the likelihood of a recurrence of the chain of events and/or conditions that led to the near miss? 


	Our review of near-miss reports from multiple international shipping companies showed that the overwhelming majority of ship near-miss reports do notcontain the answers to these questions as opposed to 
	-
	-

	ASRS reports, which are much more comprehensive.However, ASRS has the resources to call back the report provider to gather the missing information until sufficient information is captured. In general shipping com
	-
	-

	panies do not have sufficient resources to do this.
	When there are no labels applied to the unstructured text data that impute categories or when labels have a high degree of inaccuracy, like probable root causes, then supervised learning methods are not usable. Forsuch cases, topic modeling can provide useful insights. For example, in some machine learning tasks, known as supervised learning models, and the training dataset fed to the algorithm includes the desired solutions, called “labels.” For instance, if we want to develop a spam filter application, th
	-

	Topic modeling has previously been applied in the transportation domain with great success. Francisco C. Pereira et al previously used topic modeling to study ground traffic incidents.  Dr. Kenneth D. Kuhn used topic modeling to identify themes in ASRS text data and developed two prototype web-based applications about air traffic and weather conditions in the New York area. The results demonstrate that structural topic modelingand other methods applied are able to identify known issues. These methods are al
	10
	results.
	11
	-

	Standards Organizations 
	ASTM International, formerly known as American Society for Testing and Materials, is an international standards organization that develops and publishes voluntary consensus technical standards for a wide range of materials, products, systems, and services. 
	ASTM F325617 is the Standard Guide for Reporting and Recording of NearMisses for Maritime Industry. 

	right. Each cluster represents a topic/ Clusters of Topic Modeling 
	incident mentioned in the dataset. For instance, when we look at the shining words and phrases in the extracted clusters, we observe that “cluster 4” is about PPE/safety wear. On the other hand, our analysis shows that “cluster 9” mainly contains the incidents that happened due to the lack of situational awareness. Actually, every cluster represents some other topic, and these are some examples regarding what these 
	incident mentioned in the dataset. For instance, when we look at the shining words and phrases in the extracted clusters, we observe that “cluster 4” is about PPE/safety wear. On the other hand, our analysis shows that “cluster 9” mainly contains the incidents that happened due to the lack of situational awareness. Actually, every cluster represents some other topic, and these are some examples regarding what these 
	-
	-

	clusters mean in our analysis. 
	12 

	Too often, we see data collection systems that do not facilitate the early 
	-

	identification of emerging issues that 
	will support timely downstream intervention because the analyses fall short as a result of inconsistent data that was 
	-

	poorly collected in the first place. Sometimes data can 
	be corrected after the fact even though it can be tedious and time consuming. Other times, the data may be collected consistently but reports still lack the detail to narrow the analysis down to a useful degree. Considering the rate at which the environment is increasing in complexity and causing new threats to emerge, our meansto process information must at the very least keep pace. Furthermore, even when data is extensively and sufficiently collected, available technology is not sufficiently 
	-
	-
	-
	-

	used to derive insights from the data and those insights are not operationalized to drive the expected outcomes. 
	If you do not have the data collected consistently and sufficiently, you will not be able to generate actions accurately or expeditiously. If you do not have the right culture or employ the right methodology, you will not realize the expected benefits. Increasing technological intensity together with innovative application of HRO will allow us to prevent avoidable accidents, saving both lives and assets. Successfully leveraging these factors will also move us towards achievement of key sustainable developme
	-
	in order to achieve safety and sustainability for all. 
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	The Case for Offshore Wind 
	Offshore wind and the U.S. Coast Guard  Maritime Commerce Strategic Outlook 
	by EDWARD G. LEBLANC 
	by EDWARD G. LEBLANC 
	Northeast U.S. Marine Affairs Manager Ørsted Offshore North America 
	oday, few of us would dispute the need, or at least the desire, for clean renewable energy. Wind, par
	T
	-

	ticularly offshore wind, is a dominant source of 
	clean renewable energy. Europe has nearly 100 utility-
	scale offshore wind farms powered by more than 5,000 
	offshore wind turbines, many of which have been in operation for decades.
	The United States has zero. 
	Correct, the United States does not yet have an operational utility-scale offshore wind farm,  and the U.S. government has been reluctant to issue permits authorizing such wind farms in federal waters. That is about to change. 
	-
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	President Joseph R. Biden’s declarations and commitments regarding renewable energy and the ambitious
	-

	goals of several East Coast states, relative specifically to offshore wind, suggest a potential for rapid growth 
	of this new-to-the-U.S. maritime industry. Such growth may challenge the Coast Guard’s vision outlined in its Maritime Commerce Strategic Outlook, but more likely it will offer significant opportunities to achieve the objectives detailed therein. This article discusses offshore 
	of this new-to-the-U.S. maritime industry. Such growth may challenge the Coast Guard’s vision outlined in its Maritime Commerce Strategic Outlook, but more likely it will offer significant opportunities to achieve the objectives detailed therein. This article discusses offshore 
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	wind in the context of challenges and opportunities relative to the Coast Guard’s vision and objectives. 
	-


	About Ørsted 
	Ørsted is the world leader in offshore wind development, 
	operating 26 wind farms with more than 1,500 turbines generating power around the globe. In the United States, Ørsted owns and operates the 30-megawatt (MW) Block 
	Island Wind Farm in Rhode Island state waters and has 
	power purchase agreements (PPAs) in place to build and operate five utility-scale facilities with a combined nameplate capacity  of nearly 3,000 MW. To support these PPAs and future demands for renewable power to meet various states’ renewable energy goals, Ørsted has over 600,000 acres, or more than 900 square miles, of Atlantic coast Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) currently under lease from the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM). 
	-
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	Ørsted, and others in the offshore wind industry, willplay a significant role in U.S. maritime commerce in the coming years and decades. Traditionally, “maritime commerce” is thought of primarily as commercial shipping. 
	-


	Figure
	Offshore wind’s presence in the maritime environment, and that of the offshore wind industry in general, iscritical to providing renewable energy to the 
	Offshore wind’s presence in the maritime environment, and that of the offshore wind industry in general, iscritical to providing renewable energy to the 
	-

	U.S. electrical grid. As it has already begun todo, offshore wind will continue to add a new and vital dimension to maritime commerce. 
	A Short History of the U.S. Offshore Wind Industry 
	As you will see, there can be no long history. 
	In 2001, Cape Wind submitted the first proposal for an offshore wind farm in U.S. waters —a planned 134 -tower farm in Massachusetts’ Nantucket Sound. 
	After more than a decade of what can only be described as a tortuous path through federal, state, and local permitting hurdles, and a heap of legal litigation, Cape Wind dropped its proposal. In 2010, Rhode Island approved an application for a five-tower, demonstration-scale wind farm in state waters, off the coast of Block Island. The Block Island Wind Farm has been in operation since 2016 and is now the primary source of electricity for the island while also providing surplus power to mainland Rhode Islan
	-
	-
	-

	That’s the short history of U.S. offshore wind as we 
	begin the third decade of the 21st century. Seven tow
	-

	ers—five in state waters, two in federal waters—with 
	a grand total maximum generating capacity of 42 MW. Ørsted alone is now generating about 7,800 MW of
	electricity from offshore wind globally. This includes 
	30 MW of the United States’ 42 MW, via Block Island, and another 2,900 MW of capacity currently awarded in the United States. 
	The northeastern United States is perfectly posi
	-

	tioned for offshore wind. It has the demand, the wind 
	resources, and sufficient buildable ocean area on the 
	Outer Continental Shelf. Offshore wind speeds tend to 
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	be faster than on land, and small increases in wind speed 
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	yield large increases in energy production. In 15 mph wind, a turbine can generate twice as much energy as a 
	yield large increases in energy production. In 15 mph wind, a turbine can generate twice as much energy as a 
	turbine in a 12 mph wind. Faster wind speeds offshore mean much more energy can be generated, and offshore 
	wind speeds tend to be steadier than on land. A steadier 
	supply of wind means a more reliable source of energy.
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	As previously stated, the conversation around offshore wind has changed considerably in the last few years. We may now be on the cusp of an historical energy transition in terms of renewable energy in general, and offshore wind farms in particular. Clear, substantial political support at the federal and state levels, growing public support, declining costs, maturing government permitting policies, and a burgeoning supply chain all suggest the offshore wind industry is poised for explosive growth in the Unit
	-
	-
	-
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	Lines of Effort: 
	The Strategic Outlook is predicated on three “lines of 
	effort,” one of which is to facilitate maritime commerce. 
	From my perspective in the offshore wind industry,
	I offer three recommendations that may help further this line of effort: 
	1. Acknowledge offshore wind as a key maritime 
	stakeholder and a significant component of the 
	maritime economy. 
	In March 2020, the American Wind Energy Association, now American Clean Power (ACP), released its U.S. Offshore Wind Power Economic Impact Assessment. It stated that by developing 30,000 MW of offshore wind along the East Coast, the United States could support up to 83,000 jobs and deliver $25 billion in annual economic output by 2030. An August 2020study from research group Wood Mackenzie finds that offshore wind in the United States, has the potential to deliver 28,000 new MW of clean energy and $1.7 bill
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	BOEM currently has 15 OCS leases issued to various 
	offshore wind farm developers, and those leases may 
	hold one or more individual wind generation facilities. Each facility will employ dozens of vessels to conduct geophysical, geotechnical, fish, avian, and other surveys; lay and install cable; erect foundations and towers; assemble hubs and blades and, lastly, service and maintain these facilities over their estimated 30-yearlifespans. These vessels will be supported via myriad coastal ports where the offshore wind industry has made or plans to make substantial infrastructure and 
	-
	-

	logistics investments. The U.S. offshore wind industry
	is no longer an “emerging requirement” of the maritime domain—it has arrived. 
	2. Provide certainty to the maximum extent possible in Coast Guard guidance and action, and in a complex 
	federal permitting process filled with uncertainty. 
	Uncertainty in the Federal Permitting Process 
	With respect to the offshore wind industry, the challenges associated with securing the necessary federal permits can be captured in just one word: uncertainty. Uncertainty introduces risk and creates doubt on several 
	-

	levels, including financing, contracts, schedules, hiring, 
	planning, and designing. It also impacts the industry’s ability to have constructive conversations with myriad stakeholders, as they expect certainty around topics such as layout, spacing, cabling, and so on. 
	With respect to permitting, perhaps one critical source of uncertainty is the lack of a single, decisive voice at the federal level, a voice that can make timely decisions on behalf of, and binding to, all agencies. Toillustrate the impact of uncertainty let’s review an issue, 
	With respect to permitting, perhaps one critical source of uncertainty is the lack of a single, decisive voice at the federal level, a voice that can make timely decisions on behalf of, and binding to, all agencies. Toillustrate the impact of uncertainty let’s review an issue, 
	still pending, which originates with BOEM and involves the Coast Guard. 

	BOEM follows a lengthy and inclusive vetting process to determine areas of the East Coast OCS that may be appropriate for offshore wind development. Theagency solicits input from all applicable federal agencies, including the Coast Guard, potentially impacted states, current waterway users, and environmental organizations, among others. An initial wind energy area (WEA) is designed and then essentially whittled down based on additional review and input from stakeholders. Only when this exhaustive vetting pr
	-
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	BOEM awarded the first offshore wind lease in 2012 and the last in 2019. Once executed, these leases provide an expectation, ideally a certainty, that the area leased is reserved for potential development of offshore wind, subject to BOEM regulations and guidance, National Environmental Policy Act review, and issuance of applicable permits. 
	-

	In 2020, years after BOEM, with Coast Guard input, created WEA’s and awarded over a dozen leases, the Coast Guard introduced a proposed rule to establishcoastal fairways that could potentially encroach upon, already leased wind energy areas. This of course could have severe consequences on a developer’s ability to meet binding power purchase agreements, among other adverse impacts. That uncertainty persists indefinitely, as a federal rulemaking could be a multi-year process. 
	Uncertainty in Coast Guard Guidance and Actions 
	Navigation safety and search and rescue (SAR) are arguably the Coast Guard’s most fundamental equities in the 
	-

	federal government’s review of offshore wind proposals. 
	To that end, the Coast Guard has issued comprehensive guidance outlining the information developers should 
	provide, through a Navigation Safety Risk Assessment (NSRA) to facilitate an informed analysis of the potential 
	risk a proposed wind farm represents to those equities. The most recent edition of Coast Guard Headquarters guidance is Navigation and Vessel Inspection Circular 01-19, or NVIC 01-19, Guidance on the Coast Guard’s 
	Roles and Responsibilities for Offshore Renewable 
	Energy Installations. 
	NVIC 01-19 is an example of “good government.” Per its title, it plainly outlines the Coast Guard’s roles and responsibilities and provides a clear path for developers to follow and adhere to in producing a NSRA. In short, it provides certainty, though it does not provide for a Coast Guard/offshore wind industry collaboration to address navigation safety and SAR.
	Uncertainty is introduced when new requirements, 
	Uncertainty is introduced when new requirements, 
	or new interpretations of guidance, that deviate fromor expand upon the NVIC’s guidance are extemporaneously announced. As all guidance eventually becomes outdated and requires revision, it may be helpful to review and/or revise NVIC 01-19 at regular intervals,
	-


	with active participation and support from the offshore 
	wind industry. A concerted Coast Guard effort to remove uncer
	-

	tainty as it relates to offshore wind would help further 
	its strategic goal of facilitating maritime commerce— all maritime commerce—and would alleviate potential adverse impacts on financing, contracting, jobs, planning, design, etc., as discussed above. The consequence of continued uncertainty is further delay in producing utility-scale offshore renewable energy, or perhaps outright inability to construct an offshore installation. 
	-
	-

	3. Collaborate with offshore wind to address mariner concerns regarding navigation safety and SAR. 
	Both navigation safety and SAR are emotional issues for most mariners. The challenge is that navigation safety is to a greater or lesser extent in the eye of the beholder: What one mariner may consider safe another may consider unsafe. And as navigation is both a science and an art, for some mariners no amount of data will convince them that it is safe to navigate within, or in the vicinity of, an offshore wind farm. Ørsted is world-renowned for adopting and adhering to the highest standards of health and sa
	-
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	Through information sessions, open houses, port hours, online mariner briefings and other initiatives, stakeholders may provide input on any—or every— facet of wind farm development. This includes all factors impacting safety, as well as survey activity, gear-lossclaims procedures, and compensation plans. The offshore wind industry has adopted a comprehensive suite of mitigations to reduce risk and enhance a mariner’s ability to safely transit in a wind farm. These measures enhance safety but also help mini
	-
	-
	-

	helicopter platforms on offshore substations; and special 
	charting notations. 
	But generally, the offshore wind industry has been 
	left to its own devices to convince mariners of three facts: 
	1. Navigation safety will not be adversely impacted and indeed may be enhanced by the presence of 
	an offshore wind farm. 
	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	SAR incidents will not increase and, indeed, may decrease in an offshore wind farm. 

	3. 
	3. 
	Where the Coast Guard may have to conduct 


	SAR within, or in the vicinity of, a wind farm, it 
	can do so effectively. 
	My sense is that it would be beneficial for all concerned—mariners, Coast Guard, offshore wind industry—if the Coast Guard adopted a more collaborative approach to these issues. Below is a case in point that illustrates where Coast Guard leadership was paramount
	-
	-

	in bringing credibility and a measure of finality to the navigation safety and SAR debate in the Northeast. The Massachusetts/Rhode Island Wind Energy Area (MA/RI WEA) is an irregularly shaped polygon
	of about 1,400 square-miles south of Massachusetts’ Martha’s Vineyard and Nantucket islands. This uniquely shaped area is further distinguished in that it contains eight BOEM lease areas issued to four separate developers, with each area immediately adjacent to the other. Stakeholders quickly realized that if each lease area had 
	-

	a different array layout pattern and turbine spacing, the MA/RI WEA—if/when completely built out—might
	resemble an obstacle course for mariners transiting through or within the farms. The notion of navigation transit lanes, potentially two miles wide, was introduced by the Coast Guard in 2018. The intent was that the transit lanes would facilitate navigation while providing 
	-

	developers more flexibility on array layout and turbine 
	spacing. 
	Concurrently, local states and the commercial fishing industry were advocating for a uniform layout with a minimum of 1 nautical mile spacing between turbines. The Responsible Offshore Development Alliance (RODA), a commercial fishing industry advocacy organization, proposed six, 4-mile-wide transit lanes. 
	-
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	In December 2019, developers holding leases in the MA/RI WEA offered BOEM and the Coast Guard a joint proposal offering to adhere to a standard uniform layout.The proposed layout would have the towers aligned in east/west rows and north/south columns, with a minimum spacing of 1 nautical mile between turbines, as preferred by the commercial fishing industry and coastalstates, which negated the need for special transit lanes. 
	-

	The notion of special “transit lanes” through a wind farm to facilitate vessel passage continues to receive substantial attention. Transit lanes were originally broached by the Coast Guard in the context of the MA/RI WEA, 
	-


	RODA Massachusetts/Rhode Island Wind Energy Area Proposal 
	Figure
	directly in the path of commercial fishing vessels tran-siting between New England fishing ports and Georges 
	directly in the path of commercial fishing vessels tran-siting between New England fishing ports and Georges 
	Bank. The idea was that if transit lanes were established for 
	the safety and expediency of the commercial fishing fleet, then developers could have more flexibility in designing 
	wind-optimized turbine layouts of varying spacing and 
	lines of orientation. But as the fishing community and some state officials continued to advocate for minimum uniform spacing, developers in the MA/RI WEA jointly 
	proposed a 1 nautical mile by 1 nautical mile uniform grid layout that, they contended, would obviate the need for transit lanes. The commercial fishing industry con-tinued to support a RODA transit lane proposal advo-cating—six lanes through the MA/RI WEA, each lane 
	4 nautical miles wide. Together these two proposals wereanalyzed by the Coast Guard in its The Areas Offshore of Massachusetts and Rhode Island Port Access Route study. The study concluded that navigation safety would be preserved, as would the Coast Guard’s ability to conduct SAR, in a uniform grid layout of 1 nautical mile by 1 nau-tical mile with three lines of orientation, as proposed 
	jointly by developers in the MA/RI WEA. 
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	Although the debate persists to some extent, theCoast Guard’s willingness to assert itself as the federal 


	The Responsible Offshore Development Alliance, a commercial fishing industry advocacy organization, proposed six 4mile wide transit lanes. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration graphic 
	The Responsible Offshore Development Alliance, a commercial fishing industry advocacy organization, proposed six 4mile wide transit lanes. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration graphic 
	government’s foremost authority on navigation safety 
	and SAR, at least as it applies to the MA/RI WEA, is an 
	outstanding example of collaboration. In terms of facili
	-

	tating maritime commerce, the offshore wind industry
	will depend on the Coast Guard to exercise its Captain of the Port authority, particularly as it pertains to safety zones, to control vessel traffic and facilitate safe construction operations. 
	-

	Looking Ahead 
	The offshore wind industry welcomed the passage of the 
	2021 National Defense Authorization Act, which authorized the Coast Guard to establish safety zones beyond the U.S. territorial sea to the OCS for activities related to 
	-

	offshore wind. Ørsted intends to work closely with the 
	Coast Guard to develop a practical, enforceable plan for safety zones that minimizes impacts to mariners while preserving safety for all waterway users, including construction vessels. 
	-

	A second “line of effort” contained in the Strategic Outlook calls for modernizing aids to navigation and marine information systems. Here, too, the offshore wind industry can make significant contributions to complement and support the Strategic Outlook. 
	The aids to navigation (ATON) suite that will be 
	part of each offshore wind farm will include synchronized flashing lights, sound signals, 24/7 monitoring, 
	-

	electronic (AIS) signals, painting schemes, and unique alpha/numeric labelling of each tower. Sensor packages will enhance VHF and mobile communications; provide meteorological data such as air temperature, barometric pressure, wind speed and direction; include oceanographic data such as current velocity and direction, water column temperatures, and other measures to monitor key environmental indicators. These ATON and sensors will not only enhance navigation safety, but will 
	-
	-

	help reduce or remove the “search” from SAR. They will 
	also facilitate maritime commerce including commercial 
	and recreational fishing, pleasure and excursion vessel 
	activity, and will provide for constructive coexistence with cargo/tanker vessels and tugs and barges. The last line of effort in the Strategic Outlook focuses on transforming workforce capacity and partnerships. 
	-

	To that end, Ørsted has partnered with the North America’s Building Trades Unions (NABTU), which represents more than 3 million skilled craft professionalsin both national and international unions. The partnership will create a national agreement designed to transition U.S. union construction workers into the offshore wind industry in collaboration with the leadership of the14 U.S. NABTU affiliates and the AFL-CIO. 
	-
	-
	-

	The industry’s use of non-Jones Act vessels to conduct highly technical survey and wind turbine construction operations in the United States has caused some to question whether the industry is complying with, or intends to comply with, the Jones Act. But the issue before Ørsted and the entire offshore wind industry is not a legal matter—of course we will comply with the JonesAct, and all applicable laws and regulations. Rather, it is a supply chain issue and also an opportunity to create an entire new U.S. m
	-
	-
	-
	-

	Ørsted has already invested in American-made crew transfer vessels and has contracted for an American-made service operations vessel to support maintenance of its U.S. offshore wind farms when built. Though there are currently only about a dozen WTG installation vessels worldwide—none U.S. flagged—Dominion Energyhas led a consortium in commissioning construction of 
	-

	the first Jones Act-compliant WTG installation vessel. 
	Going forward it is certainly Ørsted’s intention to maximize the use of suitable and available Jones Act-compliant vessels, as well as employing U.S. technicians and workforce through each supply chain. No matterthe lens through which you view this issue—economics, optics, even patriotism—it makes sense and is good business to employ U.S. vessels and workforce. As the supply chain matures and the availability of these assets improves, so too will our employment of them. 
	-

	Conclusion 
	The U.S. demand for renewable energy has never been 
	greater, and all signs suggest the offshore wind industry 
	is poised for explosive growth in the U.S. over the next 
	decade and beyond. The U.S. offshore wind industry is 
	well-positioned to rapidly grow to meet that demand,and is quickly becoming a key stakeholder in the U.S. maritime domain. 
	But this newest addition to the nation’s maritime domain need not be a difficult challenge, nor a burden to Coast Guard resources. Offshore wind’s growth and presence in the maritime domain can nicely complement the Coast Guard’s vision for enabling maritime commerce, as outlined in its Maritime Commerce Strategic Outlook. Offshore wind offers tremendous economic opportunities, will help modernize the U.S. ATON system, reduce SAR, and introduce an entirely new, highly trained workforce capacity to the marit
	-
	-
	offshore wind. 
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	The 5-tower Block Island Wind Farm, in Rhode Island state waters; and the 2-tower Coastal Virginia Offshore Wind project, in Federal waters off the 
	coast of Virginia. 
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	The nameplate capacity of a wind turbine or offshore wind farm is the amount of energy the turbine or facility would produce if it operated 100% of the time at optimal wind speeds. 
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	The OCS is that part of the seafloor where generally there is no noticeable gradient, extending from the shoreline to a point where the shelf markedly slopes. Most of the OCS is in relatively shallow water, with deepest depths typically between 300 to approximately 700 feet 
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	ome to New York; Baltimore; Philadelphia; Washington; and Norfolk, Virginia; the East 
	H

	Coast, specifically the mid-Atlantic region, is 
	arguably one of the most densely populated regions of the country. This substantial population density creates considerable energy demand from the power grid. Together, that energy demand, the ideal physical characteristics of the relatively shallow waters of the Outer Continental Shelf, and the government’s goals and incentives have created a very favorable environment for offshore wind energy development on the U.S. East Coast.
	-
	-
	-
	-

	On January 27, 2021, President Joseph R. Biden signed an executive order setting the goal of doubling offshore 
	wind energy production by 2030, and directing a review of siting and permitting processes to encourage further development. Some states have incentivized development as well. In 2020, Virginia enacted a law requir
	-
	-

	ing the closure of nearly all coal-fired plants the end of 
	2024. The commonwealth also set a goal for its electricutilities to develop 5,200 megawatts of offshore wind energy generation capacity by 2034. 
	The states of Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, and Maryland have also encouraged offshore wind development with a combined goal of 28,000 megawatts, 
	or enough to power the Eiffel Tower 
	for over three years, by 2035. 
	For comparison, Europe has already made such offshore windfarms commonplace. At the end of 2019, European waters had a total of 5,047 grid-connected wind turbines across 12 countries for a total installed 
	offshore electric generation capacity 
	MATTHEW K. CREELMAN 
	Marine Information Specialist Coast Guard District Five 
	U.S. Coast Guard 
	of 22,072 megawatts. 
	History 
	The United States’ first commercial offshore wind project, Block Island Wind Farm consisting of five 6-megawatt turbines, began operations in 2016 off the coast of Rhode Island. At approximately 590 feet, these turbines 
	-
	-

	are taller than the Statue of Liberty. As technology is developed and new wind farms are constructed, turbines continue to grow in size and energy output. Newer farms are considering using 14- and 20-megawatt turbines that are able to capture powerful ocean winds and generate vast amounts of energy. The 14-megawatt turbines proposed in projects currently under development are designed to be more than 800 feet tall and will tower over the 6-megawatt turbines currently in operation. 
	-
	-
	-

	Currently, the mid-Atlantic region has seven wind energy projects in various stages of development. Constructed by Ørsted, Dominion Energy’s Coastal 
	Currently, the mid-Atlantic region has seven wind energy projects in various stages of development. Constructed by Ørsted, Dominion Energy’s Coastal 
	Virginia Offshore Wind (CVOW) pilot project beganoperating in 2020. This project, with two 6-megawatt 


	Figure
	Many areas of the country, such as Atlantic City, New Jersey, supplement their power grid with wind energy production. In early 2017, President Joseph R. Biden signed an executive order setting the goal 
	Many areas of the country, such as Atlantic City, New Jersey, supplement their power grid with wind energy production. In early 2017, President Joseph R. Biden signed an executive order setting the goal 
	of doubling offshore wind energy production by 2030. Christian Hinkle | Shutterstock.com 



	turbines, was the first wind farm to complete the federal 
	turbines, was the first wind farm to complete the federal 
	permitting process run by the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM), an agency within the Departmentof the Interior. Dominion Energy also has an area immediately seaward of its pilot project which may be home to a wind farm of 200, 12- to 14-megawatt, turbines. 
	-

	Just to the south of these projects, off the coast of North Carolina’s Outer Banks, is Avangrid Renewable’s project, 
	Kitty Hawk Wind. Kitty Hawk Wind is smaller in terms of the number of planned turbines, 62, but will likely use larger, 14- to 20-megawatt machines.
	Off the coasts of New Jersey, Delaware, and Maryland, there are five more projects in various stages of planning with projections for another 500 total wind turbines in federal waters. Couple this with the myriad projects in the New England region, and it becomes very clear that this is a rapidly growing industry. 
	Planning 
	The Energy Policy Act of 2005 amended the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act to authorize BOEM to issue leases, easements, and rights-of-way for offshore renewable energy installations beyond 3 nautical miles from shore. For renewable energy installations less than 3 nautical miles from shore, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
	-
	-

	is the lead agency. Regardless of which agency has the 
	lead, the Coast Guard provides an evaluation of potentialimpacts on the marine transportation system, safety of navigation, and traditional uses of the particular waterway, and other Coast Guard missions. It also develops recommendations to mitigate potential adverse impacts 
	-

	that an offshore renewable energy installation may have 
	on other Coast Guard missions for the lead agency’s consideration. The evaluation and recommendations aid the lead agency in preparing its required NationalEnvironmental Policy Act documentation. 
	In its advisory role, the Coast Guard may recommend to BOEM that an offshore wind farm developer conduct a Navigation Safety Risk Assessment (NSRA) as part of the permitting process. Based on the size, location, and configuration of offshore wind farm installations, the farms have the potential to impact navigation safety for all users. An NSRA requires evaluation of marine traffic information based on an analysis of vessel movement data and consultation with pilots’ associations, the maritime industry, loc
	In its advisory role, the Coast Guard may recommend to BOEM that an offshore wind farm developer conduct a Navigation Safety Risk Assessment (NSRA) as part of the permitting process. Based on the size, location, and configuration of offshore wind farm installations, the farms have the potential to impact navigation safety for all users. An NSRA requires evaluation of marine traffic information based on an analysis of vessel movement data and consultation with pilots’ associations, the maritime industry, loc
	-
	-
	-

	identifying the type and density of vessel traffic within 

	the call area, the survey must also take several other matters in to consideration. These include proximity to nearby shipping routes, port approaches, other neighboring offshore renewable energy installations, military firing/bombing ranges, and any danger to vessels imposed by the clearance of wind turbine blades above the water. 
	-
	-

	How an installation might affect future vessel traffic routes is another consideration of offshore wind energy planning. In 2017, the Coast Guard completed the Atlantic Coast Port Access Route Study (ACPARS), which studied access routes to ports along the Atlantic coastline of the United States. The goal was to determine which routes were critical to maintaining an efficient, robust marine transportation system while supporting future marine planning efforts. The study area included the entire Atlantic Coas
	-
	-

	Following the completion of the ACPARS, the Coast 
	Guard initiated a follow-on port access route study 
	(PARS) in 2019 for numerous strategic ports along the 
	East Coast. This study aims to consider the possibilityof developing fairways or other access routes from ports along the Atlantic Coast. This potential system of fairways is intended to ensure traditional navigation routes are kept free from obstructions that could impact navigation safety. The ports being considered in this study are economically important, support military operations, or 
	-
	-

	have been identified to be strategically critical to national 
	defense. In Coast Guard District Five, the ports beingstudied include Wilmington and Morehead City, North 
	Carolina; Hampton Roads, Virginia, Port of Virginia; Port 
	of Baltimore, Maryland; New Castle and Wilmington, Delaware; and the Port of Philadelphia. Similar to the
	ACPARS methodology, automatic identification system 
	(AIS) data and information from shipping organizations are again being used to identify and verify primary shipping routes where no obstructions exist. There is tre
	-
	-

	mendous benefit to potential developers and other users 
	in understanding the constraints that mariners operate under and how these constraints could affect their installation planning initiatives. It is also an important basis 
	-

	upon which to refine marine planning guidelines and 
	analyze impact to future shipping activities. 
	In the interest of safe navigation, the Coast Guard has also collaborated with BOEM to create a lighting andmarking scheme for wind farms. This marking scheme 

	Figure
	Figure
	Several Coast Guard air and surface assets conduct a simulated rescue operation on wind turbines approximately 28 miles off the coast of Virginia Beach, Virginia, in October 2020. The turbines are more than 600 feet tall and the simulated rescue took place approximately 300 feet above the water. Coast Guard 
	photo 
	photo 
	uses lights with different flash characteristics based on where the turbines are located, fog signals at specified 
	locations, unique visual identifiers for each turbine, and has the ability to project an AIS signal over eachindividual turbine. Each project should be designed in a grid-like pattern with each turbine receiving a spe
	-

	cific alphanumeric identifier, such as A01 or U24. Each of 
	these turbines are then charted and labeled so a mariner who sees turbine B03, for example, would know they are in the second row at the third turbine. 
	Each turbine can then be charted by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, thus providing the mariner with an exact position that could be used as an around-the-clock aid to navigation. Further, each turbine can be permitted as a private aid to navigation through the Coast Guard and listed in the regional List of Lights giving its position, visual ID, sound signal if equipped, and light characteristic. 
	-

	One additional consideration for the safety of maritime traffic near an offshore wind farm is the installation’s configuration with regards to collision avoidance and search and rescue. Vessels in the United States are generally able to transit through and near the installations as long as they deem it safe to do so. As such, the Coast Guard must be prepared to provide search and rescue services in and around these structures. When planning the layout of the turbine grids, the design and spacing may account
	One additional consideration for the safety of maritime traffic near an offshore wind farm is the installation’s configuration with regards to collision avoidance and search and rescue. Vessels in the United States are generally able to transit through and near the installations as long as they deem it safe to do so. As such, the Coast Guard must be prepared to provide search and rescue services in and around these structures. When planning the layout of the turbine grids, the design and spacing may account
	-
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	rescue craft. While each wind farm will be assessed on a case-by-case basis, the risk assessments provide information enabling the Coast Guard to adequately understand how the associated risks with the proposed layout have been reduced much as is reasonable. This often includes aligning turbines in straight rows or columns, preferably with multiple lines of orientation. Once the design 
	-
	-


	is finalized, the Coast Guard is often involved in both 
	table-top and full-scale exercises. These exercises aid in the development of joint communications plans and ensure the Coast Guard, and other agencies, are poised to respond in the event of an emergency in the vicinity of a renewable energy installation. 
	Coast Guard District Five and Sector Virginia units conducted a full-scale exercise in partnership with the project developers at the Virginia CVOW pilot turbines in October 2020. Dominion Energy exercised the evacuation of injured technicians from the turbines, both “evacuated up” to the turbine hub platform for aerial evacuation and “evacuated down” to the main platform for vessel evacuation. A Coast Guard Air Station Atlantic City Jayhawk helicopter and a Dolphin helicopter from Coast Guard Air Station E
	-

	blades were locked in two different positions. On the water, a 154-foot fast-response cutter (FRC), an
	87-foot patrol boat, and a 45-foot response boat-medium 
	(RBM), and the purpose-built crew transfer vessel, 
	WindServe Odyssey, participated in the exercise. The 
	patrol boat and RBM were able to approach the main platform directly, while the FRC sent its small boat to the 
	main platform. This exercise represents a starting point for further coordination and exercises. 
	When other safety precautions may not be sufficient, the Coast Guard may now consider safety zones for offshore energy development activities further than 12 nautical miles from shore. Section 8343 of the National Defense Authorization Act, passed into law on January 1, 2021, directs the Coast Guard to conduct a two-year pilot program to assess the use of safety zones in the 200-mile EEZ for offshore energy, as well as for space launch and re-entry activities. With input from the developer, the Coast Guard 
	-
	-

	Industry Impacts 
	The development of offshore wind projects will also a have other significant impacts on the maritime industry 
	for which the Coast Guard must prepare. To date, there have been virtually no U.S.-based construction assets 
	available for the installation of offshore wind farms, but 
	changes are occurring. For Virginia’s two-turbine pilot project, contracted foreign construction companies with temporary local presences and foreign installation vessels were used to conduct the main construction work, and materials were staged in Canada in order to comply 
	-

	with the Jones Act. Retrofitted U.S. vessels were used 
	for survey work and served as safety vessels during the construction phase. WindServe Odyssey catamaran was 
	the first purpose-built U.S. vessel to assist with wind 
	farm work in the mid-Atlantic. Built by Senesco Marine 
	in Rhode Island, the 64-foot crew transfer vessel was inspected and certificated as an offshore supply vessel. 
	Since then, in a sign of maturation of the U.S. offshore wind industry, the construction of two new U.S.-flagged ships have been announced for service in offshore wind installations. The first, by Great Lakes Dredge and Dock Corporation, would be a vessel capable of precisely placing large rocks on the ocean seabed around the wind turbine foundation for scour protection. The second vessel, a 472-foot turbine installation vessel, has been announced by a Dominion Energy-led consortium. This vessel will be bui
	-
	-
	-

	significant paradigm shift. Going forward, some largeelectric utility companies will become significant marine 
	operators. 
	Conclusion 
	With both overall energy demand and interest in renew
	-

	able energy increasing, offshore wind farms are likely 
	to continue their upward trajectory. As more of these installations are planned and constructed, vessel routing
	and marine traffic planning will continue to be a priority 
	in order to support maritime commerce and maintain a strong marine transportation system. The planning and analysis occurring now will pay future dividends for the
	country’s energy market and maritime supply chain. 
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	cean shipping is by far the most energy efficient, 
	O

	climate-friendly mode for moving cargo longdistances. The good news is that focused energy 
	climate-friendly mode for moving cargo longdistances. The good news is that focused energy 
	efficiency work over the last 15 years has and continues to improve that efficiency each year. However, incremental improvements are no longer sufficient to meet 
	-

	the world’s climate and environmental goals, or those of many cargo owners. A total transformation in fuels, technologies, and propulsion is facing all of us who go to sea or support or regulate those who do. This transformationwill take us away from our familiar well-established, petroleum-based fuel systems and infrastructures, and into brave new worlds of biofuels, E-fuels, fuels cells, and more. 
	-

	The maritime sector and aviation were not included 
	in the Paris Agreement. In 2018 the International 
	Maritime Organization (IMO) adopted an initial strat
	-

	egy on reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
	from ships, with a commitment to reduce GHG emis
	-

	sions from international shipping and to phase them 
	out completely as soon as possible. IMO set targets of a 
	Emissions intensity is the emissions generated by moving a weight of cargo a set distance. 
	50 percent reduction in total greenhouse gas emissions by 2050 compared to 2008, and a 40 percent reduction in emissions intensity by 2030. Discussions continue at IMO 
	to define specific metrics and short-term measures, and 
	IMO will revisit the targets in 2023. 
	However, regulations are not currently the primary drivers for maritime GHG reductions. Expectations ofmajor shippers, investors, and societies have raised the bar far more quickly than could have been imagined only a few years ago. Almost half of Maersk’s 200 largest ocean shipping customers have set, or are in the process of setting, ambitious science-based targets, or other zero carbon targets, for their supply chains, and those commitments continue to expand. The current industry 
	-
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	Figure
	developments seem to be driven more by these expectations rather than by developing regulations. 
	developments seem to be driven more by these expectations rather than by developing regulations. 
	-

	As a result, vessel owners and operators are accelerating the pace of change, implementing the first new fuels and vessels and setting goals that are more ambitious than even the “moon shot” visionary goals of two to three years ago. For example, in 2018 Maersk set a goal of launching the first net carbon neutral vessel by 2030 and achieving a net zero carbon fleet by 2050. In February 2021, this was modified to include a commitment to launch a biomethanol-fueled feeder vessel by 2023. Maersk is pursuing bi
	-
	-
	-
	-

	Where Are We Today? 
	Driven by both economics and customer and stakeholder demand for more environmentally friendly supply chains, most major shipping companies have made 
	-
	-

	huge improvements in energy efficiency since 2008. The 
	IMO’s Fourth Greenhouse Gas Study (“GHG4”) reports that between 2008 and 2018 the carbon intensity of international shipping decreased approximately 30 percent. Some major carriers report efficiency improvements 
	-
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	approaching 50 percent. 
	These dramatic changes in efficiency are due to larger, more energy-efficient new vessels, retrofits on existing vessels, and order of magnitude increases in analyticcapabilities with almost real-time vessel to satellite data acquisition. Optimized networks and more precise operations incorporate slower “steady steaming,” and cooperation with ports and terminals enable just-in-timearrival. These investments and practices all contribute to reduced GHG generation. 
	However, from a total emissions perspective, industry 
	growth has offset efficiency improvements, and GHG4 
	found that total greenhouse gas emissions increased 
	9.6 percent from 2012 to 2018. Other environmental improvements to vessels—ballast water treatment systems, exhaust gas cleaning systems, higher Tier NOxremoval designs—often also require additional energy. 
	-
	-

	Efficiency gains and operational controls will continue to be very important but cannot deliver a net zero carbon shipping future. This can only be achieved through new propulsion solutions based on carbon neutral fuels and energy systems. 
	-
	-

	So Many Choices 
	After decades of reliance on diesel, what’s next in 
	After decades of reliance on diesel, what’s next in 
	propulsion? Industry is exploring a number of options, each with benefits, risks, and supply questions. We 

	expect more than one winner, and different approaches 
	will be more appropriate for different sectors of the marine transportation system. 
	For long-haul international and Jones Act vessels, early attention focused on liquified natural gas (LNG), which has provided early operational experience and expanded fueling infrastructure. LNG has a lower carbon content than heavy fuel oil, but today is a fossil fuel (natural gas, which is primarily methane). Questions remain about methane emissions, nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions from some engine types and the full well-towake (WTW) lifecycle analysis. Depending on production route and engine technology
	-
	-
	-
	can be substantial and can offset some of the CO
	2
	-
	-

	Other biofuels have now been demonstrated in marine applications. Liquid biofuels may require only limited vessel modifications and fuel 
	Figure 2 
	supply changes, enabling rapid scale-up and implementation.These are called “drop-in fuels” since they can be used in existing engine and fuel systems. Operational experience with such fuels is limited and significant challenges remain in 
	-
	-

	defining acceptable feedstocks, 
	fuel specifications, traceabil
	-

	ity and certification, and audit 
	standards for carbon credit or taxation standards. Scalability will also depend on feedstockavailability, fueling infrastructure development, and the risk of competition with other transportation modes for limited bio-based fuels. Advanced biofuels and synthetic biofuels are also interesting options, but currently in the developmentstage, and scalability to meet the needs of the global fleet must be determined. 
	-
	-

	As shown in Figure 1, other innovative fuels and energy technologies will require more substantial and complex changes to vessels, ports, andfueling infrastructure. Some 
	also raise questions of safe handling; toxic or flammable 
	fuels, or battery production operations; and disposal/ recycling. 
	Figure 2 includes thoughts on the status and challenges for a range of new fuels and energy systems. The current outlook is the end of the existing two-fuel global marine system, with the future systems becoming more complex and diverse as new fuels and energy sources are developed to meet the wide range of maritime applications.
	-

	The future is approaching our sector rapidly. Short sea shipping and ferries are already employing electrical power and some hydrogen-powered fuel cells. Some global companies have committed to the LNG pathway, which can lead to equipment and practices for other gaseous fuels. Maersk has stated publicly that its focus is on biofuel-based services available today, followed by alcohols, alcohol-lignin blends, and ammonia. Combination approaches, such as a hybrid of electrical and diesel, will extend ranges an
	-
	-
	-

	Policies and Decision-making 
	Global alignment of technical, regulatory and operational 
	Global alignment of technical, regulatory and operational 
	standards, and financial incentive structures is essential to support progress in this field and to allocate reductions fairly to nations and companies to achieve decarbonization with minimal false starts or pathways. Key aspects include:
	-
	-



	Technology 
	Technology 
	Technology 
	Current Knowledge and Challenges Needs 

	Battery 
	Battery 
	Batteries are viable for shortsea shipping, but presently not for deepsea shipping. Could be used for peak shaving or as a hybrid option. 

	Nuclear 
	Nuclear 
	Thorium technology is under development, but there are public concerns. 

	Onboard carbon capture 
	Onboard carbon capture 
	This is in the concept stage only, and space is a serious concern. 

	Fuel cells 
	Fuel cells 
	Fuel cells have great potential to be a disruptive technology to combustion engines in the future but, at present, they are too expensive for shipping. 

	Biofuels/biodiesel 
	Biofuels/biodiesel 
	Biodiesels are now in limited blended marine use. Feedstocks, scaling, and competition with other modes are concerns. Synthetic biofuels—biomasstoliquid—and advanced biofuels are at the development stage and will expand the options, though scalability remains a concern. 

	Biomethane 
	Biomethane 
	Scalability of production, combined with methane emissions during production and combustion are concerns which bring into question whether this is a route to net zero GHG emissions. 

	Hydrogen 
	Hydrogen 
	Hydrogen is not currently feasible for deepsea shipping due to range—storage space and availability—but is very important as a feedstock. Safety is a concern. 

	Alcohols 
	Alcohols 
	Methanol is technically feasible today, but green methanol production is not yet available at scale. Only secondgeneration ethanol is acceptable and is more expensive than methanol 

	Ligninalcohols (LEO) 
	Ligninalcohols (LEO) 
	LEO is in the early stages of development. 

	Ammonia 
	Ammonia 
	Green ammonia offers zero emissions both tanktowake and welltowake. Production is not yet available at scale, and engine and safety developments are ongoing. There are both technical and regulatory barriers to the use of toxic fuels. 


	• Regulatory frameworks, goals, and meaningful 
	• Regulatory frameworks, goals, and meaningful 
	data collection and tracking systems 
	• Fuel and engine/fuel system safety engineering 
	and certification standards (Safety is 
	already an active focus.) 
	• Economic structures to direct and 
	accelerate change, support R&D, 
	finance new vessel designs, and build 
	new fueling infrastructures 
	• Structures rewarding and 
	encouraging first movers in the 
	industry 
	• Methodologies and metrics to define 
	and compare lifecycle impacts of new 
	energy/fuel alternatives and set and 
	track global goals and progress 
	What is “Carbon Neutral?” 
	What is net carbon zero from a GHG perspective? What feedstocks and fuels are sustainable and acceptable?
	Do carbon offsets count in the analysis, and if so which 
	ones? Metrics and standards in this area are vital for decision-making. 
	Lifecycle assessment of marine fuel and energy systems needs to be based on the full suite of greenhouse e,” with particular attention to carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrogen oxides. International standards for such analyses are essential to understanding and prioritizing the options, and developing consistent global strategies and regulations. Although considerably more challenging, full WTW analysis can provide the information needed for good investmentdecisions and GHG reduction strategies. A well-to-wa
	-
	gases, or “CO
	2
	-

	The potential for financial programs, such as the cost of carbon and other credits, as well as levies or incentives, requires transparency, auditability, and verification standards for full carbon accounting. 
	-
	-

	Adding one more dimension of complexity, for bio-derived fuels, changes in land use must also be considered in consistent ways. Standards will also need to consider extended impacts such as manufacturing and waste disposal for more imaginative approaches such as nuclear systems and new energy storage approaches. 
	-

	The Chicken and the Egg 
	Who will order a new ship with a new type of engine if 
	Who will order a new ship with a new type of engine if 
	there is no assured fuel supply? Who will produce a new fuel if there are no vessels to use it? And will shippers be willing to foot the bill for the additional costs? Demand signals from the carrier to fuel providers, and from cargo owners to those carriers are vital in enabling progress.First movers in the industry play a key role, and are vital to breaking through the “chicken and the egg” barrier. 

	This “chicken and egg” challenge seemed to be a major 
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	conundrum. Then, in February 2021, Maersk announced a new biomethanol feeder vessel for 2023, a commitment to dual-fuel technologies to enable all future new vessels to operate on new fuels, and a partnership to produce green ammonia using wind power. The same month, another carrier announced an expanded commitment of LNG-powered vessels to U.S. services. 
	conundrum. Then, in February 2021, Maersk announced a new biomethanol feeder vessel for 2023, a commitment to dual-fuel technologies to enable all future new vessels to operate on new fuels, and a partnership to produce green ammonia using wind power. The same month, another carrier announced an expanded commitment of LNG-powered vessels to U.S. services. 
	The Role of the USCG Will Expand 
	The U.S. Coast Guard will play a unique and pivotal role in this transformation. With increasing complexity infuel characteristics and associated risks, the job of those front-line enforcement personnel and their leadership, policymakers, and trainers will become increasingly complex. From the industry perspective, we rely on the Coast Guard to understand and enforce environmental 
	and safety regulations, play a major role in defining safe operating practices, and create the level playing field so 
	essential to making this transition successful. Partneringwith industry and supporting stakeholders, like classification societies, will be an important component in this 
	-
	transformation. 

	About the author: Lee Kindberg, Ph.D., currently serves on the Marine Board of the 
	U.S. National Academies of Science, Engineering and Medicine and the Transportation Research Board’s Standing Committee on Marine Environment. She served on the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s Clean Air Act Advisory Committee and Mobile Source Technical Review Subcommittee and co-chaired the EPA Ports Workgroup from 
	-

	2014-2016. She is also active in Business for Social Responsibility’s 
	Clean Cargo Group, a global group dedicated to assessing and improving the environmental impact of shipping. 

	The Benefits of Being Proactively, Voluntarily Green 
	by MANON LANTHIER 
	by MANON LANTHIER 
	Communications Manager Green Marine 
	ncreasing globalized trade has significantly heightened the demands on shipping just as public scrutiny 
	I
	-

	has intensified on the environmental footprint of 
	transporting goods. Social expectations are anticipated to increase with people catching a glimpse of how naturehas made positive gains during COVID-19 slowdowns and amidst the dual crises of climate and social justice. 
	Fortunately, a significant portion of the Canadian and 
	U.S. shipping community has already been effectively
	addressing these environmental challenges for well over a decade through Green Marine, the leading environ
	-

	mental certification program for maritime transportation 
	in North America. Launched in 2007 as a voluntary, binational partnership in the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence region, Green Marine has rapidly gained a global repu
	-
	-

	tation as a transparent, credible, effective program that 
	challenges participants to measurably improve theirenvironmental performance beyond regulatory compliance. Strong interest from the outset led to the program’s expansion across North America within a few years. 
	-

	At last count, Green Marine had 149 participants.These 40 ship owners, 49 ports, 58 terminals and 
	ELEANOR KIRTLEY 
	Senior Program Manager Green Marine 
	shipyards, as well as both the Canadian and U.S. seaway corporations voluntarily engage in the program. Green Marine has also welcomed 35 maritime associations that serve in ambassadorial roles to encourage their respective members to participate in the program.
	-

	Green Marine participants are maritime industry leaders who voluntarily commit to going beyond environmental regulations. While some environmental self-improvements result in cost efficiencies, the program’sfocus has always been on doing the right thing as corporate members of the community. Taking certain steps can involve significant investment, especially at the higher echelons of the program’s five levels of performance. The program’s loyal membership and steady expansion over 14 years reflect the certi
	-
	-

	In addition to continual self-improvement, to determine each year’s performance levels the program’s certification requires annual reporting to rigorous performance standards through a detailed self-assessment. This is combined with transparency that comes with the 
	-
	-


	Green Marine Priorities 
	The following six environmental issues and objectives have been identified as priorities under the initial Green Marine Program: 
	1. Invasive Aquatic Species 4. Cargo Residues 
	Reduce the risk of introducing and Reduce cargo residue discharges propagating aquatic organisms and harmful pathogens by means 
	5. Oily Water 

	Minimize any risk of oily water of ship’s ballast water 
	discharge 
	discharge 

	2. 6. Environmental Impacts 
	Air Emissions 

	Reduce emissions of sulphur oxide 
	Reduce emissions of sulphur oxide 

	at Ports and Terminals 
	gases (sox) and nitrogen oxides 
	gases (sox) and nitrogen oxides 

	Reduce the amount of noise, dust, (nox) 
	odor, and light to which people 
	3. Greenhouse Gases residing close to port facilities are Reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) exposed emissions 
	Sect
	Figure
	annual publication of every participant’s results backed 
	by independent verification every second year. 
	Consensus-based Process 
	Green Marine started with its membership agreeing toaddress six priority issues. It has since continued this collaborative approach involving the industry, government, environmental organizations, the scientific research community, and other relevant stakeholders to determine additional priorities involving waterborne and landside maritime operations. 
	-

	The environmental certification program is updated annually to incorporate changing environmental realities and sustainability priorities, like social acceptability. Green Marine already had an indicator for landside operations involving community impacts, but it primarily focuses on nuisances, like dust, light, and noise. Port participants requested a distinct performance indicator with its criteria focused exclusively on community relations intended to foster dialogue and social acceptability. In January 
	-
	-
	-

	The program’s ship owners also recently sought to 
	embrace additional challenges. In 2020, after significant 
	consultation, Green Marine broadened the program’s scope to include a performance indicator for responsible ship recycling that now applies to all ship owners participating in the program. 
	-

	Still carried out without regulatory oversight in a number of countries, ship recycling continues to be among the most dangerous and environmentallyimpactful work related to maritime transport. The goal of Green Marine’s new ship recycling indicator is to better protect health, safety, and the environment by establishing better practices and performance benchmarksfor this activity. 
	-
	-

	The new performance indicator is the result of 18 months of development involving the collaborative expertise of various industry stakeholders and partners. It is largely based on the Hong Kong International Convention for the Safe and Environmentally Sound Recycling of Ships, which is yet to be ratified by the required number of International Maritime Organization(IMO) member states. 
	-

	Divided into two sections, the first set of criteria in the new indicator encourages ship owners to establish an inventory of hazardous materials onboard. The secondapplies to ship owners who dismantle or recycle one or 
	Divided into two sections, the first set of criteria in the new indicator encourages ship owners to establish an inventory of hazardous materials onboard. The secondapplies to ship owners who dismantle or recycle one or 
	more vessels in any given year.

	By addressing this issue when there are no regulations obligating ship owners to do so, Green Marine’s participants are showing visionary leadership in their proactive stance. Their actions move the needle onimproving worker health and safety as they also significantly reduce the environmental impacts of this essential undertaking. 
	-
	-

	The opportunity to influence the development of certification requirements by participating in work groups and advisory or technical committees is a key membership benefit. Green Marine’s collaborative process ensures productive dialogue among representatives ofthe industry, government, environmental organizations, and the scientific research community. By gathering a subject’s experts and decision-makers, as well those responsible for the day-to-day actions, Green Marine’snetwork achieves a clear understan
	-
	-

	Levels of Performance 
	Figure
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	workable consensus, of key issues, challenges, and possibilities. This inclusive developmental approach requires time. It can take a couple of years to develop a new performance indicator, but the process results in stakeholders reaching a consensus on criteria that progress from the framework’s Level 1, the monitoring of regulations, to Level 5, excellence and leadership. 
	-
	-
	-

	An Evolving Scope 
	The five levels of criteria aren’t set in stone, though. The 
	commitment to continual improvement calls for the program’s yearly review to ensure its criteria remain fully relevant and sufficiently challenging at each performance level beyond regulatory monitoring. In addition 
	commitment to continual improvement calls for the program’s yearly review to ensure its criteria remain fully relevant and sufficiently challenging at each performance level beyond regulatory monitoring. In addition 
	-
	-

	to raising the bar quite often on the existing requirements, the program 

	has significantly expanded in terms 
	of the issues that it addresses since its founding. The participating terminal operators, port authorities, ship owners, and shipyard managers have not only welcomed challenges beyond regulations, but to address newly emerging issues, like the aforementioned community relations and ship recycling. Underwater noise is another example.
	-
	-

	Meanwhile, the program’s initial performance indicators to reduce air emissions and greenhouse gases remain as relevant as ever by beingmade more demanding with Level 5. For example, that level of compliance now requires that the participant meet a yearly reduction target. 
	The annual program review ensures that each of the four levels beyond the initial baseline of monitoring regulations is sufficiently demanding while still feasible. In keeping with the Green Marine core tenet of continual improvement, the bar is set higher to keep criteria ahead of existing or expected regulations and well aligned with scientific understanding, emerging technologies, and evolving best management practices. 
	-

	Green Marine has established a loyal membershipin good part because the industry has a sense of ownership of the program. At the same time, maritime enterprises are challenged to improve environmentally year over year, which further earns the industry a positiveand proactive reputation when it comes to sustainability efforts. 
	-
	-

	Flexibility and Innovation 
	Building on these core values, the membership and the 
	Building on these core values, the membership and the 
	scope of issues addressed have grown steadily with the 
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	quadrupling of certified participants since the program’s 
	quadrupling of certified participants since the program’s 
	launch. Green Marine’s structure is solidly based on a voluntary, member-led approach that offers the flexibility to include maritime enterprises that vary in terms of activities, location, size, resources, priorities, and regional environmental concerns. Based on the extensive research, discussion and, ultimately, consensus, the criteria for each performance indicator are written or revised to provide clear direction and specific benchmarks within a framework offering a progressively more challenging range
	-
	-
	-

	allow the criteria to be consistently applied broadly to a diverse range of maritime enterprises at different starting points. The program’s annual cycle permits a trial of new sustainability concepts with the opportunity to
	-

	revise or refine the criteria a year later as required based 
	on member feedback, or if new technologies and/or best 
	practices are identified. 
	As mentioned earlier, the willingness to set aside
	usual competitive tendencies for a new maritime culture is one of the most treasured aspects resulting from Green Marine. That culture readily shares informationand expertise when it comes to the environment so the industry, as a 
	whole, benefits and improves. 
	The Benefit of Social License 
	Right from the start, the Green Marine environmental certification 
	program has focused on regaining and retaining social license by advancing environmental excellence. Green Marine helps its partic
	-
	-
	-

	ipants achieve their specific goals by
	providing them with the structured, 
	providing them with the structured, 
	progressive framework; support andaccountability; and latest information about emerging technologies and practices. Marine-related enterprises with innovative products and services toimprove sustainability are invited to become Green Marine partners. Each partner’s specialty is detailed in an online directory. A number of partners 
	-
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	also present their offerings in person at 
	also present their offerings in person at 
	Green Marine’s annual GreenTech conference when travel is not an issue. Some participants also speak on their actual experience with emerging technologies and/or new best practices at the conference. 
	-
	-

	This proactive engagement in a comprehensive, rigorous, and continually more challenging certification process is a significant investment in social license. It allows participants to build the reputational capital they need when it comes time to propose a new project or expansion of activities. The program’s transparency with the annual publication of results that are independently verified on a regular basis fosters true relationships with relevantstakeholders that lead to constructive dialogue focused on
	-
	-

	Green Marine offers participants an essential tool for communicating their various sustainability efforts through the Green Marine certified logo and with the straightforward, easy-to-understand, five-level performance scale. Every participant must re-earn the Green Marine certification annually by completing a newdetailed report on the year’s sustainability efforts. The rating system is a way for the participants to assess their progress in key areas and effectively communicate their voluntary efforts to g
	-
	-

	Stakeholders can be reassured of the rigor of the certification process by reading the specific criteria that each level demands for each performance indicator. Additionally, it is known that all of the results are reviewed on a regular basis by an independent verifier. As a result of the framework, they readily know what a shipping company or a port is doing to deal with issues like air emissions, spill prevention, or aquatic invasive species; how it compares to its peers; and how the North American mariti
	-

	Broader Horizons! 
	The success and value of the program is evidenced by Green Marine’s 2020 expansion into Europe. The program’s North America team is working in partnershipwith Surfrider Foundation Europe. This NGO is leading 
	The success and value of the program is evidenced by Green Marine’s 2020 expansion into Europe. The program’s North America team is working in partnershipwith Surfrider Foundation Europe. This NGO is leading 
	-

	the initiative to adapt the program’s framework to the environmental specifications of European ship owners, while maintaining the same rigor, transparency, and measurable accountability as the North American model. The European license obligates the program to pursue the same type of environmental priorities as the North American framework. 
	-



	Figure
	Overall levels of achievement increase over time as anything beyond Level 1 surpasses regulatory compliance. In staying true to continual improvement, Green Marine requires any new participant to achieve at least one Level 2 criteria as part of its firstyear report. Graphic courtesy of Green Marine 
	Overall levels of achievement increase over time as anything beyond Level 1 surpasses regulatory compliance. In staying true to continual improvement, Green Marine requires any new participant to achieve at least one Level 2 criteria as part of its firstyear report. Graphic courtesy of Green Marine 


	In North America, the program is also striving to 
	In North America, the program is also striving to 
	expand and establish strategic partnerships to offer the 
	membership increased benefits without compromis
	-

	ing the certification’s rigor. Financial returns include incentive programs offered to Green Marine-certified ship owners by Green Marine-certified ports, like the Vancouver Fraser and Prince Rupert port authorities. 
	Green Marine’s founding principles remain the cornerstone of the program’s success—evidence that voluntary, proactive steps taken in consultation with key stakeholders are an effective strategy to greater 
	sustainability. 
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	The New Central Ocean 
	The United States can no longer give the Arctic Ocean and Northern Sea routes the cold shoulder 
	by CADET 1ST CLASS ALEXANDER MASTEL 
	by CADET 1ST CLASS ALEXANDER MASTEL 
	Golf Company Executive Officer 
	United States Coast Guard Academy 
	he goal of good business is maximizing profit. 
	T

	Capitalism develops countries’ economies through healthy competition and by rewarding
	the most efficient party. Today, the melting of the Arctic 
	Ocean stands to revolutionize shipping, while helping 
	maximize profits and increase efficiencies, like never 
	before. Arctic shipping lanes may eventually prove the fastest method to move goods around the world. 
	Northern sea routes will be vital to the global shipment of raw materials like iron ore, coal, bauxite, phosphate ore, steel, scrap metal, forest products, fertilizer, oil,and liquified natural gas (LNG).  Moreover the Arctic is projected to contain 23 percent of the world’s undiscovered energy deposits. Eight nations—the United States, Canada, Russia, Iceland, Denmark, Sweden, Finland, 
	-
	-
	1
	-
	2

	and Norway—have territory inside the Arctic Circle, and coastlines from which they can access emerging Arctic shipping lanes, with two exceptions. Finland and Sweden access Arctic waters though the BalticSea. 
	Both Russia and Canada have made moves to project their influence into the 
	Arctic by developing and controllingtheir respective Arctic shipping lanes. The following article will explore and 
	make the case for whether the United States should build and maintain an Arctic port to serve these emergent 
	maritime trade routes. 
	A New Arctic 
	The Arctic has changed significantly in the past century. Climate change has 
	caused Arctic sea ice to lessen and recede for longer periods. Today, maritime transits through the Arctic Ocean are possible, if not yet routine, via two current paths, the Northwest Passage and the Northeast Passage, also known as 
	the Northern Sea Route. A third, the Transpolar Sea Route, or Trans-Arctic Route, right through the center 
	the Northern Sea Route. A third, the Transpolar Sea Route, or Trans-Arctic Route, right through the center 
	of the Arctic Ocean, will open later as the effects of climate change intensify. These new Arctic shipping lanes 
	-


	could have major ramifications on the global market, and
	the globalized world at large, setting the Arctic Ocean up to become the world’s central ocean, much like the 
	Mediterranean Sea in antiquity. 
	3 

	The Northwest Passage, passing through theCanadian Archipelago, has been sought after since the Age of Exploration. It was supposed to circumvent the Ottoman Empire and reach the lucrative trade nodes in Asia, but the journey was treacherous and all but untenable until sea ice levels changed. 
	-

	North of Siberia, the Northeast Passage was once impassable, part of a region gripped by a great Arctic ice barrier. Recent changes have reduced this to a seasonal 
	As climate change causes Arctic sea ice to lessen, the Northwest and Northeast passages are becoming more available for shipping in the Arctic region. Graphic courtesy of the Arctic Council 
	barrier during the colder months, allowing 71 transits through the Northeast Passage in 2013 alone.  Now, the melting ice has exposed energy deposits and opened a maritime shipping lane connecting Europe to Asian markets that is 70 percent shorter than its trans-canal counterparts and will create drastic savings of time and fuel costs for the shipping industry. These savings are likely to be passed on to consumers in the form of lower 
	barrier during the colder months, allowing 71 transits through the Northeast Passage in 2013 alone.  Now, the melting ice has exposed energy deposits and opened a maritime shipping lane connecting Europe to Asian markets that is 70 percent shorter than its trans-canal counterparts and will create drastic savings of time and fuel costs for the shipping industry. These savings are likely to be passed on to consumers in the form of lower 
	4
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	costs for goods.

	As the world warms, the strategic landscape of Russia changes and the nation can no longer use Arctic ice as a barrier to prevent being outmaneuvered by opponents. Transit through the Arctic is now feasible, and Russia hasbeen quick to adapt, reinvesting in its mothballed, Cold War-era military installations in the northern territory. While Russia has been a leader among Arctic nations in 
	6 


	Figure
	The Coast Guard is currently developing nextgeneration Polar Security Cutters to close the gap between the United States and other Arctic nations’ icebreaker fleets. Artist rendering of the Halter Polar Security Cutter design. Illustration Credits: Halter Marine/Designer: Technology Associates, Inc. 
	The Coast Guard is currently developing nextgeneration Polar Security Cutters to close the gap between the United States and other Arctic nations’ icebreaker fleets. Artist rendering of the Halter Polar Security Cutter design. Illustration Credits: Halter Marine/Designer: Technology Associates, Inc. 


	Figure
	PetropavlovskKamchatsky is currently Russia’s closest port to the mouth of the Northern Sea Route in the Pacific Ocean. The United States is working to 
	establish a bigger footprint along this increasingly vital shipping route, but is trailing other Arctic nations. Alexander Piragis | Shutterstock.com 

	developing its Arctic infrastructure, the United States 
	developing its Arctic infrastructure, the United States 
	perceives Moscow’s efforts as a potential threat to its security. The Russian government, however, maintains 
	these measures are essential to protecting its economic resources and security.
	Russia has also decisively moved to access the natural gas deposits on its Arctic coast.  The port of Yamal, in the middle of the Northern Sea Route, has been heavily developed to allow tankers easy access to the LNG facilities there. Access to energy deposits at Yamal and other Arctic sites are central to Russia’s plan for the region, which includes expanding its role as a global energy supplier.Additionally, Russia has seized on theopportunity of the emerging Northeast Passage and is developing two Arctic
	7
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	With 40 icebreakers, several of which are nuclear powered,Russia maintains the largest icebreaker fleet in the world.  The United States Coast Guard is under contract for the first of the nation’s next-generation polar-capable assets—the Polar Security Cutter—which is contracted to be delivered in 2024. It currently has just 
	With 40 icebreakers, several of which are nuclear powered,Russia maintains the largest icebreaker fleet in the world.  The United States Coast Guard is under contract for the first of the nation’s next-generation polar-capable assets—the Polar Security Cutter—which is contracted to be delivered in 2024. It currently has just 
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	two diesel-powered, sea-going polar-capable icebreakers—Healy and Polar Star. Because icebreakers are key to enabling container ships access to the region, Russia 
	-
	13


	stands to continue its domination over shipping through the Northern Sea Route, which Moscow claims as its territorial waters. 
	-

	The Canadians, also exploring their options, view the Northwest Passage as exclusively Canadian.  While less aggressive about investment and use of the NorthwestPassage than Russia has been with its counterpart, Canada has long attempted to assert sovereign control over the waters of the Northwest Passage as territorial waters, a view not shared by the United States. As with the Northern Sea Route and Russia, the United States 
	14

	views the Northwest Passage as an international strait. The United States has maintained that Canada cannot own an international strait, but Canada has pushed back 
	by arguing it is no different from other internal waters since passage is both flanked by Canada’s archipelago 
	and remains ice covered much of the year. Thus, according to Canada, it falls under article 234 of the 1982 UnitedNations Convention of the Law of the Sea. The issue is not resolved and the United States will need significantly 
	-
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	more resources in the Arctic if it wants to maintain freedom of navigation in those waters. The United States is behind in the race to secure this 
	-

	freedom of navigation, strategic Arctic shipping lanes,and resources. Before the PSC program was approved to 
	modernize the U.S. icebreaker fleet, it lacked the capacity 
	to enforce freedom of navigation in both the Northern 
	Sea Route and the Northwest Passage at once. Russia 
	and Canada have used their positions to claim a stake in the future of Arctic shipping while the United States may be under using its Arctic gateway—Alaska. As the United States’ sole state and territory in the Arctic,Alaska sits not only at the terminus of the Northwest and Northeast passages, but also at the access point 
	for the shorter Trans-Arctic Route that will emerge as 
	more sea ice melts. However, the United States does not have a deep-draft Arctic port above the Arctic Circle, nor enough icebreakers to support marine commerce through the Arctic corridors. 
	Seattle, the nearest major international port is too far 
	to effectively serve as an Arctic hub, as are the several 
	deep-draft ports in Alaska, from Anchorage to Dutch Harbor. The United States has to invest more in the foothold Alaska offers to secure its Arctic ambitions. 
	16 

	The Alaska Deep-Draft Arctic Ports Planning Study was commissioned to do just this by identifying ideal locations for the United States’ Arctic deep-draft port. Several possibilities were identified as far south as Betheland as far north as Barrow. All are closer to the mouth of the Northern Sea routes than Russia’s Pacific counterpart of Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky. 
	17 

	With an Arctic deep-draft port, the United States could better serve Arctic marine vessels and provide services to the increasing flow of vessels in and through the region. Additionally, the presence of a deep-draft Arctic port would provide additional synergies withthe global shipping industry, and be included in emergent Arctic shipping routes. There are those who would rather use the United States as a base of operations instead of Russia, but there first needs to be availability in the United States. An
	-
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	The drawback to increasing U.S. presence in theArctic may be the financial cost. The Russians are looking to finance their gateway ports with partners because spreading the enormous cost across multiple investors outweighs the power an Arctic monopoly might bring.The Arctic is an infamously inhospitable place with no areas of dense populations like those found at lower latitudes, and little infrastructure to support massive projects. It will be incredibly expensive to bring in the resources and personnel re
	The drawback to increasing U.S. presence in theArctic may be the financial cost. The Russians are looking to finance their gateway ports with partners because spreading the enormous cost across multiple investors outweighs the power an Arctic monopoly might bring.The Arctic is an infamously inhospitable place with no areas of dense populations like those found at lower latitudes, and little infrastructure to support massive projects. It will be incredibly expensive to bring in the resources and personnel re
	-

	the port. Additionally, the benefit of Arctic shippinglanes is unproven, so there is risk associated with the massive investment. However, it seems likely the world will see the rise of the importance of the Arctic in the coming generation. 

	Conclusion 
	The Arctic is not immune to the cataclysmic effects of 
	climate change. Melting ice has brought a Spring to the Arctic that is hundreds, if not thousands, of years in the making. The long sought-after routes to connect Europe 
	to Asia now exist. Russia and Canada both recognize the 
	strategic importance of Arctic shipping, and are positioned accordingly. The United States may become a secondary power in the region and will be almost completely reliant on foreign infrastructure for its Arctic interests 
	-
	-

	Arctic investment to protect its global interests. 
	if it does not act accordingly. That requires significant
	Figure
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	Creating the Ocean We Want 
	United Nation’s Ocean Decade provides  marine transportation sector opportunities 
	by CRAIG MCLEAN 
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	NOAA 
	lthough Star Trek declared outer space “the final frontier,” the ocean represents a frontier that is still widely unknown and unfamiliar, particularly to the American public. The United States is a maritime nation, with more than 25,000 miles of navigable waterways and harbors, more than 82,000 vessel calls at American ports, and a contribution of over $4 billion in annual wages.  Despite this proud maritime history, and the importance of the marine transportation sector (MTS) to the U.S. economy, the compl
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	Lynker Contractor 
	What is UNESCO? 
	UNESCO is the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, which seeks to build peace through international cooperation in education, the sciences and culture. 
	devised seven outcomes characterizing the goals of this desired ocean. 
	• A clean ocean where sources of pollution are 
	identified and reduced or removed 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	A healthy and resilient ocean where marine ecosystems are understood, protected, restored, and managed 

	• 
	• 
	A productive ocean supporting a sustainable food supply and a sustainable ocean economy 

	• 
	• 
	A predicted ocean where society understands and can respond to changing ocean conditions 

	• 
	• 
	A safe ocean where life and livelihoods are protected from ocean-related hazards 

	• 
	• 
	An accessible ocean with open and equitable access to data, information and technology, and innovation 

	• 
	• 
	An inspiring and engaging ocean where society understands and values the ocean in relation to human well-being and sustainable development 


	Crucially for the MTS, these outcomes focus both on ocean science concerns and the sustainable development 
	Crucially for the MTS, these outcomes focus both on ocean science concerns and the sustainable development 
	solutions that will help build the ocean we want. Thus, 

	the sustainable development efforts of the global MTS 
	can both contribute to the goals of the Ocean Decade and 
	benefit from the new partnerships, diverse stakeholders, 
	and global attention that the Ocean Decade will bring to key issues within the sector. The most exciting opportunities lie within the “big” ideas and novel challenges the MTS faces moving forward. This article seeks to provide an overview of the most pertinent engagement opportunities for the MTS within the Ocean Decade. This isn’t a prescriptive list, but a way for the sector to think about what it can contribute and what it would like to achieve during this once-in-a-lifetime global focus on the ocean and
	-
	-

	Seabed 2030 and Global Ocean Mapping 
	One of the most immediate opportunities that benefits 
	the MTS is the IOC’s focus on incorporating the Nippon Foundation-GEBCO Seabed 2030 Project (Seabed 2030) into the Ocean Decade.  Seabed 2030 aims to bring together all available bathymetric data to fill in previously unmapped areas, to make that data publicly avail
	3
	-
	-

	able, and to produce a definitive map of the world ocean floor by 2030. A complete map of the ocean is a crucial 
	underpinning of the the ocean we want, and touches on 
	underpinning of the the ocean we want, and touches on 
	many of the Ocean Decade priorities, but in particular

	directly addresses Ocean Decade challenge 8. 
	4 

	Accomplishing global seafloor mapping requires a gain in mapping efficiencies, particularly through sensor development, testing, and deployment, as well asdata processing development, and automation. The scale of this challenge is global in nature, requiring new partnerships, novel methods, and the organized dedication that a decade of focus provides. In order to map the nearly 2 million unmapped square nautical miles of the U.S. Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ),  it is clear that the same methods, partners, a
	-
	-
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	Figure
	Though global shipping is one of the biggest emitters of carbon dioxide, the marine transportation sector is getting greener and has a role to play in reducing 
	Though global shipping is one of the biggest emitters of carbon dioxide, the marine transportation sector is getting greener and has a role to play in reducing 
	carbon emissions. Mohamad Ridzuan Bin Ramli | Shutterstock.com 



	Decarbonizing the Marine Transportation Sector 
	Decarbonizing the Marine Transportation Sector 
	Past advances in surface current data and models have led to advances in fuel savings and route optimization across the MTS, prioritizing both environmental and economic 
	-

	benefits. The global maritime community, 
	through the 2018 IMO regulations, has recognized and acknowledged, however, thatthe next advances in the sector have to be near zero emissions. Decarbonization is being advanced through partnerships like the Global Maritime Forum, the Friends of Ocean Action, and the World Economic Forum’s “Getting to Zero” coalition. Groups like these are coming together in ways they never have before to try to solve one of the 
	-

	biggest issues affecting the MTS to date. 
	6 

	The Ocean Decade’s focus on sustainable development and a thriving blue economy, reflected in challenges 4 and 10,  providesdecarbonization-focused groups a platform to reach a wider audience. Additionally, it allows these groups to grow the visibility of the green-blue future of the sector, andbring funding and attention to the development of sustainable fuels and zero-carbon options that will make this zero-carbon pursuit a reality across the MTS. 
	7
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	Data and Accessibility 
	Within the IOC’s framework, a focus on marine transportation decarbonization would represent a “Programme” of the Ocean Decade—a large, multisector, multi-ocean basin initiative that is truly moving to transform part of the ocean. To achieve these Programmes, however, requires many moving parts, focused undertakings, and coordinated initiatives termed projects and activities. This hierarchical nature is meant to allow stakeholders to participate at different levels while all working to achieve large-scale, 
	8
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	The National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
	Ocean Decade Challenges 

	Knowledge and Solutions 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Challenge 1: Understand and map land and seabased sources of pollutants and contaminants and their potential impacts on human health and ocean ecosystems, and develop solutions to remove or mitigate them. 

	• 
	• 
	Challenge 2: Understand the effects of multiple stressors on ocean ecosystems, and develop solutions to monitor, protect, manage and restore ecosystems and their biodiversity under changing environmental, social and climate conditions. 

	• 
	• 
	Challenge 3: Generate knowledge, support innovation, and develop solutions to optimise the role of the ocean in sustainably feeding the world’s population under changing environmental, social and climate conditions. 

	• 
	• 
	Challenge 4: Generate knowledge, support innovation, and develop solutions for equitable and sustainable development of the ocean economy under changing environmental, social and climate conditions 

	• 
	• 
	Challenge 5: Enhance understanding of the oceanclimate nexus and generate knowledge and solutions to mitigate, adapt and build resilience to the effects of climate change across all geographies and at all scales, and to improve services including predictions for the ocean, climate and weather. 


	Essential Infrastructure 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Challenge 6: Enhance multihazard early warning services for all geophysical, ecological, biological, weather, climate and anthropogenic related ocean and coastal hazards, and mainstream community preparedness and resilience. 

	• 
	• 
	Challenge 7: Ensure a sustainable ocean observing system across all ocean basins that delivers accessible, timely, and actionable data and information to all users. 

	• 
	• 
	Challenge 8: Through multistakeholder collaboration, develop a comprehensive digital representation of the ocean, including a dynamic ocean map, which provides free and open access for exploring, discovering, and visualizing past, current, and future ocean conditions in a manner relevant to diverse stakeholders. 


	Foundational 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Challenge 9: Ensure comprehensive capacity development and equitable access to data, information, knowledge, and technology across all aspects of ocean science and for all stakeholders. 

	• 
	• 
	Challenge 10: Ensure that the multiple values and services of the ocean for human wellbeing, culture, and sustainable development are widely understood, and identify and overcome barriers to behaviour change required for a step change in humanity’s relationship with the ocean. 


	Source: United Nations Decade of Ocean Science for Sustainable Development Implementation Plan 
	Administration’s (NOAA) Office of Coast Survey, in particular, is leaning forward in developing products, such as high-resolution bathymetry,surface current, and water level forecasts for the maritime hydrographic and oceanographic communities. These products are designed not only to work in navigation systems that will allow mariners to make informed decisions to safely navigate in environments with tight safety margins, but also help with route optimization that will burn less fuel during transit. Realizi
	Administration’s (NOAA) Office of Coast Survey, in particular, is leaning forward in developing products, such as high-resolution bathymetry,surface current, and water level forecasts for the maritime hydrographic and oceanographic communities. These products are designed not only to work in navigation systems that will allow mariners to make informed decisions to safely navigate in environments with tight safety margins, but also help with route optimization that will burn less fuel during transit. Realizi
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	challenges it sees fit over the next 10 years, and beyond. 
	Workforce Development  and U.S. Global Leadership 
	The U.S. Department of Transportation’s Maritime Administration has highlighted the dwindling size of the U.S. maritime workforce, despite a global carbon-neutral push that will bring more jobs and opportunities to the sector.  Toward a carbon-neutral future, the Ocean Decade, particularly challenges 4 and 9, provide the United States with an opportunity to focus on sustainable economic development and capacitybuilding through workforce development within the emerging blue economy. This emphasis on workforc
	-
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	2021. Representing the next generation of ocean experts 
	and leaders, early career ocean professionals (ECOPs) have been organizing around the world since May 2019, and are focused on bringing professional developmentopportunities and intergenerational diversity more broadly to the forefront of the Ocean Decade. ECOPs cross-disciplinary training and dedication to sustainable development will ensure the U.S. and global maritime communities continue to push the envelope and get 
	and leaders, early career ocean professionals (ECOPs) have been organizing around the world since May 2019, and are focused on bringing professional developmentopportunities and intergenerational diversity more broadly to the forefront of the Ocean Decade. ECOPs cross-disciplinary training and dedication to sustainable development will ensure the U.S. and global maritime communities continue to push the envelope and get 
	10 
	-
	-

	ahead on big issues facing the sector like sea level rise, emergency response, and decarbonization. 


	Figure
	The U.S. maritime workforce has been dwindling in spite of the global carbonneutral push that will bring more jobs. Globally, the early career ocean professionals have been organizing since May 2019 to focus on blue economy professional development.
	The U.S. maritime workforce has been dwindling in spite of the global carbonneutral push that will bring more jobs. Globally, the early career ocean professionals have been organizing since May 2019 to focus on blue economy professional development.
	 Denys Yelmanov | Shutterstock.com 



	Embracing the contributions of ECOPs and ensuring a robust focus on maritime workforce development in general is essential to the success of the global maritime community and the Ocean Decade itself, particularly for the United States. A 2020 report from NOAA and the Bureau of Economic Analysis found that America’s blue economy contributed around $373 billion to the nation’s gross domestic product and supported 2.3 million jobs in 2018. This is a clear demonstration of the crucial role the blue economy play
	Embracing the contributions of ECOPs and ensuring a robust focus on maritime workforce development in general is essential to the success of the global maritime community and the Ocean Decade itself, particularly for the United States. A 2020 report from NOAA and the Bureau of Economic Analysis found that America’s blue economy contributed around $373 billion to the nation’s gross domestic product and supported 2.3 million jobs in 2018. This is a clear demonstration of the crucial role the blue economy play
	-
	development.
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	Importance of Partnerships 
	To further the Ocean Decade’s goal to transform the ocean, ocean science and sustainable development work must engage with new partners and examineexisting problems in new ways to work toward trans
	-

	formation together. The emerging offshore renewable 
	energy sector in the United States—wind, waves, and solar—represents novel types of partners the MTS will need to engage with to work toward regional, national, 
	energy sector in the United States—wind, waves, and solar—represents novel types of partners the MTS will need to engage with to work toward regional, national, 
	and international goals set during the Ocean Decade. Within the United States, MTS partnerships and collaboration are best fostered through the U.S. Committee on the Marine Transportation System (CMTS), the federal interagency maritime policy coordinating committee.More than 25 federal agencies gather under the auspices of the CMTS to envision, plan for, and execute concepts that can be accomplished for the MTS during the Ocean Decade. 
	-


	For example, the Maritime Administration (MARAD), under the Department of Transportation, is prioritizing partnerships and funding across the federal government, but also with the maritime industry, universities, and maritime training centers during the Ocean Decade. MARAD’s Small Shipyard Grant Program, which provides funding to help shipyards modernize and improve efficiencies, is a great example of the connection betweenglobal sustainable development goals, the Ocean Decade, 
	-
	-

	U.S. national priorities, and local sustainable development and blue economy work.  Through this multiple stakeholder approach, MARAD’s work exemplifies how 
	-
	12

	the U.S. and global maritime communities can connect their work on topics like workforce development, innovative marine technology research and development, 
	-

	port safety, efficiency, and emission reduction. 
	NOAA has been focused on reengaging existing partnerships and bringing in new groups for cross-federal agency, cross-discipline, cross-generational, and cross-
	-

	U.S. ocean community engagement in the Ocean Decade.Since 2018, NOAA has led a coalition of federal agencies, academics, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), industry members, artists, teachers, aquariums, and youth activists passionate about the idea of creating the ocean we want. NOAA convened panels at more than two dozen conferences and industry events, connected with more than 30 environmental NGOs, and brought together almost 20 federal agency partners. Additionally,the agency launched the U.S. Natio
	private fleets to plan port call events across the United 
	States, post-COVID 19, to share U.S. ocean science andtech with the general public. 
	Conclusion 
	The significance of the MTS to the sustainable development portion of the U.N.’s Decade of Ocean Science for Sustainable Development is undeniable. The marine transportation solutions, projects, technology, and partnerships that are fostered during this global focus on the ocean will impact the lives and livelihoods of individuals 
	The significance of the MTS to the sustainable development portion of the U.N.’s Decade of Ocean Science for Sustainable Development is undeniable. The marine transportation solutions, projects, technology, and partnerships that are fostered during this global focus on the ocean will impact the lives and livelihoods of individuals 
	-
	-

	within the United States and around the world. 
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	Buoy Diplomacy in the Indo-Pacific 
	by LCDR NIC JARBOE 
	by LCDR NIC JARBOE 
	Office Chief 
	District 14 Waterways Management 
	LCDR RYAN ADAMS 
	Commanding Officer 
	USCGC Sequoia 
	espite the ongoing global COVID-19 pandemic, Coast Guard Cutter Sequoia, a 225-foot seagoing buoy tender homeported in Apra Harbor, Guam, recently completed a unique multi-year aids to navigation (AtoN) mission in the Republic of Palau. This mission played a vital role in reconstituting Palau’s aging AtoN constellation, enhancing the global maritime transportation system (MTS), and upholding the United 
	D
	-

	States’ commitment to a “Free and Open Indo-Pacific.” The Republic of Palau is a grouping of eight major, 
	1 

	and hundreds of smaller, islands situated on the west end of the Federated States of Micronesia. It lies nearly 2,000 miles south of Japan, and 1,400 miles north ofAustralia. The Palau reef, partly barrier and partly fringing, encloses all of the islands except for two small atolls to the north, and the island of Ngeaur to the southwest. As an independent state, Palau is in free association withthe United States. The close strategic and economic ties between the countries date back to the end of World War I
	-

	amidst emerging power struggles in Oceania. 
	2 

	In March 2018, the Coast Guard received a request from 
	Palau’s Office of the Ministry of Public Infrastructure, 
	Industries, and Commerce for assistance with establishment of new AtoN and reestablishing existing AtoN that 
	-

	had fallen into disrepair. The request arose from specific concerns, the first being that the Palau Department of 
	Transportation was unable to adequately monitor the progress of vessels transiting the waterway because mariners unfamiliar with it could not adequately report their location. A second, more pressing concern was the increased risk of environmental incidents due to the inadequacy of the AtoN constellation. 
	Upon receiving the request, Coast Guard District 14 personnel from Honolulu and Apra Harbor coordinated with U.S. Embassy Koror, Coast Guard Headquarters, the State Department, and the Department of Interior to ensure the request and anticipated work met statutory 
	LT KRISTI SLOANE 
	Deputy Office Chief 
	District 14 Waterways Management 
	requirements. The Coast Guard approached the mission as a three-phased process. 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Conduct an AtoN assessment to identify what work needed to be done. 

	• 
	• 
	Conduct physical work and replace, restore, and add new AtoN. 

	• 
	• 
	Provide direction and support for long-term sustainment through purchase of equipment, training, and education. 


	The project began in August 2018, when Sequoia was tasked with conducting a Waterways Analysis 
	The project began in August 2018, when Sequoia was tasked with conducting a Waterways Analysis 
	and Management System (WAMS) study toassess the condition of the AtoN constellation in the main shipping channels leading into Palau’s primary port in Koror. During the assessment, Sequoia visited each of the AtoNs in waterways referred to as West Pass; East, or Malakal, Pass; and Malakal Harbor. The underlying goal of this assessment was to provide an accurate baseline of the current state of the aids, and make recommendations about improvements to bolster safety, usability, and reliability of the waterway
	-
	-
	-


	Figure
	The Republic of Palau, situated at the West end of the Federated States of Micronesia, consists of eight principal islands and hundreds of smaller 
	The Republic of Palau, situated at the West end of the Federated States of Micronesia, consists of eight principal islands and hundreds of smaller 
	islands. Peter Hermes Furian | Shutterstock.com 



	The WAMS found that the AtoN around 
	Koror were in significant disrepair and did 
	not meet the specifications set forth in the International Association for Marine Aids to Navigation and Lighthouse Authorities’ (IALA) Maritime Buoyage System for the region. There were many concrete pillar-type structures, some of which were in good condition. Others were in poor condition, and some were completely destroyed. The latter were often partially submerged, or submerged as wreckage and found in immediate vicinity to a newer aid. There were no working AtoN lights in the waterway. The vast majori
	-
	-

	shape markings. This made them very difficult to sight 
	and use while transiting the waterway, and impossible tovisually identify by number without further reference to a chart, or substantial local knowledge. At a distance, the near complete lack of color and shapes associated with 
	IALA aid configuration made it difficult to determine the aids’ lateral significance—which side of the channel they mark—especially in relation to the numerous turns throughout the waterway. During a public meet
	-
	-

	ing, many waterway users confirmed they relied on the 
	use of GPS units for navigation due to the unreliability of the AtoN constellation. 
	The WAMS identified an extensive list of recommendations including, but not limited to, discontinuing orreplacing aids no longer serviceable, establishing new aids to better assist in safe navigation, rehabilitating aids still in serviceable condition, and various chart updates. The estimated cost was $500,000. 
	-

	As the Coast Guard is not funded for AtoN missions outside U.S. territories, funding for the project was ultimately provided by the Department of Interior. However, additional time was needed to conduct a final site visit, compile a detailed work list, and design, order, and receive the needed supplies. Efforts included designing and fabricating beacon structures suitable for local conditions, collaborating with Civic Action Team Palau tofabricate concrete buoy anchors, and coordinating with 
	As the Coast Guard is not funded for AtoN missions outside U.S. territories, funding for the project was ultimately provided by the Department of Interior. However, additional time was needed to conduct a final site visit, compile a detailed work list, and design, order, and receive the needed supplies. Efforts included designing and fabricating beacon structures suitable for local conditions, collaborating with Civic Action Team Palau tofabricate concrete buoy anchors, and coordinating with 
	-
	-

	Coast Guard divers to identify and develop a course of action for AtoN needing dive support. It also required coordination with the country team and the government of Palau to safely facilitate the planned operations.


	Figure
	The crew of Coast Guard Cutter Sequoia works to set the Malakal Pass Entrance Lighted Buoy 1 near the port of Koror, Palau, in May 2020. Coast Guard photo 
	The crew of Coast Guard Cutter Sequoia works to set the Malakal Pass Entrance Lighted Buoy 1 near the port of Koror, Palau, in May 2020. Coast Guard photo 


	Finally, in late May 2020, after sequestering themselves on board the cutter for 14 days before entering Palauan waters in compliance with COVID-19 quarantine requirements, Sequoia’s crew began the crucial AtoN work. The crew established 10 new floating aids to navigation and established or substantially rehabilitated 43 fixed aids to navigation in Palau’s main shipping channel leading to the Port of Koror, the nation’s primarydeep-water port, which is essential to maritime commerce. The work included insta
	Finally, in late May 2020, after sequestering themselves on board the cutter for 14 days before entering Palauan waters in compliance with COVID-19 quarantine requirements, Sequoia’s crew began the crucial AtoN work. The crew established 10 new floating aids to navigation and established or substantially rehabilitated 43 fixed aids to navigation in Palau’s main shipping channel leading to the Port of Koror, the nation’s primarydeep-water port, which is essential to maritime commerce. The work included insta
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	In preparation to complete the project, Sequoia’s crew once again sequestered themselves on board the cutter in September 2020. This time, however, 14 days stretched into 24 because of unexpected engineering failures, which delayed the ship’s departure. 
	In addition to carrying the needed AtoN supplies for the mission, Sequoia transported a U.S. Army mobile decompression chamber to facilitate necessary 
	In addition to carrying the needed AtoN supplies for the mission, Sequoia transported a U.S. Army mobile decompression chamber to facilitate necessary 
	-

	dive operations in Palau. Upon arriving in Palau, Sequoia’s crew teamed with Coast Guard div
	-


	ers from the Regional Dive 
	Locker Pacific—a U.S. ArmyDive Team from 569th Dive Detachment—and representatives of the government of Palau to successfully complete theremainder of the planned work. The completed project resulted in the reconstitution of Palau’s physical AtoN constellation.
	-

	Although the crew’s primary focus was rehabilitating Palau’s AtoN constellation, it also worked closely with the government to protect its national marine sanctuary and exclusive economic zone from illegal, unreported, and unregulated (IUU) fishing. The crew also participated in the Pacific Islands Forum Fisheries Operation Kurukuru, a joint operation between Pacific Islands Forum nations intended to combat IUU. This collaboration enhanced Palau’s maritime domain awareness and vessel monitoring to help prot
	-
	-
	-

	Additionally, Sequoia completed a humanitarian mission to the island of Sonsorol during the patrol, delivering fuel, food, and medicine to the island on behalf of the Palau Ministry of Health. The U.S. ambassador to Palau, the governor of Palau, members of Palauan delegation, and partners from Australia and Japan accompanied the Sequoia to Sonsorol after completing prescribed COVID protocols.
	-
	-

	While the mission to rehabilitate the physical AtoN constellation is complete, the Coast Guard will work closely with Palau’s government to continue modernizing and maintaining the system as part of the project’s 
	-

	Civic Action Team Palau 
	Civic Action Team Palau provides construction support to the host nation, assists, and trains apprentices with general engineering skills, facilitates a medical outreach program, and coordinates community relationship programs. The team is made up of Defense Department personnel on 6month deployments and rotates between Navy, Army, and Air Force teams. 

	Figure
	Crew members from Coast Guard Cutter Sequoia visit Sonsorol, Palau, to carry out a humanitarian mission by delivering among other items, food, fuel, and medicine from the Palau Ministry of Health in October 2020. Coast Guard photo 
	Crew members from Coast Guard Cutter Sequoia visit Sonsorol, Palau, to carry out a humanitarian mission by delivering among other items, food, fuel, and medicine from the Palau Ministry of Health in October 2020. Coast Guard photo 


	third phase. This includes plans to install an electronic aids to navigation (eAtoN) system in 2021 to supplement the physical aids to navigation. Sequoia has also procured AtoN structure climbing equipment for Palau and will be providing informal training to ensure teams fromPalau are able to service the aids to navigation on a regular basis and correct future discrepancies in a timely manner. 
	third phase. This includes plans to install an electronic aids to navigation (eAtoN) system in 2021 to supplement the physical aids to navigation. Sequoia has also procured AtoN structure climbing equipment for Palau and will be providing informal training to ensure teams fromPalau are able to service the aids to navigation on a regular basis and correct future discrepancies in a timely manner. 
	-
	Figure
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	Houston Ship Channel 
	National Strike Force response mitigates  economic and environmental impacts 
	by LCDR RAFAEL SHAMILOV 
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	n the afternoon of March 26, 2019, I received a call from the Gulf Strike Team, our sister unit in the National Strike Force (NSF), requestingadditional members from the Pacific Strike Team to assist with a petrochemical spill in Deer Park, Texas. All I knew at that point was that there had been an explosion at a tank farm and that the Houston Ship Channel had been closed for two days because of chemical products spilling into the waterway. Little did I know that this would be one of the most significant re
	O
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	make important tactical decisions. I realized the result of 
	make important tactical decisions. I realized the result of 
	the explosion and the subsequent fire was more severe 
	than I had initially anticipated and more people would 
	be needed. My immediate priority became figuring out 
	how many strike team personnel I had on hand between 

	Figure
	Coast Guard responders conduct an overflight to check the status of the Houston Ship Channel after an explosion at the Intercontinental Terminals Corporation’s tank farm in Deer Park, Texas, on March 17, 2019. Debris and nearly 3.5 million gallons of spilled petrochemicals caused by the explosion left the channel severely restricted for several weeks. Coast Guard photo by LCDR Rafael Shamilov 
	Coast Guard responders conduct an overflight to check the status of the Houston Ship Channel after an explosion at the Intercontinental Terminals Corporation’s tank farm in Deer Park, Texas, on March 17, 2019. Debris and nearly 3.5 million gallons of spilled petrochemicals caused by the explosion left the channel severely restricted for several weeks. Coast Guard photo by LCDR Rafael Shamilov 


	the Pacific and Gulf teams, and requesting more personnel to fill additional roles. The goal was to have at least 
	the Pacific and Gulf teams, and requesting more personnel to fill additional roles. The goal was to have at least 
	-

	another eight members on scene within 48 hours. At the peak of the response, 25 strike team members from all 
	three teams—Atlantic, Gulf, and Pacific—were on scene. 
	Also, prior to my arrival, Coast Guard Sector Houston-Galveston had established five geographic divisions and five vessel decontamination stations, but high benzene readings made using their own personnel to support andrespond in certain areas unsafe. This made mobilizing additional strike team resources and personnel as soon as possible even more critical. 
	In the Coast Guard, only NSF units have the personal protective equipment and training to respond to incidents involving elevated readings of chemical or hazardous materials. Historically, strike team members either augment resources and personnel or act as a force multiplier. In this case it was both. Strike team personnel were mobilized throughout the affected areas and oversaw contracted operations, which gradually helped reopen larger parts of the Houston Ship Channel to commercial traffic freeing some 
	-
	-
	-

	Maintaining the safety of contractors and Coast Guard personnel was our top priority. Working in a situation with above average benzene levels posed inherent health and safety concerns. The Gulf Strike Team’s industrial hygienist played a vital role in drafting an approved safety plan that addressed all hazards andprovided critical recommendations to the Operations section which proved essential for mission planning. 
	-
	-

	The second priority was to remove as much of the spilled material from the water as possible so commercial vessels could arrive and depart. This included various moorages throughout the area. Due to the port’s economic importance, skimming operations were a critical long-term operation that eventually restored the marine transportation system. Strike team leaders in the field and at the incident command post collaborated with contractors to simultaneously operate throughout the five geographic divisions, pr
	-
	-
	-
	-

	Reopening the channel was crucial as the annual national economic impact of the port includes 3.2 million jobs, nearly $802 billion in economic value, and more than $38 billion in tax revenue, as reported by the Port of Houston. Any waterway closures or restrictions can 
	Reopening the channel was crucial as the annual national economic impact of the port includes 3.2 million jobs, nearly $802 billion in economic value, and more than $38 billion in tax revenue, as reported by the Port of Houston. Any waterway closures or restrictions can 
	-

	have a catastrophic economic impact on the region and the country. This fact, combined with the issues of per
	-


	sonnel safety and environmental impact significantly 
	elevated this response’s severity. To assuage any eco
	-

	nomic ramifications, it was vital to tackle the challengesof this response in a safe, but efficient, manner. 
	Our short-term plan was to maintain operations to decontaminate impacted vessels and port facilities so commercial traffic could safely transit outbound and continue transporting vital goods and services. This included hundreds of fleet barges that could not depart due to contamination and waterway closures. Team leaders prioritized operations and worked with contractors and fleet barge representatives creating an effective system to decontaminate barges and large commercial vessels. As a result, two additi
	-
	-
	-

	The Houston Ship Channel was ultimately closed for two days, but was severely restricted for several weeks, impacting vital maritime commercial traffic, includingan average of 42 deep draft vessel transits and 230 vessel and barge transits daily. In its entirety, the response 
	-

	Figure

	Figure
	Coast Guard Gulf Strike Team members conduct onwater air monitoring, wearing airpurifying respirators to protect against heightened levels of benzene. 
	encompassed nearly 5,000 personnel across 322 organizations. Ultimately, responding federal, state, and local personnel and contracted responders used 214 response vessels, 142 skimmers, 50 vacuum trucks, and 168,000 feet of boom to remove 3.36 million gallons of petrochemical products. This action mitigated the substantial threat to 
	-

	the environment and nationally significant economic 
	waterway. 
	Collaboration between hundreds of organizationsand agencies was critical during this response, as was resource management in prioritizing the most heavily impacted areas. With thousands of personnel and resources on scene, having the right tactical picture and communicating resource needs between different geographic areas was paramount and kept circumstances from becoming increasingly overwhelming. 
	-
	-

	As the United States continues to become more energy independent, the capabilities and expertise of NSF units to respond to spills of various natures have never been more relevant. Comprised of the National Strike Force Coordination Center (NSFCC); the Atlantic, Pacific, and Gulf strike teams; and the Coast Guard 
	As the United States continues to become more energy independent, the capabilities and expertise of NSF units to respond to spills of various natures have never been more relevant. Comprised of the National Strike Force Coordination Center (NSFCC); the Atlantic, Pacific, and Gulf strike teams; and the Coast Guard 
	Incident Management Assist Team, the NSF provides an 

	array of mission-specific capabilities that leverage the 
	Coast Guard’s unique authorities to support operational commanders. These highly trained professionals with specialized equipment and incident management expertise train and operate in a unique arena where operations 
	-

	can be dynamic and potentially hazardous. Ready for 
	rapid deployment, they assist federal on-scene coordinators and lead agency incident commanders in preparing for, and responding to, oil discharges, hazardous materials releases, weapons of mass destruction incidents, and other complex incidents, as well as large-scale natural disasters/contingency events. Assistance can be requested by contacting your servicing NSF strike team 
	-
	-
	-
	or the NSFCC. 

	About the author: 
	LCDR Rafael Shamilov joined the U.S. Coast Guard in 2005, and has served at Sector New York’s Enforcement Division, Maritime Safety Security Team Seattle, and the Coast Guard District 13 Command 
	Center. During this incident, he was the operations officer at the Pacific 
	Strike Team. He currently serves as the branch chief at Coast Guard Training Center Yorktown’s International Resident Training Division. 
	with an understanding of FoC information and 
	Lessons LearnedLessons Learned 
	Leveraging Findings of Concern 
	by LCDR MEGAN CLIFFORD 
	by LCDR MEGAN CLIFFORD 
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	U.S. Coast Guard Investigations National Center of Expertise 
	he public dissemination of safety information originating from a marine casualty investigation is a critical mission of the Coast Guard Marine Investigations Program. Marine casualty investigators sift through multitudes of evidence to determine the causes of an accident. Investigators are trained to recognize that there may be multiple causal factors found during an investigation, and knowing all of the causal factors is motivation to act. This is the birth of safety information, and getting that informati
	T
	-
	1 
	-
	-
	-
	-

	BRYAN JOHNSON 
	Marine Casualty Investigator 
	U.S. Coast Guard Sector Charleston Investigations 
	have already been taken, while a FoC is information where education may be needed and following actiondesired. The release of a FoC signals that the Coast Guard is offering the public and the maritime industry important lessons at the beginning of the education process. 
	-

	FoCs are formal communications drafted as a part
	of full investigation and review process, a different pace 
	from the more urgent safety alerts released as soon as 
	critical issues have been identified. They are also the expected methods officers in charge of marine inspections should use to communicate investigation findings. With the finalization of the marine casualty investigation,  both communication types are posted for public release on the Coast Guard Deputy Commandantfor Operations, CG-INV website.All communication types are also highlighted via the Coast Guard Maritime Commons blog. Depending on the incident, these safety information types may also be discuss
	-
	-
	2
	-
	3 
	4
	-

	tive investigation reports and accompanying final action 
	memos. 
	FoCs are tools that can deliver important investigation findings with regard to internal company inspections, foreign flag vessel examinations, and third party organization oversight meetings. Inspectors 
	-
	-

	a respect for prioritization can use the information tobuild partnerships, and differentiating between important and critical safety information promotes trust in the messaging system. 
	-

	The underlying foundation of Coast Guard causal analysis regards maritime transportation as a “production” system churning out equivalent products—stacks of containers on the pier, a delivered hold full of fish, or passengers’ photos and memories from safe voyages. Building on the foundation of Coast Guard causal analysis, FoCs can highlight important causal factors within the segment of that production system controlled by the operator, the owner, and the public, not the government. This safety information
	-
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	-
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	Examples of Findings of Concern 
	Diving (002-19)
	6 

	Findings of Concern in Distribution Format 
	Incident: An uninspected passenger vessel was a platform for low visibility or “blackwater diving” in pursuit 
	-

	of the abundant fossilized shark teeth found off the coast 
	of Beaufort, South Carolina. That day’s diver count was 
	five individual divers including the vessel operator. At the conclusion of the first planned dive and the transition to the second, the vessel operator was on board and witnessed a diver surface in a facedown position. 
	-

	Recognizing the floating diver’s lack of response, the operator unclipped the vessel’s anchor line in an effort to 
	maneuver for recovery of the diver. The operator entered the water to lift the unconscious diver. The vessel was lost to the current as he worked to keep the diver’s head 
	above water. Good Samaritans fishing onshore assisted 
	with the drifting vessel’s recovery while nearby boat
	-

	ers assisted in pulling the diver onboard for CPR. The 
	three remaining divers were recovered by emergencyresponders. The unconscious diver with more than 200 dive completions, including more than 60 in low visibility, was declared deceased after arriving at the hospital. 
	-

	Contributing Factors and Analysis: It is believed the diver had exhausted his air supply tank. This is indicated by the inability to inflate the buoyancy compensation device upon surfacing unconscious without a weight belt, signaling potential emergency ascent. The Coast Guard investigation revealed multiple contributing factors that led to this incident, which if addressed may have prevented it. In particular, the lack of use of a “buddy system” while diving in low-visibility with strong currents made it c
	-
	-

	Additionally, no designated crew supporting the diving vessel operator remained on board the vessel while div
	-

	ers were underwater, nor did the vessel’s configuration 
	have adequate means to recover an unconscious person from the water. A lack of training and preparation on 
	how to effectively recover an unconscious person also delayed the initiation of potentially critical first aid to the 
	victim. Lastly, adequate preplanned emergency procedures were not established or executed when the victim was spotted face down in the water. When unaddressed, these factors create elevated risk. 
	-

	Findings of Concern: 
	•
	•
	•
	 Use of a Buddy System: Implement a “buddysystem” when conducting dive operations to ensure enhanced accountability of all divers. Maintaining partner contact throughout the entire dive, including during entry and ascent, is advisable. One method involves employing “buddy lines” with prearranged signals. 

	• 
	• 
	Planning and Mitigation: Plan, assess, and continually monitor the unique risks associated with low-visibility and/or high-current underwater 


	environments. Refer to the most current tide charts 
	and current tables and account for heavy rainfall when planning a dive. 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Crew and Equipment: Designating a trained crew member to remain on board the vessel to monitor dive participants and assist with recovery is a best practice. This is particularly importantfor uninspected passenger vessels that are not subject to annual Coast Guard inspections or man overboard drills. If necessary, implement and maintain equipment on board that can be used to recover persons from the water such as backboards, lifts, or slings. Ensure any lifting equipment is adequately rated for the weight o

	• 
	• 
	Emergency Procedures: Always conduct a safety brief including emergency procedureswith participants before embarking on any dive operation. Procedures should include a sound signal or other method to alert the other divers in the water of an emergency and signal them to return to the vessel as soon as possible. 

	• 
	• 
	Operational Awareness: Never assume an experienced diver will be safe or is medically suitable for diving without supervision or safeguards in place. Development of specific training and/or certification for low-visibility diving could help educate and prepare divers for the unique risks and challenges associated withblackwater diving. 


	Modifications, Alterations and Weight Creep (006-19)
	7 

	Incident: In February 2017, immediately after 27 days of 
	cod fishing, a 98-foot commercial fishing vessel departed 
	Dutch Harbor, Alaska, and proceeded toward St. Paul 
	Island to drop off bait with the intent of transiting to the Opilio crab fishing grounds. The vessel, carrying a crew 
	of six and 200 crab pots, got underway despite multiple National Weather Service marine forecasts indicating areas of freezing spray along the vessel’s planned route. After being underway for 30 hours and less than 5 miles 
	off St. George Island, Automatic Identification System 
	(AIS) data showed the vessel’s speed abruptly slowed and its heading swung hard to starboard into the prevailing seas and northeastern winds. Shortly thereafter, the vessel appeared to suddenly lose maneuverability. Its heading pivoted to the west, the vessel drifted to the north and sank, taking the lives of all six crew members.
	-

	Contributing Factors and Analysis: The investigation showed that the owner failed to properly use the 
	-


	Figure
	Fishing Vessel Destination as viewed with side scan sonar courtesy of Regional Dive Locker West and Coast Guard Cutter Healy. Coast Guard photo 
	Fishing Vessel Destination as viewed with side scan sonar courtesy of Regional Dive Locker West and Coast Guard Cutter Healy. Coast Guard photo 


	services of a qualified individual to formally evaluate 
	services of a qualified individual to formally evaluate 
	and update the vessel stability instructions following changes to the vessel structure and loading conditions. These included: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	installation of a bulbous bow, 

	• 
	• 
	addition of bulwark on the bow, and 

	• 
	• 
	use of larger, heavier crab pots 


	The weight of the larger, heavier crab pots exceeded that of the pots used to formulate the existing and most current stability instructions. Although investigators do not know if the vessel master referred to existing stability instructions for operating the vessel, the instructions were incorrect, and any decisions based on themwould have been faulty. Additionally, a decision to place an additional 3,080 pounds of crab bait on top of 5 tiers of stacked crab pots, raised the vessel’s center of gravity and 
	-
	-
	-
	-

	freezing spray warnings in the area of transit, and in a heavily loadedcondition, negatively impacted the vessel’s stability, contributing to its capsize and sinking. 
	Findings of Concern: 
	• Owners, operators, and masters should maintain an active awareness of vessel stability issues at all times. This includes the need for 
	-

	qualified individuals and naval 
	architects to update stability instructions and booklets when structural changes are madeto a vessel, other equipment or operational gear is changed, or their placement is altered. Furthermore, qualified individuals and naval architects should take the opportunity when stability instructions and booklets are updated to examine the vessel’s stability history to ensure previous calculations were sound and are suitable to continue to serve as a solid basis for any changesand updates. 
	-
	-
	-

	• Owners, operators, and masters are encouraged to attend formalized stability training which should include stability principles regarding overloading, the 
	-
	-

	effects of alterations and weight 
	creep, icing, watertight integrity, deck drainage, and other issues 

	Figure
	Fishing Vessel Destination’s crab pot as recovered by Coast Guard Cutter Healy crew with weight in the foreground. Coast Guard photo 
	particular to their type of vessel and fishery. 
	particular to their type of vessel and fishery. 
	• Owners and operators are encouraged to take 
	advantage of the flexibility of the stability 
	instruction requirements for uninspected 
	commercial fishing vessels in 46 CFR 28.530. 
	These regulations, applicable to vessels 79 feet or greater, intentionally provide maximum 
	flexibility for owners and qualified individuals 
	to determine how best to convey stability information to the masters or individuals in charge of their vessels. In doing so, they should take into consideration that operating personnel 
	in the commercial fishing industry do not 
	typically have specialized stability training. 
	• Owners, operators, masters, qualified individuals, technical superintendents, and other personnel need to remain fully cognizant of “weight creep,” the result of modifications and alterations to the vessel that occur over its lifespan. Modifications and alterations may occur due to changing fisheries, fishing methods, variations in equipment and area of operation. These weight changesimpact stability, and ultimately create the need for a qualified individual to revisit the stability instructions and assoc
	• One way to prevent weight creep is to develop a modification and alteration log which can be maintained in various formats. The log can be as simple as a notebook or spreadsheet, or in the form of computer software. The vessel’s existing stabilityinstructions and data should first be validated by 
	a qualified individual or naval architect prior to 
	creating a log to ensure future stability calculationsstart from an accurate baseline. 
	For the Common Good 
	Forward leaning organizations strive to build a culture of safety and, to achieve this, lessons need to be con
	-

	stantly consumed. Internalizing investigative findings of concern and discussing those findings is critical. 
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	Bryan Johnson has served at the USCG Sector Charleston Investigations Department for nine years and conducts several diving investigations each year. 
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	Understanding Metal Sulphide Concentrates Chemical of the Quarter 
	by AMY PARKER, PH.D. 
	Hazardous Materials Division 
	U.S. Coast Guard Office of Design and Engineering Standards 
	What is it? 
	What is it? 
	Metal sulphide concentrates, also known as mineral 
	concentrates, are refined ores which have undergone 
	enriching processes to eliminate undesirable materials while concentrating highly valued components. The most prevalent metal sulphide concentrates are zinc, lead, and copper.  They are primarily used in the production of metal and alloy materials. 
	-
	1
	-

	Why should I care? 
	➤ Shipping Concerns: 
	All metal sulphide concentrate cargoes have the potential to liquefy.  Liquefaction occurs in cargoes comprised of fine particles that also contain some moisture. 
	-
	2
	-

	Liquefaction will not occur in cargoes comprised of large particles or lumps, or when the cargo has a low moisture content. During liquefaction, water within the cargo separates from the solid particles, resultingin the cargo behaving more like a liquid than solid. 
	Liquefaction causes significant cargo shift and decreases 
	ship stability. Some metal sulphide concentrates may also have the
	potential to oxidize, resulting in the cargo self-heating. 
	3 

	Heating of the cargo causes oxygen depletion and the evolution of toxic fumes. Additionally, the presence of moisture in the cargo may form sulfurous acid which 
	is corrosive to steel. 
	4 

	➤ Health Concerns 
	Metal sulphide concentrates are known to have both acute and long-term health effects.  Zinc, lead, and copper concentrates all cause damage to the respiratory system and may cause cancer via inhalation of dust from these cargoes.  Exposure to both zinc and lead concentrates may also negatively impact fertility and
	5
	-
	6,7,8

	unborn children. 
	9,10 

	What is the Coast Guard doing about it? 
	Metal sulphide concentrates are primarily shipped asbulk solid cargoes. Domestically, metal sulphide concen
	-

	trates are shipped under 46 Code of Federal Regulations 
	Part 148. The International Maritime Solid Bulk Cargoes (IMSBC) Code specifies how metal sulphide concentrates are loaded, unloaded, and transported by cargo 
	Part 148. The International Maritime Solid Bulk Cargoes (IMSBC) Code specifies how metal sulphide concentrates are loaded, unloaded, and transported by cargo 
	-

	vessel for international shipments. Under the IMSBC Code, metal sulphide concentrates may be shipped under the following four schedules or entries: 


	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	METAL SULPHIDE CONCENTRATES (see also Mineral concentrates schedule) 

	2. 
	2. 
	METAL SULPHIDE CONCENTRATES, CORROSIVE UN 1759 (see also Mineral concentrates schedule) 

	3. 
	3. 
	METAL SULPHIDE CONCENTRATES, SELF
	-



	HEATING UN 3190 (see also Mineral concentrates 
	schedule) 
	4. Mineral Concentrates (see Bulk Cargo Shipping Names below) 

	Prior to the shipment of metal sulphide concentrates, the shipper must provide the vessel’s master or his representative a signed certificate of the transportable moisture limit and a signed certificate or declaration of the moisture content. Additionally, procedures for sampling, testing, and controlling moisture content of metal sulphide concentrate cargoes must be approved by the competent authority of the port of loading, for example, the Hazardous Materials Division at USCG Headquarters
	-
	-
	-
	-
	(CG-ENG-5) for the United States. 
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	Nautical Engineering Queries Nautical EngineeringQueries Questions Prepared by NMC EngineeringExamination Team 
	1. The airborne concentrations of substances, like hydrogen sulfide, under which nearly all workers may be 
	repeatedly exposed without adverse effects are called . 
	A. Exposure limits 
	A. Exposure limits 
	B. Concentration limits 
	C. Threshold limit values 
	D. Substance limit values 

	2. Worn cylinder head valve seats in a diesel engine will cause . 
	A. Less cold valve lash 
	A. Less cold valve lash 
	B. More cold valve lash 

	C. Excessive pressure in hydraulic valve lash adjusters 
	D. Broken valve springs 
	D. Broken valve springs 

	3. With regards to pilot controlled pneumatic regulating valves, the spring force of the regulating valve should be adjusted to . 
	A. Maintain the required system set point 
	A. Maintain the required system set point 
	B. Maintain the value of the manipulated variable 

	C. Maintain the output steam pressure of the system 
	D. The operating range of the pilot output loading pressure 
	4. When a resistor is used as a shunt and is connected in parallel with a meter movement coil, what capability does this provide? 
	A. A measurement of circuit resistance 
	A. A measurement of circuit resistance 

	B. An increased accuracy of approximately 1.5 percent 
	C. An extended meter range 
	C. An extended meter range 
	D. This is never done 
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	Engineering 
	A

	nswers
	1. A. Exposure limits Incorrect 
	B. Concentration limits Incorrect 

	C. Threshold limit values Correct answer. “Threshold limit values (VLV)—levels of airborne concentrations of physical agents, expressed in parts per million (ppm), that represent conditions under which average personnel may be repeatedly exposed, during 
	-

	normal working hours, without adverse effects.” 
	D. Substance limit values Incorrect Reference: Naval Ships Technical Manual, Chap. 074, Vol. 3, Gas Free Engineering, Appendix M, Page Gloss-9 
	2. A. Less cold valve lash Correct answer. If the valve seat is worn, this will cause a shorter distance in valve linkage, hence less cold valve lash. 
	B. More cold valve lash Incorrect 
	B. More cold valve lash Incorrect 
	C. Excessive pressure in Incorrect hydraulic valve lash adjusters 

	D. Broken valve springs Incorrect Reference: Diesel Engine Operation & Maintenance, Maleev, Pages 94–96 
	3. A. Maintain the required system Incorrect set point 
	3. A. Maintain the required system Incorrect set point 
	B. Maintain the value of the Incorrect manipulated variable 
	C. Maintain the output steam Incorrect pressure of the system 

	D. The operating range of the Correct answer. “Screwing the nut upward increases the compression of the 
	pilot output loading pressure adjusting spring and therefore, the pressure that must act on the pilot’s upper diaphragm to increase the output pressure (i.e., the controlled-pressure set point is raised). Screwing the adjusting nut downward reduces the set point ofthe controlled pressure.” 
	Reference: Modern Marine Engineer’s Manual, Vol. 1, 3rd Ed.; Pages 11–87 
	4. A. A measurement of Incorrect circuit resistance 
	4. A. A measurement of Incorrect circuit resistance 
	B. An increased accuracy of Incorrect approximately 1.5 percent 

	C. An extended meter range Correct answer. “The resistance of a shunt becomes smaller as you extend the range of a meter movement.” 
	D. This is never done Incorrect Reference: Electricity One-Seven, 2nd Ed; Mileaf, Pages 5–63 
	D. This is never done Incorrect Reference: Electricity One-Seven, 2nd Ed; Mileaf, Pages 5–63 
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	Nautical Deck Queries Questions Nautical Deck Queries Prepared by NMC EngineeringExamination Team 
	1. Both international and inland: A 20-meter vessel is towing another vessel astern. The length of the tow from the stern of the tow is 75 meters. How many white towing masthead lights shall the towing vessel show at night? 
	A. 1 B. 2 C. 3 D. 4 
	A. 1 B. 2 C. 3 D. 4 

	2. A vessel is taking on water but is not in immediate danger of sinking. What would be the best action to take to increase the vessel’s stability? 
	A. Increase the center of gravity 
	A. Increase the center of gravity 
	B. Reduce the free surface where possible 
	C. Pump out the double bottoms to reduce draft 

	D. Counter list by shifting deck cargo to the high side 
	3. Individuals who have consumed alcohol within 24 hours prior to exposure to H2S can tolerate which of the following? 
	A. Unusually large concentrations of H2S 
	A. Unusually large concentrations of H2S 

	B. Moderate concentrations of H2S without the usual reactions 
	C. Longer exposure to H2S concentrations 
	C. Longer exposure to H2S concentrations 
	D. Smaller than normal concentrations of H2S 

	4. While preparing to enter a Brazilian port (IALA-B), you see ahead a red and green horizontally striped buoy. The upper band is red. What action should you take? 
	A. Pass the buoy well clear on either side 
	A. Pass the buoy well clear on either side 
	B. Pass the buoy close aboard on either side 
	C. Alter course to leave the buoy to starboard 
	D. Alter course to leave the buoy to port 
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	A

	nswers 
	1. A. 1 Incorrect 

	B. 2 Correct answer. “A power-driven vessel when towing astern shall exhibit (i) 
	instead of the light prescribed in Rule 23(a)(i) or 23(a)(ii), two masthead lights 
	in a vertical line. When the length of the tow, measuring from the stern of thetowing vessel to the after end of the tow, exceeds 200 meters, three such lights in a vertical line.” 
	C. 3 Incorrect D. 4 Incorrect 
	C. 3 Incorrect D. 4 Incorrect 
	Reference: Inland/International Rule 24(a) 
	2. A. Increase the center of gravity Incorrect 

	B. Reduce the free surface Correct answer. “If transverse stability in the flooded condition is poor or nega
	-

	where possible tive, every effort should be made to reduce the free surface and to lower the center of gravity.” 
	C. Pump out the double bottoms Incorrect to reduce draft 
	C. Pump out the double bottoms Incorrect to reduce draft 
	D. Counter list by shifting Incorrect deck cargo to the high side 

	Reference: Stability and Trim for the Ship’s Officer, George, 4th Ed., Page 282 
	3. A. Unusually large concentrations of H2S 
	3. A. Unusually large concentrations of H2S 
	3. A. Unusually large concentrations of H2S 
	Incorrect 

	B. Moderate concentrations 
	B. Moderate concentrations 
	Incorrect 

	of H2S without the usual 
	of H2S without the usual 

	reactions 
	reactions 

	C. Longer exposure to H2S concentrations 
	C. Longer exposure to H2S concentrations 
	Incorrect 

	D. Smaller than normal concentrations of H2S 
	D. Smaller than normal concentrations of H2S 
	Correct answer. “Among the conditions which may compromise a person’s tolerance to H2S are any pulmonary, respiratory, bronchial, or heart problems. Other medical considerations include an eye infection, diabetes, epilepsy, hypertension, and alcoholism (or persons who have consumed alcohol within 


	24 hours of exposure).” 
	Reference: Safety on the Rig, PETEX, 4th Ed., Unit 1/Lesson 10, Pages 108–109 
	4. A. Pass the buoy well clearon either side 
	4. A. Pass the buoy well clearon either side 
	B. Pass the buoy close aboard on either side 
	C. Alter course to leave the buoy to starboard 
	D. Alter course to leave the buoy to port 
	D. Alter course to leave the buoy to port 
	Incorrect 

	Incorrect 

	Correct answer. “Buoys with horizontal red and green bands mark junctions (where two channels come together) or bifurcations (where two channels split 
	off one). If the top-most band is green, keeping the buoy on the port hand will 
	follow the preferred channel, as if the whole buoy were green. If the top-mostband is red, keeping the buoy to starboard (“red right returning” applies) will keep you in the preferred channel.” 
	Incorrect 
	Incorrect 

	Reference: Dutton’s Navigation and Piloting, Cutler, 15th Ed., Pages 57–58 
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	In the News: Gulf of Mexico Rescue 
	Crew members from Coast Guard Cutter Glenn Harris, a pre commissioned 154 foot fast response cutter, pull a person from the water April 13, 2021, after the 175 foot commercial lift boat, Seacor Power, capsized 8 miles south of Port Fourchon, Louisiana. The Coast Guard and multiple good Samaritan vessels responded to the capsized vessel and searched for multiple missing people in the water. Coast Guard photo 
	Crew members from Coast Guard Cutter Glenn Harris, a pre commissioned 154 foot fast response cutter, pull a person from the water April 13, 2021, after the 175 foot commercial lift boat, Seacor Power, capsized 8 miles south of Port Fourchon, Louisiana. The Coast Guard and multiple good Samaritan vessels responded to the capsized vessel and searched for multiple missing people in the water. Coast Guard photo 
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